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PREFACE

Project Overview

uly, 1973 t Associres was awarded a contract th*by e Office4\
of Plannin , Budgeting and EvalUation.(OPBE) of the United States Office

,

of Education to conduct a nationwide "Assessment.of Selected Resources for

Severely Handicapped Children and Youth" (Contract No.OEC4-73-7030). The

present volume is one of a five-volume series produced.oVer the codrse of

the project to describe the characteristics, quality and costs of service's

to severely mentally retarded, severely emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind

and severely multiiiiy handicapped clients age 21 and under, in 100.

providers across the nation.

For the purposes of this study, "severely" handicapped children and

youth were functionally dAined as those persons.age 21 and under who are

either mentally retarded emotiOnalt.disturbed, deaf-blina or multiPly.
% .1

handicapped and.who exhibit two or more of the following behaviors with a

high degree of regularity:' .

/
Self-mutilation behaviors such as heaa,banging, body
scratching, hair pulling, etc. which mayyresult in

,

danger to oheself;

AltRitualistic behaviors such as ro ,rig, pacing, autistic-

like behaViors, etc. which do not nvolve danger to

oneself;

Hyperactive-aggressive behaviors which are dangerous

to others; ,

t
0=.

Self-stimulation behaviors such as MaSturbation,'stroking,
..

patting, etc. for a total of more than one hour of a

waking day;

Failure to attend to even the most pronounced social
stimuli, including failure to respond to invitations
from peers or adults, or loss of contact with reality;

Lack of self7;care skills such as toilet training, self-.

feeding, self-dresing and grooming., etc.p

Lack Of verbal communication skills;,

Lack of physical mobility including confi+ent to
bed, inability to find one's way ar'bund the institu-

tion or facility, etc.



The project was conducted in threw phases: I) review A the

literature and decelopment of a state=of-the-art paper anla annotated

bibliography;.II) &induct of'a survey of potential providers of services

to sevErely handicapped clients age, 21 and ander and thecdevelopment of dat&.
.,

collection instruments for use in the third phase; III) site visits to'

100 providerk, data analysis and report.wri-ting.

Phase I consisted of an extensive review of the literature for

the purpose_of developing an annotated bibliography and state-of-the-art

paper on research and services for severely handicapped chi2dren and

YOuth. Volumes 1 and 2.0k the series were developed during this phase

of the study.

Phase II included the development of data collection inSt ents

for use during the third phase and a)mail survey of potential providers

of services o severely handicapped children and youth across the nation.

The survey was conducted for the purpos f Aeating apool of provid

from which 100 facilities could A selected for site visits. Fri= the

1,550 respondents to the mail survey, 100 providers(lyere selected who

serve severely handicapped clients age 21 and under. The selection of

the 100 providers was accomplished by grouping the respondents to. the

survey into eight sampling categories according to whether they offered

.primarily day or residential services and according 'to the number of

seveFely handicapped clients age 21 and under they erved. In order to
4

obtain a final sample of providers wh4.ch served a r ge,c) handicapping

conditions, providers were alsorselected*based upon whether they served a

maprity of cli,entSewho are either-semerely mentally retardedvere1y

emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind,,or severely multiply handicapped. In

addition, some prOviders were selected who served a mixed severely handi-
.

capped population:

Phase III of the study consisted of data collection, analysisand
I

.report writing. Eadh of the 100 providers in the final sample were visited

by two Abt Associates,. field staff for approximately two days duripg Mai or.

June, 1974. During these visits the Abt field staff conducted interviews

with the program or institution director;) selected ward, unit or classroom)

staffwho werejnost knowledgeable abput the services being offered to

E3
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,
I

.-

-;
severely handicapped clients:'and the budget director or other perspnhel/

most knowledgeable aboutthe providerys budget 'and costs of services./ jn

additionone member of the field ten spent one of the two days observing
v / Ih

severely handicapped clients throughout thk facility. The'be data were,

)

pd costs of provdder services to severely handicap ed clients. 6.

The Ltput of the stUdy consists of a fiVe- olume.final report
i

analyzed by Abt Associates projecti,staff and-descriptive case Atudies

were written to provide a composite picture of the charadteribtics, quality,

as follOws:

Volume 1: A State-of-the-Art Paper

Volume 2: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography,

Volume 3: 'Data Anglyeis and Results

Volume 4: Case Studies of Provider Services

Volume 5: C iusions and Recommendations

vi i
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Over the long course of man

FOREWORD

history, it has been only compar-

ly recently that atypica1 ch)i. dren, those with physical, mental, or

emot onal anomalies, were consi ered worthy of public concern. Until the
_-

middle f the nineteenth century, the Poor Laws, inadequate at best Silt

more frequently ignored than implemented, were the'only public.recourse

for the care of handicKoped children. Because the frequency of epidemics

at the publ ic4almshouses consisted a health hazard, and the presence.of

criminals and depraved adults was considered to be morall co upting,

such children received what might be euphemistically ca ed "residential

care" only until they could be iptrenticed out or A tured. Factory

owners who wanted tke labor of the able-bodied poor 'ldren we forceg

to take a number of crippled or handicapped children as Well Since no

records were kept and the contractor was not helliaccbuniable for the chil-

dren entrusted to him, the fate of the handicapped child pan be easily

;. .

, imagined.

Even while 5 he'preva1ent mode was auctioni fi or indenturin4lof unwanted

children, the early years of_the nineteenth ce #y saW a gradual dkfferen-
.

tiation among the various types.of handicaps. 4the:continent, the separa-'

tion of the mentall4 retarded chil from psychotics was conceptually

recognized long'before separate arr geMents for:care were provided. ,In
6

'France, Seguin began deVeloping phys logical and sense training rftethodf

or the education of mentally retard d children in 1839., and the' first
----

Massachusettsschool for the feeble-minded in the United' States was opened

in 1848. Althbugh legislation for the establishment of a similar instItu-
.

tiOn in New York had been introduced twO years earlier, no action was taken

there until 1851.
.;5

About this same) time, there was a growing concern fbr the,Care of

children with other- types of handicaps. By 1850 there were eight state

institutions for tike blind and by 1860 there were six'states with some

provision for emotionally disturbed Children. Even before the movement'

educate / the- mentally retarded children hadl=gotten off the ground, how-

ever, the soCiologicai studies of the Jukes and the Kallikaks ushered in,

a period in which feeble-mindedness was associated with crime, pauperism,

1



and degeneracy: Since such experts as Tredgold in England and Godlard in

the United States had stated categorically that at least!90i of.the etiology

of mental rqar as hereditary and Seguin's work had not produced

the dramatic "cures" ticipated, the budding interest in education was

shifted to the ultimate solution sterilization.

Even the great Fernald, a ter whom.many schools for mentally retarded

people have been named-, had i'ttle constructive to say about the mentally

retarded. In a speech given in 1912 he stat

The feeble-min
never capable
own'affairs.
public charges
Alble sorrow at
the community.

are a parasitic, pr
self-sdlopport or of m

A reat majority'ultima
in some form. They ca
home and are a nace

3

latory class,
aging their

ely become
e unutter-

anger to

° ieeble-minded women are almost i variably j.mm
the high grade imbecile isla pote ial criminal eeding

.only the proper environment and oppo tunity for"

development and expression of his criminal tendencies.

Thb converse proposition, that "the proper environment and opportunity"

could also-make it possible'for these human beings to lew:1 fUlfilled.and

socially useful lives, was not explored.

Subsequent to World War I and continuing along into thd 1950'1ra.

4reat deal of attention was given tfs deve ping theoretical formulations

concerning handicapping conditions. Public rovision for handicapped

children and adults continued tO,e4and during this period, but the pri-

mary function of suchAjggeitutions was segregation.. Facilities continued

to-be basically.warehouses for the storage of bodies, where those who were

1.3npleasant or offensive because they were unproductive, incompetent, and/or

unable to control their bodily functions, were provided with minimal sub-

sistence until a "natural" death odcurred. With some slight aMelioration,

4

.thigrse were tzh?
conditions wh'ch generally prevailed until after the election

of President John'

In his Message t

nedy.

ongress in February, 1963, Pr4sident Kennedy indi-

cated his intention to develop a "bold, new approacW,! to the care of the

mentally.handicappedasito maximize their.possibilities of assuming

, .

a useful role in socUty. This Period was also influenced by the pre-

1 2
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',occupation with.the effects of cultural deprivation, environmental handi-

caps, and the unequal opportunities afforded minority people, which were'

' having such an important impact at that time.

During the decade whicli has elapsed since then there has beeg an

enormous investment.of pUblic funds in studying the etiology of handi-

capping conditions and.in the development of'treatments and techniques for

ameliorating their effects, with the result that a voluminous literature

is now available. One of the major Changes in ernphasis in this period has

-been from primarily basil care to' habilitative or rehabilitative serviOes.

-Only recently hae legislation been passed in some states assuring every

'child, no matter how severely handicapped; an equal opportunity t receive

as.complete an education as pOssible; A corollary of'this redogn'tion

-of pUblic responsibility is the belief that even the most severely handi-

capped person.has the right to, and. is capable of, a meanindful life.

In spite of numerous studies, demonstrations, and outright grants to

providers, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped estimated in 1973

that only 40% of approximately 7,000,000.handicapped children were receiving

Adequate services. Furthermore, since the incidence of severity along the

dimension of handicap has not been Charted, it is extremely likely that a

large proportion of the unserved fall into the category of the severely

handicapped.. There is thus a critical need to survey the.literature and

determine what is known about this disproportionately negleCted segment of

the handicapped population.* The present work is an-attempt to respond to

this'need.

RATIONALE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART PAPER

In prepa4ation for the writing of this paper an extensive literature.

review Kas conducted, resulting in tbe volume entitled: "A Selected, Anno-

tated Bibliography 'on Severely Handicapped Children and Youth." Most of the

articles, books, and other sources mentioned in this Ipaper are fully ref-

erenced in the Annotated Bibliography.

The State-of-the-Art paper actually'comprises two distinct parts.

Part I consists of a subjective distillation of the concepts and research

reported in Part II. It discusses many of the isates for which documentation



-and research support are later provided. In addition,"it includes an his-

torical context for the.three major.categories of handicap And treats some

issues on,which litt/e research is available. The final'section of Part I

presents some of the speculations as to the direction that provision of Care

for the $everelyhandicapped will be ,taking in the not too distant future.

,Part II of this report is the research'review: 'There are five'sections.

The,first four represent.the handicapping conditions Of interest to thiS

study: severe mental retardation, severe emotional/disturbance, deaf-

blindness, and sevelp multiple handicaps. -In'every case the focUs is on

0

those Children and youth with the most severe levels of impairment.

111 eadh of the above four categories, t.le research. is' discussed.under

,the same basic rubrics wherever possible. For the three major handicap

categories (mental.retardatidn, emotional!disturbance d deaf-blindness),

there 3re the follawing subsections: Problems of Diiinition and Classifica-

tion; Prevalence Studies; ResearCh and Demonstration; Measurement; Guides

to Providers; and Bibliographies.

The treatment of the fourth Jcàtegory, multiple.handicaps; is much

shorter and has fewer subsectio This is due.only in part to the fact

that there is comparatively little literature-in this area. 'More importantly.,

the category itself is extremely amorphous. There is always the need to

strip away the global characteilzation of "multiple" and look at the specific

physical anomalies and performance
disabilities orwhich it is comprised.

,

For this review, all references in which one of the handicaps of concern is

either deafness or blindness, ar'both; are discussed under the Deaf-Biind

rubric (section 3.0);, the multiply handicapped mentapy retarded are included

in the section on Mental Retardatidi (section 1.0) and the emotionally

disturbed mentally retarded are under Emotional Distdrbance (seCtion 2.0).
.r

Yet the designation of multi-handicapped has acquired a uniqueness.

and identity 110its own in the past few years.. This is probably due to the

fact thaethe rubella virus, whigl has such.a devastating effect on the

embryo during its developmental course, after the epidemic of'1964-65 resulted

in the birth of a great many children handicapped in perceptual, sensoiy-

Motor, and'mental functioning. Thus the multi-handicapped category comprises

4
4



a combination of sensory, meqal, and physical problems, and includes brain-

damaged, cerebral palsied, and orthoPedically imapired dhildren as well:
:f7#

The fifth.and last section covers research studies which are concerned

with more than one type of handiciapl they could reasonably have been cited

4
.

in two or more of the.four pregOding sections. This alternative would have

.resulted in a great-deal of Odundancy, and would also have isked losing

some of the total impact of the original documents. Ie wa'therefore re-
.

jected. Instead, a fifth section entitled, -"Research on All Severs Handicaps,"

was created. In it are reviews of a number of textbooks and compilations

of materials. Most importantly, it Includes the Guides to ProviOrs serv-
-

ing the entire range Of-handicapping conditions. It does not, however, have

the usual subsection on Research and Demonstration.since few such stud).es

focus bn more than one handicapping condition. In addition, the finaf sec-

« -

tion includes material on current legislatiod as well as costs of services

to severely handicapped children and youth across all four handicapping

conditions.

\

1
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'PART I,: _SEVERE HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS.
-

After a thoraigh immersion in the literature, we have become aware

of several ddminant themes which, surface again and again., RI+ far the most
+,7

persistent of these,is the realization that it is both futile and non-,

productive. ta4ttempt to separate the problems of definitiomand classifica-

.tion frOM those otmeadurement and estimates of prevalence,,TWo major

themes'sleriye fromthis poSition. The first is the need to cut free from

'the traditional categorical labels, to deal with persons; not disease's and

*
deficits. Onig this leap has been taken, a numberof corollary'issueS

'emerge, relating: to treatment approadhes- and settings.
. \

The second major.theme is less perceptible and has a mudh more dif-

ficult time breaking through the impacted theories of various disciplines.

It postulates a need to address,the prablems of the'severely handicapped

on three separate'levels: prevention, remediation,-an4,,education.

These ervasive themes will be discussed in detail in the subsequent

sections Of tiis paper. However, before we can fully understand the bases

and rationale of the categori

historical roots which have

approach, we need to examine briefly the

hed the growth of theory and knowledge

in the three major handioap areas.
q

1.0 HISTORY'OF THE CATEGORICAL APPROACH

1.1 Mental Retardation

The history of our knowledge of mental deviations extends far back

into'the pre-Christian era. The Therapeutic Papyrus of Thebes (1552 B.C.) a

contains undoueotedly the oldest written reference to mental retardation.

Too, Galen, a Greek physician in the second Century A.D., discuised varia-

tions in mental Ability in his medical writings, and there were many other

early philosophers and scientists who were interested in exploring the most

extreme forms of human behavior.

Among primitive and superstitious peoples, "fools" were thought to_be

."touched" by God, and were accordingly given many,privileges and considera-

.tionsnotenjoyed by normal members of society. Or conversely, they were
-

considered "possessed" by the devil and persecuted as witches. At other

6
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times, a deviant,chi14 was considered God's curse for the misdeeds of the

parents, and hence Stehameful stigma. In any case, abnorlfility.was commonly

viewed as an unfortunate accident, a "sporeiquite unrelated to the heredi-

tary patterns of theparents or their living conditions.

Thus, the Greeks were known to have kIlle or abandoned handiCapped_

Children. The Rqmans couid afford the luxuxy of Mkintaining a certain nuMber;

of tile Mor . amusing variety as "fools",for their entertainment, while the

Persian religionkmanded'compassion and care fot unfortunates. Similarly,

the Christian dogma which prevailed during the Middle Ages preached man's

responsibility for all hi's hUman brethren, including the sick; the poor,

and the handicapped. Many deaf, blind, and mental incompetents were Offered

havens.in hospitals and,asylums of varioas religions orders. A famous

religious shrine at Gheel placed both the insane-and feebleminded in private.

1

homes;.these were probably the first formal "family-care" arrangemehts. .About

the saMe period, in England, thd Mentally incompetent were supported as wards

of\the king. Ironically, with.the.period of the enlightenment and the con-

cept of individual re.Sponsibility, a far less liberal attitude was displayed

'to those who not only could not make a productive contribution to the economy,

but were also a drain on its limited resources.

In all this earlY history, it should be p d out, there was no real'

effort to categorize the varieties of incomPetencies. Rather, there was

what might even be considered a behavioral approach. Persons who were ab-

normal and did not "fit in," for whatever reason, were commonly dealt.with

in the same-way. We fiAd the "poor,,halt, and blind" in the same alms-
,

houses and dungeons, while the manic and potentially dangerous'deranged or
1

defective persons were often placed in prisons, even though they had not

tommitted any trimes.

A definition of severe mental retardation couched in modern terms first

appeared in 1534, and a distinction' was made between idiocy and insanity

in 1690 (Doll, 1972). From these beginnings, the trend toward categorical

labelling began in earnest. For years, work with the retarded continued

.to be tied closely to the sensory methods developed in the study of the deaf

and,the blind. Thus, almost all of the early progress in education and

rehabilitation was made by physicians rather than educators. And so there
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is a logical basis for the medical-pathological:prientation which continues
4

to permeate a great deal of the research and treatment of, the handicapped.

As medical research and practice branched out.ipto numerbus areas o

specialization, a--corresponding effect waS.felt in the study of tl types

abnorMil manifestations. The new sOiences such as-geneticS,, pathology,
\

neurolOgy,.biOcheinistry, etc., each cut offa'small segMent Of the total
-

problem to examine microscopically apd separately, coming together only

to add still an ek term to the burgeoning list of/etiological descrip-
%.

4 -

-tions. These werè. considerably augmented, at the kurn of the centurywith

the eMergence Of the social sciences. NOw psychology,'psychiatry, sociology,

anthropology,- and all their splinter disciplinJs,.produced a new source of

categorical classifications.

1.2 Emotional
r
Disturbance

The early study of behavioral disorders did not become dissociated

from that of mental deviante in general until the beginning of the 18th

century.

However,,althot!gh.referenceS_tO behaviors which now.would be cate-

gdrized as severe emotional diiturbance appeared in the'medical and psychiat-

ric writings of the 1800's,,the deqiancies Were described in the terminology

appropriate, to adult pSychoses. This-homunculus approaCh led to the diag-

nosis of infantiae manias or infantile'insanity'. Most of the time, how- ,

ever, children*Ith behavioral disorders were considered under the rather

amorphously defined rubric of mental deficiency, with or without organic

deterioration.

perhaps the first labels applicable'to children and youth'were coined

by Kraepelin-in his text, Dementia Praecox, published in tnglish in 1919.

This broad complex of

whose aberrancies had

percentage of cages,

syndromes was used-letrospectively to ide4tify adults

their roots'In early adoleScence, or-Ten., in a srail

early childhood. One of these,. hebephl a soon

began to be used in diagnoses With adolescent patients. lin believed

that the various forms of dementia praecox were due'to cerebral degenera-

tion or metabolic disorders which were both progressive and irreversible,

providing a completely:pessImistic prognoSis. In effect, this important

18
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4 contribution to the analysis of adult psychoses discouraged research on the

disorders of young children.

The attribution of psychoses taphysiological causes continued to he

dominant in psychiatry for a fong,time after Freud'haq brought out.his

theories of the psychological and emotional ,genesis of abnormal behavior.
,

Not until Bleuler formulated_his conceptof the "schizophrenias" was there

any publiShed record* pianAottempt to-coordinate physi logical and psydhol-
_

ogical theories. Although applied primarilyto his wo

Bleuler's description of the-major symptoms Of schizop

readily aNd usefullY to the clasSificatign ofdisorders in ,dhildxen. It

\

also-provides the basis for thetherapeutic7analytic orientation which-has
-

k with adults,

renia converts

-
until recemtlY been the preValent method for dealing with behavior.disorders

of.young children. Most psychiatrists continued to-vipw the appearan4e of

deviant behaviors io childrdh simply as the foreruniiex.of adult psychoses.
;

7:major basis for the unwillingness to designate any behavior in-young

chidren asahnormal was the absence of guidelines for the detcription of

normal development. This was particularly true where theprinciple of

Continuity of human behavior was accepted. Under this formulation, all
,

behavior is continuous and e are no sharp points. of distinction betweenti

the normal and the abnormal; exe are only degrees of variation from a
r,

hypothetical norm. Discontinuity theory postulates that aberrant behavior-,
. .0,-

is not only a difference in degree-or quantity,of unusu behaviors exhibited,
A

but also a major difference Inithe kind or qUality of these behaviors. The

conflict between,continuity anddiscontinuity theories continues to be a

major area of disagreement at the present time.

i

With the advent of the 1930's, the considerat on of behav4Or disorders^

in Children began to take on an identification apar from Wori with adults
,

(e.g. ipotter, Bradley, Despekt, Mahler, Szurek,, Bender, Kanner). Although
4,

described in different terms:b6, the early investigators, there seems to be

consensus-on certain characteristics of-ttfe emotionally di-turbed child.
,

These include lack of contact with reality, inability to Iorm emotional

relationthips, defects Of verbal communication and sensory reception, and

\bizarre psychomotor be 1 avioX an.
Emotional disturbce has been de,..ribda as

a gene c societal prob em which,involves three major characteristics:

19
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disability, deviation, and alienation. Yet it is more than a simple sum of

its varied manifestations: it a human system in distress.
p.

. ,

Because current woik with emotioi(a disturbed children has so

ditferent theoretical sources, there h. een a nUmber ofattemPts to

(IIII.

kdevelop a conceptual framework.which r 'ains all the variety without losing

any of the power of analysis and interpretation.

'.A number of theloretical models have been constructed po deal with-

pathological behavior. Each of these encompasses a basic methodology, a
z

distinctive orientation, some integrative principle related to behavior

genesis, an approach to amelioration, and a unique stamp or ambience which

distihguishes it from other models. There ale three general theoretical

models: psychotherapeutic,.behaviora -r,;and.Sociological. In
,

several less' complete models deriv Y *sic three. The
, .,,

peutic model has

new insightlintroduced
V

The behavioral-psYchologrOl

traditional'cOnditioning theb
4

clear t

dition,

cilt era-

, with many.modifications and

ste0' e interveninq.70 years.

di can=Ultiiately be traced to the

,es of Pavlov, although these were completely

transformed ini &inner in hisAivelopment of op t psychology. Finally,
, ;'- ,,--

'

Durkheim is.generally.crediipad with the application of sociological theOry/to

,
the etiology and interpretation ofideviant behavior.. The several theoretical

, , o

systems may.eMpllasize different features of specific syndromes.. Psychother py,

,behavioral psychology, and biogenetic theory,' for example, relate to the

.manifestation of.the disability: sociology is Concerned primarily with
'

deviation.
f

The various theoretical positions are further'oonfounded by the contri-

butionS 'of a rather distinct group of critics who oppose all theoretical

models of aberrant behaVior. For convenience, they have been labelled the
0

"counter-theorists," Deriving, from the existential philosophy of,Husserl'

and Heidegger, they are unified by their radical challenge to the aecepted

preconceptions of disturbance, deviance, and psychosocial disability. They'

are not allomogeneous group. Herbert Marcuse and Norman Brown are socio-

cultural reformers who tend to a beh4vioral model, while Laing has come'out

. Of the traditional psychodynamic school. They_share a.common rejection of
.

ecurrent methodologyi they_refuse to reduce ideas to prescriptive principles

10
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of behavior genesis, and they Object tb curreht treetment'methodologies.

On the positive side, they believe that all human behaviors should be

freed of repreSsive institutionalization and cultural imposition, and they

maintain that.even the most bizarre behaviors ale still part of the total

spectrum of Possible human responses.

Counter theory ?as had a considerable'impact not only,on the descrip-

tion of emotional behevior but also on the entire categorical approach:

This has been'accomplished in spite of the fact that counter theorists

have produced no crucial evidence nor critical experiments to invalidates

any of the basic principles of behavior on which the major theories are

built. The usefulness and applicability of basic paradigms Of .learning

theory, unconscious motivation, and biógenetic ancLsociocultural determinants,

have not been seriously threatened.; However, what counter theory criticism-

has done is..Eo up,the necesSity of integrating, the three theoretical

systems into a unified model of behavioral analysis end treatment.

1,3 .Deaf-Blind and Multiply Handicapped

0
Next to mental retardation)leefnesS and blingnesg, as separate sensory

disabilities, have the lagest historical background of any of the handi- A

capping conditions. Mowever, ihere are surprisingly few references to the

deaf-blind as a single.entity. Perhaps the mostkimportant contributions to

the fieldOtiave,been made by dramatit successes achieved by Persons such as
?;

Helen Keller and Laura Bridgman. These and a few other instances led to

-
the recognition that special techniques dbuld be used to break through the

cOmmunicatiop barrier so that the deaf-blind coUld eventually,be educated.

There have been many conflicts as to the value of various instructional

approaches: Some timstago, it was established that there was no physical'
,

basis for muteness in the deaf-blind. This led to a strong push tO teach

the deaf-blind to speak through the use of vatiousi vibratory_and acoustical

techniques. The distorted sounds whith were produced after a tremendous

expenditure of effort were a deep disappointment. Today there is a turning

.away from the focuS on methanical production of sound to an emphasis on
ft

increasing conceptual power through whatever sensory input channels are

available.

11
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There 'have alskpeen some areas.of disagreement as to what level of

measurable sensory deficit is to be used as the legal definition of blind-
,

ness or deafness. Yet at no time has there been any serious disagreement-
,'

as to whether or not a peipcn i severely handicapped as*a coniequence of a

coMbination of these iwo defici . Furthermore, since deafness and blind-

ness are tf,ed 'to identifiable hysical structures involving .peripheral

and central nervous system networks, there has been little basis for con-

flicting causal attributions. The reasons

may be qyiestioned, but not (except in ca

physical impairment occurred

hysterically simulated sensory

impairment) the association of physical anothalies with deficits in funCtion.

The historical back.ground Of the

very limited. ;It, too, has been torn

cal systems,,but for opposite reasdhs.

handicaps is so amorphous that it may

multiply-handicapped categorY i Also

by conflict between different theoreti

The whole category of multiple

be considered a tacit admission of the

breakdewn of efforts at.classification. .Thus, it has contributed to the

growing dissatisfaction with labeling and categorical classification.-

2,0 PROBLEES OF DEFINITION AND.CLASSIFICATION AS THEY RELATE TO

MEASUREMENTAND PREVALENCE STUDIES
. -

Whenever preValence studies or incidence estimates haVe been reported,
.^

there has been some cautionary note aS to thequesitonable valid4y of the.

data.. Attempts to obtain definitive estimates of "the handicapped' will'

continue to prove fruitless until the rules of the census game are made

sufficiently clear so that one person cannot be asgigned to two or three

different pigeon holes at the same time. Too, they must be sUfficiently

objectiVe so that two census-takers do not(attach different labels to the

sane person. Such considerations quickly bring us to the problem of-Clas-

sification and measurement.

Even if these problems did not exist, there is one very serious hurdle

to tht prevalence survey/which does not seem to have been addressed in the ,

literature. This concerns the sources from which data are obtained. In

most cases, incidence surveys canvass a variety of institutions:. regular

schools, special classes, clinics l'hospitals,,etc. Using the tr ditional

Ifcategorical labels, they ask teac ers or administrators to repor

2
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'child en in their class r program areA.n each of.the categpries. There

is nO basis for assuming that teachers are capable of-making suth kne-grained
\

diagnastic determinations. Even if they were, there is a problem which even

expert diagnosticians must face; under what label dpes'one count an untest-,

able.deaf-blind ild with emotipnal disarders? The situation is further

complicated by thA fact that many Surveys are themselves categorical in

nature: Survey A interested in the deaf-blind; Survey.B in the mentally

retarded; Survey C rthe emotionally disturbed. Thus,.a child in the.

Multi4fandicapped Unit of a School for, the Deaf could legitimately be

counted/three times. And'a fourth time, if:there were a survey of the multi7

handicakoped..
-

In contrast to tl-ese sourdes of overestimate; there are other condi-,

tions which produce underestimations'of the "true".indidence statistics.
'1

The prevalence estimate of the severely emotionally disturbed reported by

one investigator is 4 i. 1.000. This figure was obtained from a survey

of classroom teachers. '.&gain, accepting the unwarranted assumption that

a classroom teacher has the expertise to make such a diagnosis, any,inference

that this figure represents the incidence of severe behavior disorders is

prepostetous. There is noreeason to telieve that even one-quarter of severely (

handicapped children in the United States are:presently enrolled in public

school-classes.

So, how does one go about taking a census of handicapped persons? A

number of prevalence studies have Indicated that 40% to 60% of schpol-aged

handicapped dhildren are not recdiving any type of care at all. It is unclear

these figures were determined. Most likely'they were derived from the

cApplication of statistical properties of the normal curve to the total popu-_

lation. While 4lis may be a:valid procedure where characteristics are

normally distributed, it is certainlY not appropriate where the conditions

by their very nature are abnorMally distyibuted.

There is strong evidence that extreme behavioral or physical anomalies

are aecidents of naure or- environmental circumstance. For example, it has

been ,estimated that approximately 90% of all thase with an IQ score between

52 and 67, i.e.; the "mildly" retarded, have no measurable brain damage or ,

central nervous system impairment. Because of the need to find an etio-

2 3
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logical labek, they are'called "cultural-familial". retarded Children. They

,are simply assumeA\to be at the lower end of a normally distributed attri-

bute, intelp.gence.

TA picture changes radically when we get to the severely and pro-
_

foundly mentally retarded. Almost 41 persons in this category show-evidence

^
of accidental and unpredictable genetic-mishaps,. viral infections, birth

injuries, etc. The Occurrence of biological "Sports" is not associated with

ethnicitY, socioeconomic Status, or any of the other heritable variables to

whichmild retardation is linked, .It is unsafe to apply. population estimates
.4

to determine the actual size of a:severely handicapped groUp.

A census of the handicapped must, therefore, be a true cansusthatis,
-

,an.actual door=io;-door head/count. This-task would be a difficult one,
)z.

even assuming that the monei for such an expensive venture weke made available.
.

In the first place, many 'of this group, never surfade to where. they can be

counted. Many families fail tO report children of whom they have Alvested

themselves bY permanent placement in a residential institution, or those they

have locked.up in a'back bedroom or closet. The feelings of guilt and

shame engendered by such.offspring do not Permit-their acknowledgement,

even to an impersonal census-taker% But suppose this v/4re not true, and

the parent were willing to admit to a handicapped child in the'family; would

46 lay person be able,to determine whether a mute, unresponsive Child was

deaf, profoundly retarded, or autistic? Even specialists often disagree

as to the appropriate label to apply to a particular syndrome of atypical

behaviors.

Thus we return to the problem of .specifying the rules of definition and

measurement by which the game Of classificatica must be playe#: Borderline

discriminations, where behaviors are only moderately deviant from normal,

are admittedly far more complex. There are so many confounding enVironmental

variablessocioeconomic, ethnic, cultural, and socialwhich may prevent

the emergence of inherent Abilities, or precipitate the appearance of sensory

or behavior disorders. In comparison.it is a far simpler task to identify

a severely handicapped person, for the severity makes the deviance obvious.

Here the problem is one of identification, descr,iption, and measurement.

14
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As wehave seen, the problee6

%rooted in the seParate historiotl

handicap has created its-own body

there are "specialists" in mental

. !

of definitiOn and.classifica n ate

Processes through which each are of

of theory and terminology. Eve today,

retardation, behavior disorder , the -

deaf, and the blind; andthere are a host of "specialitations" covering

brain damage,

Abilities.

cerebral palsy, and many Other physical and orthopedic dis

1

Th'e press for greater specificity of classification has recently been

given renewed impetus by the need of legislators concerned with enacting

laws to protect the rights of handicapped populations. Since these laws

N
adopt.the traditional categorical.terminology, With_special provisions lbr

different types of handicapping OtindiIions, clear guidelines for discrimina-

ting the different populations becomeessential.

Compilations of state laws dealing with the handicapped paint 'LU-1, .61e

stereotypic language. The following definition, although,better than most,

is a fairly typical example: The eXceptional child is "any child.of educable
.1111.

and trainable mind, under 21, for whose parelcular educational needs insti-

tutional care and training are not a.vailabie in this state, or who cannot

pursue regular classwork due to reason or reasons of defective hearing, vision,

speech, or mental retardation, or phsical

tent medical'authorities and psychologists.

real basis for identifying the handicapped

of this responsibility on some ill-defined'

condition as determined by compe-

This description provides no

child, and places the entire onus

group of authorities.

In certain,states there are legal stipulations which decree that children

with IQ's be1oW 90 cannot be considered emotionally disturbed.- Accordingly,

Residential Treatment Centers for the emotionally disturbea specifically

exclude the mentally retarded. How then can they determine whether or not

the mute, out-of-contact child is capable of normal mental functioning?

Most schools for the deaf and blind will not accept the retarded, even

though they may also be deaf and/or blind. Mho can say to what degree

failure to perform on an IQ test is a' function of impaired mental ability,

or the closed channels of sensory stimulation which it is the task of these

institutions tb open? There' must be some objective basis for determining

at what point mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed children can no

,



longer be metained in regular clasSrooms. If they are excluded, who

decides whether a special class or a residential faci/17 is most appro-
i

priate,' and on what basis? %

MI 4 4

The question of establishing levels'of severity of impairment is

another aspect of the prOblem of Clatsification. There is a gro4,.ng

tendency to base the determination of lévelS.of severity on behavioral

criteria,, regai:dless of the medical or etiological'diagnosis. The preeen7

tation of two Or more.cr,itical negative behaviors, such as self-mutilation

or bizarre posturing, and/or the absence of two oi'more developmentally-

appropriate positive behaviors, Such as responsivenesp to social stimuli in

the infant or basic self-care skills inthe preschooler, are obvious and

indisputable evidence of a serious deg90e of deiarture from normal expec-

tations.

e

3.0 THE NON-CATEGORICaL ARGUMENT

It is but a short step from the adoPtion of behavioral criteria for,.

spedifying level of ieverity tde Complete rejection of all categorical

labeling. There is no.real justification for stablishing categorical

boxes and then stuffing into them persons who, have their awn unique sets

of characteristics. It is far morepasonable -to observe the handicapped

person to determine the undesirablelpe aviOrs which need to be extinguished

and the deSi/rable skills and Abilities which.need to be acquired. Then a A

treatment course can be Charted specifically for this particular person.

This, in essence, is the non-categorical.stance. Basically, it is

but an extension of the pAnciple of individualized instruction to the handi-

capped Child. 'There are two roots from which the concept of a non-categorical

approach has grown: the first relates to the rejection Of labels, per se;

the second, to the need for alternative educational settings. There is a

strong feeling that it is unethical and itmoral to label,a child as different

or deviant from his peers. Aside from being dehumanizing, o nce the stig-

matizing label has been applied it serves as a deterrent to any attempt 'to ,

deal with the specific problens of a particular Child. In the not-too-

distant past,sChildreft who had been labeled in this way were placed in in sti-

tutions for the severely retarded, with others similarly categorized, where

26-
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they were almost completely deprived of any educational stimulation. The

horror stories which occasionally seeped Out of these institutions led to

reform pressure by parental and citizen groups., which precipitated the

establiShinent of the "special" class within the regular school building.

It is a moot point ighether these "special" classes can be considered an

improvement. There is no evidence that special classes facilitate either

cognitive or social development. On the contrary, there is sone reason to

believe that placement la4 special class exposes the child to greater

emotional stress, ridicule, and opprobrium. Although there is, a smaller

child-teacher ratio, all dhildren are.treated alike, as if the homogeneous

label had stripped them of all individuality.

Disappcintment and dissatisfaction with the 4 ecial class resulted

in a awing to the opposite extremiethe demand thai all dhildren should

beretained in the "mainstream" of the educational system. Children would

be classified in terms of their behavioral and learning disabilities, for

which they would receive.appropriate instruction, but they would also par-

ticipate in many of the class activities. This syStem seems tetbe working

out with certain types of handicaps, and with rather moderate levels of

severity. Teadhers need some retraining, and they welcome the assistance

.

of support staff: In general, they are pleased and surprised at the progress

of the handicapped dhildren.

....../Children with severe handicaps continue to need special class place-

ment, but with an entirelli different orientation. A new approach provides

far greater flexibility of programming and much more supervised contact

with other dhildren. -Such a program is functioning successfully within a

complex of three regular schools in a California community. In the classes

are many rubella children who are deaf and blind; some are also mentally
Sk,

ketarded and-emotionally disturbed. Several severely disturbed boys are

also accommodated in this non-rerldential prograM. There is no doubt that

the non.-dategorical approach cari'and does work (Meyen, 1971; Reynolds and

Davis, 1971; Johnston, 1912; Sodhi, 1972)

Comparisons between public and private facilities as well as between

Vail:low types of hoRg and residential placements are frequently debated.

Although the recent trend is Avay from laige institutioneto smaller.units,
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preferably soue type of fa1ni1y-hoU4'care; the.latter is not necessarily a.

superior placement. There are many advantages-of institutional placement,

'not the-least of which is the access to a greater variety of'special there=

peutic care and equipment. While most advocates'Of a non-categorical

approach are opposed to the institution, it is not the institutional or

residential setting Which Is the major point of'objection. ItAs the

principle of exclusion which is at issue.

Consider the case of the Regional Treatmerit Centers for Emotionally

Disturbed Children, under the aegis-bf the Na!tonal Institutes of Mental

Health, and*the Regional Deaf-Blind Centers sponsored-by the'Bureau Of

Education for the Handicapped. Neither of these will accept children who

bear the label legally (and arbitrarily) assigned to the other. And neither

will willingly accept the mentally retatded, even though the appropriate

catelSkical deficit is also present. Aside from the dearth of diagnostic

measures to establish which.is the most valid label, the handicapped Child

is subjected to another type of injUstice. Although-both networks are .

national in scope, they'are not distributed geographically in any equitable

pattern. Thus, a child with emotional disturbance may haye to be transported

hundredS of miles to a Regional Training denter, while a Deaf-Blind Center

may be located close to' where he lives.

Again, we must return to a behavioral position: The best placement.for-

any handicapped person is the one which provides the best service--the\one

most responsive to the totality of his or her particular needs.

A

4.0. TREATMENT AND RESElitISSUES

The majority of the researdh and demonstration studies are concerned

with dle exploration of the effects of different treatment approaches> Most

of these investigations are demonstrations in whicb the use,of a particular

curriculum or instruCtional procedure is reported: In some cases there are

pre- and post-tests to measure progress across the period of the innovation.

Far more frequently, there is no objective evaluation, and nip attempt to

carry out even a quasi=experimental design.

The comparatively few experiTental studies are equally lacking in

rigor. These crilakcisus are particularly applicable to demonstrations of

18



psydhotherapeutic treatment programs. There are two aspects to the problem:

t psychotherapeutic proCess is extremely idiosyncratic.and dif-

ficult to describe in precise, replicable terms. .Much of the effect of

the treatment is dependent on the Charismatic rapport which is established

within an analyst-patient dyad. The second aspeCt of the problem is in

determining the success of the "treatment.", Generally, studies in which

groups Of patients have received therapy report a recovery rate of 25%.

the criteria of recOvery are extremely sUbjective.

The problems become even more -Complex if the study involves the compari-

son of one psychotherapeutic:approach with another--for examine; individual

therapy with group therapy. Or one group which receiVes psychodynamic

treatment may Le compared with one which receives.a behavior modification

program, or with a control group Aceiving no treatment at all. Here we are

confronted with the sampling issue. The relative severity of the condition

before treatment was initiated is a critical variable in th.prediction of

a successful outcome

with a higher.IQ ave a far greater Chance of making a meas able improvement.

In all ha\ cap conditions, the IQ isione of the beS ators of

functioning, whgther in personal self-caie skills, or in s -emotional

or cognitive areas. As we have indicated earlier, severely, and profoundly

retarded children, i.e. those with.IQ's below 35 are far mome likely to
-\

have organic brain damage, with evidence of neurological impairMent. These

children show little progress in residential or day treatment settings.

Children who present similar symptoms, but without any organic trauma7, are

far more apt to show improvement, even in a residential setting. There are

also differences in Children from homps which vary on socioeconomic, ethnic,

and family variables. Thusi.the Characteristics of the individuals who make

up the groups being contrasted are extremely critical.

Thus, Children who have language,facility -and those

Another criticism of the researdh with the severely handicapped is

that the number of cases is usually so small that no statistical tests for

,.significance of differences, analyses of variance, or linear regressions

can be made to determine the critical variables. It is almost impossible

to find appropriate controls who are not receiving some type of treatment,

--or who do not become involved in a treatment program during the Course of
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the experimental study. (It would be heartless to insist that a handi-

capped, disturbed child remain without treatment merely to fulfill the

requirements of experimental rigor.)

While these are all valid criticisms from the point of vlew of a

traditional experimental'orientation, they are completely inappropriate in

the investigationof treatment issues with the severely handicapped popula-

tion. ay very definition, there are very few persons who fall into this

category. Where they are brought together in groups in'institutional

settings, it is not because they are truly homogeneous, but rather

for administrative convenience. Two emotionallydisturbed l0tyear7olds

are more different from each other than are two normal fifth-grade Children.

One emotionally disturbed youngster may be mute and, spend hours in the same

bizarre, stereotypic behavior;.another may be hyperkinetic and destructive.

In addition to these serious impediments to maiOaining an experimental

deSign there are all the usual problems which plague researdhers who

attempt tO investigate issues in.naturalistit settings.

Hcikever, in spite of the methodological proiblems, there is sufficient

evidence, from numerous replications over many years, to conclude that

there is very poor prognosis for improvement under a.psychotherapeutic

approaCh. The research results, sudh as,they are, indicate that the most
0

severely damaged children, either_mentally retarded oremptionally disturbed,

show little real or persistent progress toward nOrmal behaviors, Even with

the brightest and least distUrbed Children, the cOurse of therapy is long

and painstaking, and the outcome dubious.

There are a nUMber Of other treatment approadhes which have been tried

with severely handicapped children, with more or leSs success. Art, music,

and movement therapy have sometimes shown some impact, but they are most

effective when they are instituted as part of a controlled, total environ-

ment program.'

The one treatment approach which has shown consistent and repeated "

effectiveness with the most severe levels oeseveral handicapping conditions

is that of operant conditioning or behavior modification. The reinforcement

model has been applied most advantageously in connection with precision

teadhing techniques and programmed instruction. Best results are obtained
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when the tOken economy becomes an integral pari-of the-total envirOnment

..(tijou, 1971; Pedrini and Pedrini, 1972; Jordan and Robbins, 1972; Walker

et,a1., 072). In'a residential setting, the principles are applied #

eveiy encounter the child haS either with staff or other Children. in

settings where the child goes home weekends, behaVior monitoring continues,

pn the bus/ and check-off sheets are kept during the stay at home. Parents

and family members, and others in the home, are important participants in

the tra4ning prodess; even more so when the child is in a'non-residential

setting.j:

Although operant:conditioning has deoinonstrated-its usefulness in the

affective areas of emotional and=social developmeni, its dramatic success

with the teaching of self-care and academic skills.has been its most out-

standing accomplishment. This has, on occasion, resulted in the anomalous

situation where behavior modification proceaures are uSed in the classroom

While the indiVidual child has a daily session with a psychotherapist. (One

tragi-comedic incident has been reported in which a Child was being punished

for emitting certain verbal behaviors in the classroom and encouraged to

engage in these behaviors as.cathartic release in thd sessions with the

therapist!)

Evaluation of .61e effectiveness of behavior.modification procedures

are not susceptible to the serious criticisms leveled against psychotherapy

studies. The questions of comParability of Samples and of small cell sizes

are quite irrelevantbecause in behavior modification each subject is his,

own'control. Baselinedata to determine the level of performance at the

initiition of treatment is obtained and this is the Yardstick against which

progress in acquisition and/or extinction is measured. Furthermore, both the
A

modification procedures and the specific behavioral outcomes are stated in

very precise terms. The performance goals ate broken down into a series of

compohents, the achievement of each being easily observable and susceptible

to objective-measurement. Frequency counts are,used to determine extinc-

tion of deviant behaviors as well as the acquisition of desired performance

skills. As soon as possible, the child in treatment becomes involved in

charting his own progress.
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so that anomalies ir chromOsoma division can be detected and prevented.

Hasid research would also be nee ed for ths study of other neurological

and organic traumas which are known to be present in severely handicapped

dhildren.

Also, the weight of aceumulated data from prenatal and perinatal

studies, neurological examinations, and electroencephalography, have pro-

vided a strong basis for inference that the presence of central nervous

system impairment is associated with emotional disturbances. More work

must be done to obtain the necessary histopathological evidence which can

lead to preventative action programs. Concurrent research is necessary in
-

many scientific disciplines'and specializations. The medical-disease
; v

model would be appropriate, and investigations would be carried out under

the relevant heuristic rubrics. In other words, the toncepts:and research

questions would be categorized and labellednot the children'.

The second line of research is directed toward the amelioration of

the physical and physiological conditions symptomatic of.the handicap.

In this area, a great deal:of progress has been made in prosthetic, surgi-
,

cal, and biochemical techniques for correcting the associated'physical

defects. Many of the most dramatic breakthroughs have been in the area of

mental retardation; for example, cretinisth has virtually disappeared with

the introduction of thyroid'therapy.

It has been demonstrated that glandular structures whiCh are genetically

determined are tunctionally.related to metabolic and enzymatic processes.

There is also a strong body of evidence that the presence of certain protein

elements is critical in the development of cognitive ability. Environmental

dietary factors may affect the quantity of protein ingested, but the proteins

cannot be utilized unless they are broken down by'enzymatic action. Where

gengtic accidents have interfered with the proper development,of the glands

which provide these enzymes, it is relatively simple to supply whatever

deficiencies exist with appropriate nutritional supplements.

The importance of nutrition in maintaining proper growth and development

has been known for a long time. However, it is only recently that the

really critical impact of diet on the total biochemical balance of the

.organiam has been associated with mental and emotional functioning. Dietary-

.
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intervention isbecoming increasingly prevalent in the treatment ofmaple

syrup urine disease, and in pheylketonuria, both of which have been-

associated Kith-impaired mental lunctioning. It is quite possible that

the entire range of borderline anctmild mental retfirdation may be related

to heritable factors involved in Organic glandular mechanisms having to
;,;

do with metabolism and enzyme production, both.of which are suscePtible

to dietary and pharmabeutical intervention. A great deal of attention Ifs

been given to drug therapy, and the use of ritalin has received wide pub-

licity, while researdh on the effects ot dietary prescriptiong to remedte

specific deficiencies in nutritional processes has been badly neglected:

Once we have differentiated the two lines of research whickdeal wi

prevention and amelioration of the phypical manifestations of hahdicaps,V-
-.. .A.

. we find it much easier to deal with the educational and rehabilit0tion
fl,- .p

problems. Forat this point, we are dealing with the performance-and
,

behavioral patterns of specific children. We.look at the child apgd-dete

- what his or her needs are, what can be done now; and *hat still has to be

learned. Our Concern with needs wOuld of course extend to medica4 nu
. 4 .

tional, and biochemical prescrilitions, ut these would nOt th.be eipasii'

for assignment to a particular institut on or treatment facility..
,.

Researdh programs in the area of education and rehabilitatioh wouiO

focus on the improvement of a wide variety OfTrocedures and studies t
,

determine under what conditions each isf most effective. -Educiiional-

therapeutic models based on psychodynamic, social learning, and operant

conditioning theories woUld need to be investigated within ContOxt of

neW researCh designs. Questions of causation would be of seconda rtance.

Of mUch greater concern would be ttie emphasis on motivational systems,

development of precision and programmed instruction, and careful analysis

of tasks into simple.components which would maximize opportunities for suc-

cess.

6.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Most of the new directions in dealing with handicapped.children and
A

youth have been touched on in the preceding pages. The most radical of

these is an entirely new design-for delivery of servibes..

'3 4
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During the late 60's, a number of specialists.in the field of special

education became increasingly critical of the existing system. _Dunn, Quay,

Kirk, Gallagher, Blatt, and other well-Jpown researchers, expressed their

dissatisfaction with the ugder/Ying assuMiTtionS on which the current ipecial

education.programs were based. They were particularly unhappy with the fact

that_ most special classes and residential facilities were designed to accom-

modate categories of handicap, e.g. the deaf-blind, mentally retarded, or

emotionally disturbed, rather.than focussing on the development of needed

educational and.personal skills.

As a result of these criticisms, several neW directions are emerging. '

The first is the movement to integrate certain types of handicapped Children

into the mainstream of.schooling. .Obviously, thisis not possible for the

most severe levels of handicap. There are, hoWever, exemplary systems in

which children with various types of tevere handicaps are integrated into

day classes within a regular school building. Although most of the program

is based on the needs ofthe individual Children, ,Istruction is provided in

grOups wherever feasible.

The non-categorical approadh, new data on the onset of handidaps in the

early years, and the incidence of rubella children after the 1964-65 rubella

epidemic, provide a basis for a new type of category--"developmental dis

.abilities.". There are two facets to das approach: the first is an emphasis

on early identification of disabilities; the second is the emergence of

preschool programs for the handicapped, stimulated by the'Handicapped Chil-

dren's Early Education Act.

Early identification is particularly important to insure that the

various medical, prosthetic, or biochemical-nutritional interventions are

introduced before serious primary damage ocCurs. Amelioration'of the

primary handicap will also prevent the appearance of secondary cognitive

'and'emotional disturbances which often develop as a consequence of sensory

impairments and associated frustrations. Since the most'important period

for identification of defiCits is in early infancy, it becomes the responsi-

bility of pediatricians or well-baby clinic personnel to make perceptive

diagnoses.

3 5
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Some pediatricians tell parents not to worry, that the child will

".grow out of it" iihere the handicap is particularly severe, others tell

the parents that there is no hope; that the child is a "vegetable" and

that the sooner-it is institutionalized and forgotten, the better. In

either case, important and critical time is beingwasted during which the

Child should be receiving ameliorative intervention.

An important first step which-will become more and more prevalent in

the future will be emphasis on early identification of developmental ells-.

abilities. This will be eXtended into the'preschool programs. Presdhool

and'primary grade teadhers will be given training in identifying the classi-

cal<tharacteristics of varibUstypes of impairments (Gotts, 1971; Hammer,

1971; Steele, 1971; Proceedings on Early EducatiOn of Handicapped Children,

1972; Papers on the Early Identification of Exceptional Children, 1971).

Technological innovations in cybernetics and man-machine communication

systems may offer new ways of reaching the handicapped with sensory impair-

ments-. Electronic techniques have also been used to establish communica

tion with mute and non-responsive emotionally disturbed children who do

not have actual impairment of sensory modalities. This demonstrates one

successful application of the non-categorical approadh, which in this

case addresses itself to problems of communication regardless of the physical.-

or psychological etiology.

In the future there may be a reversal of the tendency to favor home

care over institutional placement. -However, the institutional settings will

undergo major changes'. Personnel such as the "educateur" or the paraprd-

fessional will become more prevalent, and there will be smaller, cottage-type

units within the larger institution. Community living arrangements, par-
,

ticularly for the retarded, are proving their viability. The establishment

'of closer ties between the general community and the residential population

promises a healthier relationship for both groups. Supervised trips into

town, visits to museums, movies, parks, and ball games, decrease the isola-

tion of the handicapped, and provide increased educational opportunities for

both the.handicapped and other citizens.

4-4The proliferation of discrete categories of the handicapped has not been.

conducive to the development of comprehensive service programs Category
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labels have had serious deleterious effects, and many investigators have

found that special class placement has coritributed to feelings of inferiority

and alienation. The future programs for the handicapped will need to dis-

card disability labels and focus on the kind of educational intervention

ne This might be social training, affective or personality development,

or the acquisition of specific self-care or academic skills. Training can

be given in the regular school context, but.it will require master teachers

capable of implementing .precisely defified programs.

Generally, the trend has been away from the medical-disease model.

The most important implication of this movement is that deviant behavior is

now being viewed as susceptible to the accepted psychological principles of

learning. Several different habilitative programs.are being used with some

success, but there is very little reliaible evidente-as to which program is

most effective with which type of behavioral problem.

Instead of-emphasizing an either-or approadh, the future should see_

the development of a more unified eclecticism, with a strong pragmatic

base. Finally, the extension and elaboration of behavior modification seems

to offer the most promise for,the rehabilitation of severely handicapped

children and youth.
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PART II: RESEARCH REVIEW

1.0 SEVERE MENTAL RETARDATION

1.1 Problems of Definition and Classification

Offall the areas of handicap'with which this review is concerned, that

of mental retardation has had the longest history:of research and investiga-

tion. In spite of this, there ft still a great deal of controversy with

reference to the basic issues of-definition and classification. One source

of this conflict is that of multiple orientations. Since mental retarda-,

tion may be associated with many kinds of events or coriditions,,.individuals
..

extibiting similar behaviors have traditionaliy been categorized according
gl

..

I
to

L

their diffprent underlifing etiologiet. :TO som# eXtent this has resulted

in important breakthroughs. For example, cretinism has been fading out of

the lexicon of mental retardation since itt relationship to thyroid deficiency,

was definitively demonstrated in 1895. .,Similarly, there has beetan increase

in thtunderstanding of mongolism, or Down's syndrope. It has been established
...-

that this form of retardatioh-iSitliated.to certain Chromosomal anomalies;-

. ,

hOweVer, why these anomalies occuver how they can be ided is still.un-

known. (See Gelhart, 194 and the two reviews of Mon m referenced in

the bibliography.)

While it is underttandable that pathologitts and medical practitioners

thould focus on etielogical research,.since their primary concerns are with

diagndbis, medical treatment : , to, pone extent, preVention, this approach4

has ultimately diverted attent1rifrom the need to develop effective tech-
,-

niques for the training, education, and socialization of those who are

currently.handicapped by this,functional disability; During the past few

years there has.been a rapidly growing movement, at least on the part of

educators,to'adopt wh 'has been Called g "noncategoric ' proach, that

is, to design prograxnzhich focus on iperformance deficits diess of

their origins. This would apply not only to mental retardation but also to

all types of handicapping conditions:

Adopting tu aryragthatic approach does nqt, however, solve other

basic definition 1 Problems; partiCularly that of determining level or

degree of retardation. 'As I o. (1971) points out,'there are important
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educational.consequences dependent upon whether a Child is identified as

having a "learning deficiency" or as being mentally retarded. Jaslow et al.

(1960 found that the manner in which retarded children are-described

derines their placement on waiting lists for institutional admission.

It is recommended that priority be given to those with the most severe

difficulties, such as physical handicaps in combination with neuromuscular

deterioration, weight under 35 pounds or requiring ihbe feeding, asocial

behavior after the age of eight, profound retardation after age five, or

severetetardation after age.four. Accordigg to these criteria, 105 of

the 300 Chi*dren under 11 years,of age.in the Plymouth State Home and

Training School shoUld not have been admitted. In other words, these

children did not meet the recommended criteria of severity and might have

been better off in community or home-based programs, if such facilities had

been available.

Pinder (1969) also relates the problems of classification to admission

criteria. A survey.of 150 state institutions; serving approximately 200.,000

residents, revealed that neither the type of impairment nor the level of

severity were critical factors in deciding whether a particular applicant

would)pe admitted. Instead, priority was given to those whose presence in

the home caused problems witi which the family was unable to cope, or ag-

,gravated other intra-familial problems. Also, communities often put pressure

on institutions to accept applicants who are likely'to become delinquents

or develop other asocial behaviors.

In the literature surVeyed for this report,.ope of the earliest efforts

to establish systematic terminology for use in appraising the mentally

retarded was that of a:teamgf specialista at Teachers College, Columbia

University (Lorge et al., 1958).

This multidimensional System was later used by Heber (1959) in developing

the definitions of the American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD),

and then expanded at ColuMbia by many of the same specialists who had-been

on.the original team (Davitz et al., 1964). Seven content areas or bases
-

for classification were considered: etiology; intellectual-and educational

functions; maturation and social competence; varioug,piychoAgical,)physical

and environmental factors; and prognosis. In spite of the variety of de-

29
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Ocl'iPtivs.tharacteristics considered, the final decision was,to adopt a

plaesification system based solely on one dimension: intellectual function-

4hg Pls following categories and IQ ranges were recommended: cuitod141,

below trainable:IQ 35-49i educable, IQ 56-74; slow learners, IQ,75-84

The level.bel ow IQ. 20-25 was considered "irremediable." It should be noted

tliat these criteria are by no means firm, universally accepted cutoff points.

Pler in the sane communities, variations in terminology are used.by different

professicnal groups. Robinson and Robinson (1970), who have an excellent

re/liew 'cif research in mental retardation, remark that there are 23 systems

of clas eification in the English language.

Even though th'e valiaity of measured intelligence with the severely

and Pr0f0Undly retarded has been questioned, these guidelines have formed

the basis for manPY subsequent classificltion systems. The persistence of

an I9 criterion is probably due to the respect commanded by the work of

Oinet, the appeal of a neat numerical index, and the inability of psychome-

tricans to develop an acceptable scale of "adaptive" behavior.

The definitions established by the,American Association on Mental'

and the

for Use

1969).

the Diagnostic and-Statistical Manual of Mental.Disorders

eighillrevision of the'International Classification of Diseases Adapted

in the United States (ICDA) are qUite similar'lWilson and Spitzer,

As a matter of fact, the latter twoare almost identical, harth having

been based on the elqhthrevision of the International Classification of ,

Diseases (ICD-8) developed by the World Health Organization., The major dif-

ference between theni is that ICDA permits multiple diagnoses whereas under

pSMl s-qe presence of aeficits in intellectual functioning automatically

cells for a single and separate'didgnosis of menial retardation. This would

De true even in cases where the impairment is due to limited sensory input

channels, as with deaf-blind children, severe emotional disturbance, autism,,

or physical impairment'of the cent.ral-nervous-systera. In essence, DSM-11

adopts the behavioral approach to diagnosis..

The AAMD classification system differs from the tw based on ICD-8 in

the Way in which severity of retardation is recorded, ih hoW the diseases

or Collditions associated with retardation are described, and in the use of

multiPle diagnoses. All three systems use the Stanford Binet Test of Intel-
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ligence to Obtain the IQ score on which classification is based. However,

more recently.a set of parallel numerical values for use with the Wechsler

sca4es has been developed..
Increasing dissatisfaction with the use-of intelligence tests is ex-

pressed even by psychometrists, many of whom are now unwilling to accept

IQ data as anything other than a very crude estimate of a vague construct.

Furthermore.", the intelligence quotient is a ratio which is distributed in

the population in the form Of a continuous scale, so that establishing

Cut-off pointa for various levels pfAlality or anorMality becomes quite

,arbitrary. As an example, depending on the particular criteria adopted,

an IQ of 35 would be considered severe mental retardatTon, whereas an IQ

of 36 would be moderate. Similarly, an IQ of 85-ionsidered normal, while

one of 84 is borderline retardation. Estimates of incid nce of retarda-

tion can thus be dramatically altered by a whi ical rese ting of the

criterial number.

,Balthazar and English (1969) attempt to develop a system for classifying

adaptil:re and social behaviors of severely mentally retarded patients, but

'they tie their soales to the AAMD classification system. In his review of

the-AAMD position on terminology and classification, Clausen (1972) argues

against the inclusion of the concept ,f adaptive behavior in the definition

of mental retardation, since he feels that this dimension cannot be objectively

measured. Be also argues against diagnoses based on etiological or patholog-

ical considerations since 50% of mentally retarded persons display no obvious

pathology.

ClauSen's presentation is the-feature article in the JUne 1972 issue

of the Journal of Specitl Education; the remaining articles of that issue

are devoied to reaction's to the points made by Clausen. In general, most

of the respondents,aresin agreemcmt.With his criticism of the use of adap-

tive behavior in the definition of mental deficit. However, MacMillan and

JoneAR:(19744 point out the.dangers,of an entirely paychometric definition of

mentAl retardopon. Their position is particularly prevalent among the

"revisionist" psydhologists who distrust both the item content and the

process by which the tests have been standardized. They feel that these

scales are ioo highly loaded with learned skills arid information and are more
)
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llicely to be part of the stimulus background of the Anglo, middie-class

child and-thus penalize children from ethnic minorities. This would help

explain the faCt that there is a disproportionate number of minority chil-
.

dren classified as mentally retarded.

The supplement to the May 1972 isSue of the American Journal.of Psy-

chiatry was also given over to'the subject Of classification in-rental

retardation. It is based on a 1969-teminar series co-sponsored by the

World Health Arganization and the National Institute. of Child Health and

Hunan Development. Ewalt (1972) expresses conceril with the fact that the

Bripish and U.S. concepts of mental retardation differ so drastically that

a uniform international classification system becomes iMpossible. The

British define mental retardation as an arrested or incomplete development

of the brain, and thus an absolute and immutatile condition, while In the

United States it is considered a measure of mental functioning at a given

time, hence subject to Change. It is interesting that this definitional

difference between Britain and the United States corresponds Woll's dis-

tinction between mental deficiency and mental retardation.

Without exception, all the contributors express dissatisfaction with

a comeletely psYchometric standard, that-is,, one based solely on an intel-

ligence test score. Tizard (1972) suggests that the ICD classification be

revised to provide a multiaxial system whiCh would permit the integration

of categories lased in,Child psyChiatry, developmental neurologyi and mental

retardation. He also recommends elprination of the "unspecified mental

retardation" category used with non-testable patients, expansion of the
-

medical axis, consistent identification of-patients With both seVere emo-

tional disorders and symptoms of mental retardation, development:of a useful

indicator of sociocultural retardation, and the inclusion of additional

physical handicap. categories,in the mental retardation classification sdheme.

Although Tarjan et al. (1972) also recogniZe the limitations of intel-

ligence' tests, and argue for a multifaceted approach which would include other-

considerations, suet as social competence, they concede that "given care

and attention to,fdetail, an IQ test remains the best way of making comparative

judgments of iatellectual ability within a given culture."
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1.2 Prevalence Studies

Almost equal in importance to the development of meaningful bases for

categorizing the varicOs levels and dimensions of retardation is the

determination Of the parameters of need in the field of severely and pro-

foundly retarded dhildten and.mith. Many of the surveys addressed to the

collection of statistics on the prevalence and incidence of mental retarda-

tion are also concerned with the adequacy, of existing facilities for serving

the estimated population; others are concerned primarily with providing a

basis for planning future programs and resources. For example, one. of the

earliest surveys of the national incidence of mental retardation covered in

this literature review, carried out by"the Public Health Service Committee

(Graning, 1964) on the mentally retarded, included princiPles for planning

and an outline of planning Procedures.

Heber (1970) provides figures on the incidence of need by age, across

geographical regions within the United States. The statistics include,

breakdowns by racial and ethnic groupings,-economic dlass distributions,

family variations, and population distributions in institutions. In a

national survey parried out for the Rehabilitation Services Administration,

Jaslow (1970) presents trend data,, patient, movement ratios, and personnel

and financial information for pUblic institutions serving mentally handi-

"capped persons during 1963-1969. Figures are listed f9f eadh category

131, individual states.

During the middle sixties, when each state was required to develop a
-

plan to deal with mental retardation, prevalence and incidence rates played

an important role in establishing the need for new services. Florida was

One of,the first states to take a systematic look at its mentally retarded .

population. The Florida Plan for Comprehensive Action to CoMbat Mental

Retardation (1965) is based on the American Association orkMental Deficiency

(AAMD) _definition of mental retardation: "subaverage intellectual function-

ing which originates during the developmental period and is associated with

impairment in adaptive behaviors." The Florida Plan also uses the AAMD's

classification scheme in determining the following estimates of prevalence:

educable, 2.5%; trainable, 0.4%; custodial, 0.1%. The latter category

includes.the profoundly retarded (IQ 0-24) and the severely retarded'(IQ 25-39).
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Similarly, the West Virginia Commission on Menthl Retardation, in A Plan

Called Promise (1966), also uses the AAMD definitions and sets the general

incidenft of mental retardation at 3%. The New JeAey Comprehensive Plan

to Combat Mental Retardation (1966), which reviews a number of prevalence

studies conducted from 1929 through 1963, cites a wide range of incidence,

from 0.68% to 8.83%. The prevalence findings for severe retardation agree

with those of the AAMD estimates, being only 0.1% of the population.

Payne (1971) reports a prevalence survey of severely mentally retarded

children in Wyandotte County, Kansas, which used an IQ of 50,as the cut-off

point. Incidence rates were 1.39 per 1,000 among children five years of

age and Under; 5.94 jaer 1,000 among children and youth between the ages of

five and nineteen;and 1.13 per 1,000 among the population twenty years of

age and older. These figures are higher than rates found in other simila

studies, whlch are summarized in the article. Blatt and Garfunkel (1971)

have done a survey of need for various handicapped children in the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts, and Sarason et al. (1971) report the work of the

Central Connecticut Regional Center in estimating need prior to its crea-
*

tion of a community setting for retarded person's in that state.
I .

A prevalence study currently under way in Pennsylvania iScalled

COMPILE, the Commonwealth Plan for Identificaton, Location, and Evaluation

of Mentally Retarded Children, 1972. This project is designed to identify,

locate, and evaluate all school age children who either are, or are thought

to be, mentally retarded. In accomplishing its Objective of developing a

comprehensive listing of such Children, several survey strategies are being

used. These include house-to-house canvasSing to identify and locate

retarded Children, and intensive two-month statewide public education cam-

paign to provide maximum support to the effort, and a 24-hour toll-free

telephone service for reporting children not in school.

Mayeda (1971) while primarily.concerned with the delivery of services

also providea information on the number of mentally retarded children and .

adults in California, Colorado, North Carolina, Ohio, and Washington. His

statistics include the nuMber of residents in state institutions and the.

number of those residents per 100,000 population; the7mumber of 24-hour

care community placements and the number of such placements per 100,000

4 4
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population; additionally, the report furnishes the number of enrollees in

special education classes, a census'of sheltered workshops, and costs asso-

ciated with each.

Robinson.and Robinson (1970) talce the position that it is almost im-

possible to obtain a definitive answer ,to the question of statistical

prevalence of mental retardation. In the first place, the definition of

what constitutes retardation varies across countries and circumstances of

life. Thus, in the United States alone, estimates have ranged from .05% to

13% since the first census in 1894. Levels of mental ability which are

adequate in an agrarian society become inadequate under pressures of an

industrialized society with greater demands on literacy and abstract func-

tioning.

1.3 Research and Demonstration

?

1.3.1 Behavior Modification with the Sevil!.n,Retarded. Much oei

the literature on severely retarded children and youtl'fi concerned with the

application of operant conditioning or behavior modification techniqUeS.

Although a number of studies focus on other topics and concerns such as

Down's Syndrome, comparative effectiveness of home vs. institutional environ-

ments, development of assessment procedures for measuring the capabilities

of this population, and the evaluation of other treatment methods, operant

conditioning has provided the greatest single impetus for research and ex-

perimentation. WhLeas 10 years ago severely and profoundly retarded children

would not have been of interest to researchers, today there are numerous
N

studies with this special population.

The present review covers mainly the most recent work in this area.

For those who wish a longer perspective, an annotated bibliography on

behavior modification with children and adults, developed by,L'Abate and

Whitaker (1967), lists.and summarizes 130 journal articles and books pub-

lished in the 1960's. Similarly, Graziano (1971) has compiled a series of

39 pppers, many of which concern behavior therapy With severely mentally

retarded children. In all those studies in which behavior modification has

been properly used and controlled, there is unequivocal evidence that even

the most profoundly retarded can profit from instruction and training.

/
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with 11 profoundly, eeverely, and moderately retarded males. Music, candy,

cold drinks, and television were offered as tangible reinforcers to the

experimental group while a control group received only iorbal rewards.

Among the tangible rewards, candy and music were selected as reinforcerS

82.8% of the time.. However, all those who received A tangible reward

demonstrated a significantly greater nuMber of successful toiletings than,.
.

those who received only verbal approval. No differences were related to

level of retardation. Roos and Oliver (1969) also-demonstrated that severely

.retarded children made significantly greater improvement, not only in

toileting but also in other self-help areas., under operant conditioning

training than with more traditional procedures.

Many of the toilet-training experiments are of the operant conditioning

variety. Thus, Baumeister and Klosowski (1965), Levine and Elliott (1970),

Azrin and Foxx (1971), and Azrin (1971) have all demonstrated the effective-
,

ness of reinforcement proceduxes in eliminating incontinence in a relatively

short training period. The latter Azrin study is particularly interesting in

the use of two devices, a portable pants-alaiM and a toilet chair, in facili-

tating immediacy in the contingency management process.

Minge and Ball (1967) successfully established toileting skills with

six profoundly retarded girls (IQ 10-24), and then proceeded to teadh the

girls to bathe, grooi, and dress themselves. This was accomplished in two

individual 15-minute training periods per day over a twO-month period.

In a program dpveloped by Berkowitz et al. (1971), self-feeding skills

were taught to 14 profoundly retarded boys who had never spoon-fed thew-

selves.. The time taken ranged from two to sixty days, but eventually all

the boys learned these skills. Balthazar et al. (1970) also applied operant

techniques to improve eating Skills of institutionalized prOfoundly and -

severely mentally retarded dhildren, with only secondary emphasis on dressing

and .ebileting.

Behavior modification techniques have also been used in developing more

complex behaviors. A number of researchers have used these methods in the

training of perceptual motor skills (Hollis, 1967), positive social inter-

action (Paloutzian, 1971), and,attending behavior. Severely retarded chil-

dren were taught to attend to classroom stimuli, regardless of intrinsic

4 7
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interest, and to increase their levels of social behaviors in a ward .

setting (Brown and Foshee, 1971). Gray and Kasteler (1969) demonstrated .

that-institutionalized retarded Children can improve their social competence

when older men and wOmen, suCh as in the Foster Grandparents Program, provide

appropriate models)and"reinforcers. UsingupositiveFeinforcement, physical

guidance, and the gradual removal of tangible reinforcers, Whitman et Al.

(1971) determined that severely retarded subjects showed pronounced increases

in both trained and untrained instruction-following behaviors. Crosson and

DeJung (1967) used Skinnerian principles of shaping, operant discrimination,

andchaining of responses to train residential retarded persons on selected

vocational tasks. Results of the study indicate that extrinsic reinforce-
.

ment maintains higher and more stAble rates of vocational behavior than

does social reinforcement. Music is a reinforcer whiCh has proven con-
.

sistently effectilie. In two experiments conducted by Jorgenson (1971) the

contingent presentation ofmusic was found to reduce the duration of both

hand movement and rocking behavior in a IO-year-old profoundly retarded

girl.

Many other examples of the successful use of behavior modification-with

severely and'profoundly retarded Children and youth can be found in the

literature (e.g., Minge and Ball, 1967; Provencal and MacCormak, 1971;.

Scheerenberger, 1969; and Vails, 1970). Some questions have been raised as

to the long-range retention of behaviors learned in this fashion: Leath

and Flournoy (1970) carried out a follow-up study of an intensive habit-

training program. They found that three years after a relatively brief

Thaping program, the learned behavidrs were maintained without any inter-

vening retraining. No Changes were found in the complex social and com-

munications skills taught, whereas a significant gain in eating,skills was

demonstrated.

In order to maximize the success of a behavior modification program,

a number of investigators have combined reinforcement procedures with other

types of facilitating manipulations. For example, Roos (1965) and Kimbrell

et al. (1967) combined behavior modification techniques with environmental

manipulation to increase the effectiveness of their training programs.

Special clothing, equipment, and utensils made it possible for profoundly

38
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retarded patients to maintain continence and independence in their basic

life functions.

Baker and Ward (1971) describe a program in which reinforcement pro-

cedures were applied in a total milieu approach.. pix profoundly retarded

persons received training in self-help skills, as well as intensive therapy,

while living in a small, home-like unit. The criterion measures, used

evalte the progress of the subjects and a matched.control group of ward

residents included the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Denver Develop-0/

mental Screening Inventory, behavioral observations,-and staff records.

The treatment was assessed as generally effective, although less Success

was 6btained with emotionally disturbed persons.
.

Gorton and Hollis (1965) also coMbined operant training procedures

with modification of the environment. A cottage unit at a state institu-

tion was redesigned according to a cUbidlo system which facilitated the,

social interaction of the residents. In addition to the architectural

modifications, a 12-session program as conducted to train aides in the

application of reinforcement principles.

Another technique for maKimizing the effectiveness of behavior modifi-

cation training is to train parents and those institutional staff who come

into daily contact with the dhildren to continue the reinforcement pro-

cedures outside the classroomr Thus, Blumberg (1971) describes a program

which trained parents of 25 pkofoundly and severely mentally retarded chil-
,

dren to use operant conditioning techniques in teaching their dhildren self-

help skills at home. This involved a three-day workshop and the filming

of parent training sessions for evaluation and feedback. Instructions taped

by professionals were used by Scdggins et al. (1971) to increase the scope

of effective teadhing in programs for severely and profoundly mentally

retarded children. The tapes presented the behavior modification approach

to the teaching of self-help skills, language, and good work and-play habits

necessarT to prepare residents for sheltered workshop participation.

Connor et al. (1972) prepared pre-recorded audio tapes to-train non-profes-

sional group leaders in the use of behavior modification techniques in

various instructional programs. Similar techniques were used by Bennet (1966)

in the training of staff. To raise the language skill levels of 100 mentally
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retarded institutionalized-children, any attempts on the part of ward

personnel to stimulate these skills was rewarded. The results ihowed sig-
_ rg

nificant gains in the language skills of the residents, as measured by .the

Parsons Language Sample and the Verbal Language Development Scale:

An intensive training program in which behavior modification tech-

niques were used with both patients and their parents was developed by

Fingadb et al. (1970). During a 30-day period of institutionalization, a

team of nursing and psychdlogy personnel developed individualized behavior

modification programs for each child, and also taught the parents to carry

out these programs when the Children were returned to their homes. Follow-

up to maintain the procedures was provided.

The results of these studies have broad implications. Far more im-
-

portant than the immediate enhancement'of the behavior modification training

is the encouraging.evidence that parents and non-professional provider staff

can successfully implement operant conditioning programs after a relatively

brief training.period. With the increasing tendency tofacror home-care

placements for severely retarded children, it is comortin4.:td know-that
,

there is this excellent reservoir of potential teachers.,

1.3.2 Aversive Stimuli iri Behavior Modification. For a long time

one of the cardinal principles of operant conditioning has been that only

positive reinforcers produce lastin4 changes in behavior.. Shaping procedures

are based on the premise that elements of the desired behavior will be.spon-

taneously emitted, at law rates of

tion of a positive reinforcer will

The presentation of a punishing or

frequency, and that the immediate presenta-

increase the frequency of that behavior.

aversive stimulus, or the withho1din4.of

a positive, desired reward, was considered negative in that it did not teach

what to do but rather what

training was thought to be

side effects.

to avoid. Even then.the effectiveness of the

transitory, with many deleterious emotional

Unfortunately, the major problem in the rehabilitative training of

severely mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed individuals

elimination or extinction of undesirable or aberrant behaviors.

definitive treatment of the rationale and research in the use of

5 0
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stimulation with-aeverely retarded and disturbed dhildre'n, see Gardner,

1970.) Although it is sometimes possible to manipulate the environment

so as to eliminate the conditions which reinforce these behaviors, most-

frequently the stimuli whith initiate the deviant behaviors are internal

and'cannot be anticipated. If undesirable behaviors are being-emitted at,

a high rate of frequency, the opportunities for reinforcing the desired

behaviors are accordingly minimized. Furthermore, the occurrence of

inappropriate responses (e.g., self-mutilation, head banging, biting, tem-

per outbUrsts, etc.) constitute a hazard to the well-being of the person

emitting the behaviors as well as to those about him. 'Thus the first task

of the behavior management program is to eliminate or extinguish the un-

desirable behaviors.

In the first applications of kehavior modification theory to this
,

pdpulation, the tedimique of extinction was used to eliminate,aberrant

behaviors. The withholding of positive reinforcers was paired with the

presentation of the opportunity to obtain reward"for a desired response

(e.g., Girardeau and Spradlin, 1970). This approach, if it is effective

at all, takes a'long time and meanwhile serious injury and dis
I

occur. Thus a number Of researdhera have turned to the use of ave ive

stimuli, and have found little.evidende'of persisting negative emotional

affect. On the contrary, White and .Taylor((1967), in the tudy reported

below, note that the experimental prodedurits themselves o fer a means for
.3

foster.ing interpersonal relationships since both subjects. howed greater

awareness of and 'appeared to interact-more with the exierimenters tharv

with regular staff.

Kirdhner (1971) reports two experiments in which dhildren given electrid

shock treatment tended to produce better performance as measured by a de-

crease in inattentive behavior dnd a higher ratio of correct to incorrect

responses. Corte.et al. (1971) found contingent electric shock stimuli

more effective in extinguishing behaviors such as head banging and face.

scratching in four institutionalized profoundly retarded adolescents than

mild food deprivation. In the White and Taylor (1967) study two severely

retarded adolescents were administered electric shodk in order to eliminate

vomiting after meals. The aversive stimulus was presented as soon as pre-
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ruminating gestures were initiated. On occasion.other variables acted

as,aistractors to forestall vomiting, and it was'hypothesized that these

3..if9,7-.1ong patterns were high14 influenced biward routines and the'quality

"of4nteipersonal interactions. 'Although the data reported in ttlis study

-are inadequate for a definitive statement, there is some evidence that the

- .

--presentation of electricHeo*' iiiCantly reduced the frequency of

ruminating behaVior. It s d be,pointed out that in a number of studies

which investi4ate the e ect of differing intensities of shock, many cases

. of adaption to shock occur and mild shock may even become reinforcing.

Also, whege the remission of the inappropriate behavior is not used as an

opportunity for replacement with reinforced desired behaviors, recurrence

of the extinguished behavior is not infrequent.

off

1.3,3 Other Training and Rehabilitation Approaches. In addition to

behavior modification, music the,y, sensory awareness training, environ-

mental manipulation, and a variety of stimulative techniniques have been

used in establishing sensory-motor behaviors, posture and locomotion, articu-

lation, and expressive and receptive language behaviors. Severely retarded,

self-mutilative boys were exposed to periods of both sedative and stimu-
,)

lative music which was piped into their institutional environment. The

result was a decrement in activity levelS and self-mutilative behaviors

(Reardon and Bell, 1970). This study also cOnfirmed the hypothesis that

stereotypic behaviors provide.needed Stimulation to children who are stimulus

deprived. One practical application of these findings Would,be to bring

stimulating music into wards which 4ave a large number of hyperactive

retarded children, sb as to modulate their act2vity level.

Another form of sensory stimulation was used by Webb (1969), working'

with profoundly retarded encephalopathic children. Movement activities,

manipulation of the.Physical enVironment,'and posture,and locomotion

training were provided for a period of five to ten months. While all

children showed improvement in sensory-motor behavior, the most noticeable

gains were made by the younger children who were relatively free of physical

deformities and disruptive behavior patterns.

The stimulus environment ofthe institution, in terms of its effects

on speech development, was examined by Haviland (1972). Appropriate visual,
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auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic stimuli were suggested along with recom-

mendations for the remolval of inappropriate stimuli, such as noise levels

of.high intensity which are disruptive.and interfere with speech communida-

tion.

A nuMber of educational alternati..es have been explored. The Instruc-

"tion Guide for the.Profoundly Menially tarded (1968) is.one of a nuMber of

such manuals prepared for teadhersAnd institutions working witA this papule-
.

tion (e.g. Bramley, 1970; Gardner and Nisonger, 1962; Happ, .180; Labenstein

et al., 1964; Stevens, 1971). Curricula have alsp.been developed'for train-

ing severely mentally retarded persons in language skills. Chalfant et al.
,

(1970) field tested the Systematid.Language Instruction (SLI) curriculum,

which utilized behavior modification, task analysis, and errorless learning.

They found that students using SLI made significant gains in,language, self-

dare, and motor perfortande over dhildren exposed to different curricula.

Mallet et al. (1971) de cribe a program to teadh.functional lnaguage to

_severely And profoun mentally ietarded children.: InnovatiVe programs

providing vocational training have also been developed. (e.g., Reece, 1972;

Revell, 1972).

Other techniquesdescribed in the literature includeA,mebile unit for

delivering educational services to Down's Syndrome infants (Rynders end
-

Horrobin, 1972), a techniqiie for building effective behaviors.ln profoundly

retartd dhildren through close'body contact and physical stimulation during

.intensive play (Bradtke, 1972), psychiatric ,pproaches (Menolascino, 1970),

group therapy to train severelyinentallY retarded adolescents to work

together (Chigier, 1971; Forman, 1970) , the use of 4roup dynamics in a

preschool child-care center (Broms, 1971), audio tapes which offer intensive

-programming for groups of severely and profoundly mentally retarded children

1Connor.et al., 1972), and' music'therapy to develop speech skills of insti-

tutionalized severely mentally retarded adults (lialker, 1972).

'1.3.4 Researdh on Severely Retarded Children with Down's Syndroke. -

Because there are so many papers dealing specifically with Mongolism or

Down's Syndrome, a discussion of research with this segment of the severely

retarded population is provided in a separate sedtion. However, it should
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be emPhasized that this is purely a heuristic convenience and that in v

actuality the treatMents and findings in these studies'do 'not differ sub-

from those of studies with other retarded persons functionihg

at tha eaThe level of mental competence. Johnson and 011ey (1974.revietied

the
lite rature of Down's Syndrome to.determine the utility of the AAMIPIs

classification,'and found numerous studies comparing the experimental task

perf°17M4nce,of this group with that ofpther retarded dhildren. There was

little evideh6e that performance on the experimental tasks iS.related to

the Medical classification; furthermore, there were more similaritieslthan

differenesz between Down's Syndrome and non-Down's Syndrome retarded dhil-
,

dren

A PaPer prepared by the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and

stroke crl the subject of Down's Syndrome (Mongolism, 1971) includes a brief

descriPticn'of the etiology and diagnosis of this genetically transmittea
4

n.
condi

tio Although a number of research reports are cited, the need for

a great deal more research in this area is emphasized..

In a study of,44 home-reared DOwn's Syndrome children, Cornwell and

airch- (1969) found that the stanford Binet IQ decreased with 4e whereas the

viheland (Social Quotient) did not decline as systematically; The data

eapOrt the hypothesis that 'Down's Syndrome produces both a developmental

lag and all arrest of certain psydhological and social capabilities. A

programmatic study carried out by Rhodes et al. (1960) demonstrates that

language stimulation and articulation training produce sharp improvements

expres.,
'''Lve and receptive language and articulation; there are also

significallt increases in intellectual abilit Y. and in the ability tb read,:

arid enjoy
5imple-books.4jn addition, the dhildren exhibited decreases in

dOttlIct lye. random, ahd.stereotypic acts.and asocial behaviors.

4

Anat4er gre of-Down's Syndrome children were placed in an experi-

mehtallY enriched setting including a one-to-one adult:child ratio with

tinuous'
co exposure to Stimulating and physically strengthening experiences

well aQ- a home-likeatmosphere. These children exhibited progress in

sociability and adaptability, gross and fine motor skills, language develop-

ment' and self-help skills (Kugel, 1970). The author concludes that insti-

tutionali-zed mentally retarded children can develOP well socially and
intel-
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lectually if provided care and stimulation in a home-like environment.

Fredericks (1969) compared the effects of the)Doman-Delacato method with

behavior modification procedures in *proving the cooidination of 72 chil-

dren with Down's Syndrome, ages 7-12. At the end of nine weeks there were

no significant differences between the treatments.

1.3.5 Mentally Retarded and Multiply Handicapped. The comparatively

few studies on multiplp-handicapped retaXded children are extremely diverse

and range from concern with the care of physically handicapped retarded

Children to speech and language habilitation in the severely mentally .

retarded.

Melcher (1966) reviewed activities to be used by professionals and

parents in";Working with children who are severely retarded and'physically

handicapped. The author feels that state agencies can make important

contFibutions in five areas of concern, including provision of:

. workers with a real conviction that multiply-
handicapped children can leaxn and achieve;

effective comilunity based administrative devices ,

to ensure continuity of planning and services;

educational content in activities;

guidance and counseling for the family; and

employment of an itinerant home teadher-counselor
to work Kith Children who are unable to attend
special dchool'programs.

Forty-one studies on the incidence of speech and language problems

in ttae mentally retarded were reviewed by Keane (1972). These studies

indicate a higher than normal incidence.of speech, language, and hearing

disordeis. . Institutionalized retarded.children tend to ekhibit more communi-

cation problems than the non-institutionalized, with a high negative cor-

relation between IQ score.and frequency'of severe communication problems.

No unique pattern of speech deficiency has been demonstrated in tile mentally

retarded as a whole, although articulation, voice, and stutteringcproblems

are, in that order, the most prevalent soUrce of speech difficulties in

retarded persons.
5 5 .
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A method of communication for severely retarded, multiply.handicapped,

non-speaking dhildren is described by Levett (1969)-. The system was used

with a group of 5-to,-16-year-old rbildren who, in addition to being men-

tally subnormal and cerebral palsied, were also deaf, partially sighted,

and afflicted with perceptual problems and severe motor dyefunction. A

system of mime was developed after the use of pictures, the written-word,

fingpr spelling, and sign language all proved ineffective. The mime System

involved the teadhing of approximately 100 words through apporopriatelestures.

No data as to the effectiveness of the method wag available.

Burland (1971) maintains/that severely retarded dhildren can show

normal verbal regulation of behavior and that nonverbal thought in thiS

population can reach a 12-year developmental level with verbal abilities at

the preschool level. Thus differential rates of maturation in the verbal

and non-verbal systems can be expected when developmental discrepancies

exist between the two.
4

1.3.6 Home and Institutional Care Programs. The advantages of ilome

care 7S. institutional placement have been investigated by a number of

researchers. Several'studies have alsoconsidered the effect of a severely

.7

retarded child on the other members othe family. One such study
-

(Fotheringham et al., 1971) was designed to test whether the presence of

a retarded dhild in the home results in a measurable increment in family

stress. The findings indicate that institutionalized children, because of

theirSlow social: maturity and high incidence of,socially disruptive behaviors;

were more stressful to their families than similarly retarded children who

remained at home. However, families who dhose to institutionalize their

children.were more apt to be of.a lower socioeconomid status than families

who kept their dhildren at home, and the functioning of children from

similar SES backgrounds was apparently at the same level regardless Of .their

living situations. For both SESigroupinge, family functioning did not

improve even after.the disruptive dhild had been out of the home for a year.

In a study by Kershner (1970) it was found that families wholcepi their

retarded children at home showed decrements on a nnmber of social adjustment
4,

criteria, while families who institutionalized their dhildren tended to
,
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improve over a 12-month period. The effects of a severely retarded child

upon the family were related to the age,' sex, and dependence of the retarded

child, as well as to the presence"of normal siblings and the social status

and religion of the family (Farber,"1959). Farber suggests that having in

the home a retarded boy, especially one ,over the age of nine, will probably

be associated with one or more of the following: discordant parental"marital

relations, personality,problems in the sister who is given responsibility

for the retarded boy, and personality.disturbances in normal siblings.

Francis (1971) studied four groups of Children, both normal and Down's

Syndrome,'who were eithel reared at home or in an institUtion. COmparisons

of the groups indicate that institution-reared normal and Down's Syndrome -

children were behaviorally more retarded than their home-reared counterparts

of the same chronologal age.

In contrast, Rosen et 41. (1966), in a study of the expectancy of

succeSs in the,self-evaluations of moderately-handicapped retarded Children,
*

found that institutionalized subjects consistently set higher estimates of

performance for :themselves.and are more confident of ultimate success than

are matched non-institutionalized subjects. 'The study supports the contention

that residential care is' more conducive to optimism and self-confidence than

the regtlar school and community'setting.

Klaber (1969) conducted a study of six residential institutions in

order to demonstrate that institutions are different from each other, to

show that these differences are directly responsible for differential func-

tioning among the residents, td identify reasons for differences, and to

recommend Changes in institutional management,which might lead to the maximum

realization of developmental potential of the residents.

Two of the six institutions were judged to be ineffective since the

residents appeared to /16-thhappy and dependent; they showed little intel-

lectual growth, exhibited many stereotypic behaviors, and manifested exces-
.

sive need for social reinforcement. One institution emerged as clearly

effective and one as moderately effective. In five of the six institutions,

other ward residents were the greatest source of interpersonal contacts; in

Only one institution did attendants and other.non-retarded adults interact.
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frequently with esidents. In the typicarinstitution, between one-third

and one-half of the time of the severely:retarded was spent in idleness.

Attitudes of attendants and parents of the Children in the different insti-

tutions were remarkably consistent; however, in the two institUtions judged

to be most effettive, parents visited their children more frequently.

Kurtz and Wolfensberger (1969) reviewed the reasons for separation of

residents from a midwestern state instittition for the mentally retarded
, .

between 1910 and 1959. They determined that death was the most common c9se,

;4th the highest proportion of deaths Occurring during the_firstAthree to

twelve months following admission. It was also found that residents who

entered the institution during adolescence were far more likely to be

\Ireleased into.the community than persons admitted prior o adolescence.

Early institutionalization therefore seems to decrease the mentally retarded,
-.1b,

person's chance'of release from the institution.

A longitudinal study of institutionalized retarded persons conducted'

by V gel et al. (1968) examines the effects of environmental enridhAnt,

and e-relationship between cognitive.functioning and adaptive behavior.

Exp sure to the enriched environment by the experimental group produced

significantly greater gains in personal skills but made no difference in

the acquisition of social,skills. In both the experimental and control

groups, mental ag was related to acquisition of personal skills, but not

to social and emo ional behavior.

Klabet et al. (1969) suggest that the effects of institutionalizition

in a deprived environment may be reVersible. Two institutions; whose major

differentiating characteriStic was the degree of social interadtion offered

to the children, were compared. A group of severely retarded children was

transferred for administrative purposes from the more depriving institution

to the institution which offered a greater opportunity for social interaction'.

.Results indicate that children remaining in the more depriving institution

approached closer to, and elected to stay'longer with, a socially reinforcing

adult than did the children who had been transferred. Furthermore, they

suggest that heightened responsivity to a caretaker may become.associated with

heightened reaction td socially-defined failure experiences and may inter-

fere with independent problem-solving behavior,and therefore with intellectual

development. 58
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The Pygmalian-effect- of teacher -expectancies-has-teen-demon;trated---

with normal school children'(Rosenthal andolacObson, 1968). Soule (1972)

was interested in learning whe er a siMilar phenomenon would occur when

cottage parents were given misle ing information about retarded children.

However, no difference in performance attributable to the experimental

treatment could be observed. While the author concludes that tnA.s demon-
=

strates "no effects of teacher bias, it may very well be that the bustodial

relationship is such that the behavior fthe caretaker is not altered by

the knowledge that one group would do better than another.

In another study of children in a Custodial environMent, two groups

from-presumably similaroustodial buildings of a large publio institution

were observed under controlled conditions for several months to determine

each dhild's skills and deficiencies (Barrett, 1971). Unexpected behavioral

differences between the two groups were found to be associated with dif-

ferences in dharacteristics and practice of building employees. Thechil-
1 ,

dren who proved to be more disruptive and slower to responthto treatment

were housed in a building with younger staff, including some male employees,

with an Average of 13-1/2 years of experience in the institution.. Most of

the children in this building were still in cribs and were treated as

infants regardless'of their age., In addition, childxen housed in this

building were notably over-protected; no attempts were made by the staff

to teach them self-care skills;, and the staff "pets," for whom the staff

did as much as possible, were at the lowest level''Ok development.

The children who proved to be let disruptive and who responded

most favorably to treatment were housed in a,birilding with all-female staff ,

having an average of 4-1/2 years of expertence in the institution., The staff-i

child ratio in this building was lower than in the comparison building, and

there was a more chaotic atmosphere. In addition, the matrons ortthis waa

applied behavior modification techniques to teadh children to be more self-

sufficient and there was a higher staff turnover, which was felt to be. advanr.

tageous to the children's development. This.study raises important question;1
".).1

of behavioral requirements, staff-child ratios, inservice training, and' ,

habilitative procedures for caretakers. These questions must be addressed-by

adminiStrators and researchers who wish to improve residential services1t6r '

the retarded. 5 9
49
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The introduction of behavior modification units within the institu-

tional codtext is becoming more and more prevalent. -One of:t.he innovators,

in this area dslthe Pacific State Hospital in California': :Ball (1969)
. .

describes the implementation and administration of their program, and 'provides

guidelines for staff training, selection of patients, operation of the token

economy, the education-pro6ram and, with special interest to this study,

the development of new programs in ward care for the most severely retarded.

Community-based care programs are seen as alternatives to institutionali.:.

zation. Meyer (1972) describes a program which;provides weekly residential

care in a family setting for a group of'severely retarded elementary age

children. The normality. ofthe home.environment And the fow staff-child
.,

ratio are cited'among the pr64i-aWs4divant4ges, These are also the ad-

vantages advdnced by prOponenis of'foster Care for mentally retarded Chil-

dren. Adams (1970) providesa'btief rairiew o. residential care in insti-

.6-
tutrons and coxtars tHis ,type,of Servicewith that of,placement in foster

,-
.hames. The probJ,ems of foter home-placement aI jadMinistration are not

^
Mfnimized by the author., The te4mapproach in 'oster 'care programs is

presented by Gfeen (1967),Alscussee 4 hoMebound therapy

iliogi.4-m for severely retarded'cA4dren4ind,their.f4;19klies., -,The program,

t7 '

consisting Ofoccupatier41 therapy for-the, childrenOnd counseling services

.,,,,,

f
thor e pa thren4, asele-S5e4 and'dwelops e'childis potenpia% 4 thnd helps e

1,...

f ly understand the lild and conttibutemOre,to his develOpment..

.gole innov4aVe schL Sys*me gAve se-i/vp,SpeCiafprO4rams located

,
_ .1r

Jit
.

1 thin the re 4r scp ForiexeMk16, operantpr cedures have

roe , %0
the:pasis of."Onqinie d,c1 ssrooms'l SuCh 4s those of He tt (1968)

°

e agokij6kaska.a4doaska (1971), ng o ;

, -z .
.'0

.

se. - ._!'

Finally, there. hapeen a tren -in the'lait few years,toTlace some4d
< -. A '' ,

exceptional,children in regu,larclassrooms.' An early,expeOment by Hayes
,,-...

.;',- - --
(1969). dem strated thdf fihis'type of,int4tration could be suCcessful in a

,
,.-71.7

A.

day.Capp -program... Since then, a iii'304bk ofschool systems have integrated
U 4. ,

menta Otarded'children'intp. their regular progkais:: Heports of these
.,

,,, d.4 . ,.., '-' Hefforte t4fIbe expecteTto appear in theleilOraiiire in.thernear future.
:.tm ,.-

With th 'increased,emphasis on caring for-severely retarded children in
-. ,, , ;1 .til .,

their dwe'or 'foster homes, a new area of need hasibeCome apparent. The

\ - :..



strain on the parent-caretaker of a severely retarded dhild is considerable,

and some means for temporary relief must be made available. MdKibben (1972)

discusses an interdisciplinary program which provides counseling and support
-

services in such situations, and Paige (1971) develops the concept of

"respite" care-f6r parents dharged with full-time responsibility for a

retarded dhild. Respite services include homemaking, nursing, and baby-

sitter'services, as well as foster care, temporary care, family-group, and

group homes.

1.4 Measurement

A number of investigators have been concerned, with the measurement of

IQ, SEQ and other areas of functioning in the severely mentally retarded.

There is a great deal of dissatisfaction when standard measures of func-

tioning are used with the severely and profoundly retarded population.

Parker. (1971) states that identifying-and classifying 'mental retardation

is confounded by the fact that an'apparently normal distribution of intel-

-*ligence levels may result from the.technique of test construction alone.

An apPropriate test, according to Parker, would be one which produced a

bi-modal curve discriminating the critically retarded from the non-

critically retardea. 'Parker maintains that-the major difficulty in mea-

suring intelligence stems from the difference between cognitive capacity

and empirical problem-solving ability. He indicates that intelligence

assessment must be closely related to the individual'a environment, with

"culture fair" items needed to assess the individual's growth and develop

ment. Several studies conducted to determine the reliability and meaning-

fulness of IQ scores of individuals with IQ's less than 30 were reviewed

by Ross and Boroskin (1972). In each study, over 130 severely retarded

individuals were tested and it was determined that the lowest correlation

between IQ and behavioral age was .77. The conclusion that IQ's below 30

canhe both reliable and meaningful-in gehavioral terms has not, howeVer,

received general suPport.

Allen and Allen (1967) developed acompendium of instruments commonly

used to evaluate the intellectual capabilities of,children suspected to be

mentally retarded. The resource book is ihtended for use by practicing
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psychologists and contains information on all.aspects of tests and testing

of the mentally retarded, including.reviews of standardized intelligence

tests such as.the Stanford-Binet, the WAIS and the WISC; developmental

scales for preschoolers; figure drawing, picture vocabulary, formboard

tests; and a variety of non-verbal paper and pencil tests of intelligence.

Other specialized tests, suchlas the Frostig, ITPA, and third person assess-

ment measures, Are also igcluded. Grace et al. (1959) attempted to develop

a series of learning tests which Would provide objective, quantified, pre-

dictive measures of the educability 'of severely retarded dhildren (IQ-below 50)

and which would relate teSt performance to significant aspects of life

behavior. All the tests in the battery, intended for use with subjects

aged 5 to 11 years, were short, non-verbal, and not dependent on past ex-

perience. Results of the analyses showed that- the tests were appropriate

to the ability of the subjectsv they were 'able to .arouse and hold their

interest, and were suitable for children igith severe verbal and physical

jlandicaps. It was determined that intelligence exerted a more significant

effect on 'the scores of every test than did factors of age, time'spent in

school, sex, or medical diagnostic category. The relationship between

learning performance and intelligence level was significantly greater on

every test than that of intelligence level ai-46 initial performance.

Another group Cif authors examined the relationship.between intellectual

level and social and emotional behavior (SEB) in an institutionalized popula-

tion including randomly selected subjects from among the moderately, severely,

and profoundly retarded groups (Gardner and Giampa, 1970). The three groups

of retarded children did not differ significantly in inappropriate social-

emotional behaviors, indicating that the affective and cognitive areas are

relatively independent and hence require separate measurement. .Silverstein
0

2

(1971) examined the reliability and constancy of Fisher and Zeaman's K for

measuring the intelligence of institutionalized retarded dhildren. In

contrast to the ratio IQ and.the deviation.IQ, K.proved to be relatively

constant over test-retest intervals of six to seven years. A study by

Halpern and Equinozzi (1969) showed that IQ predicts those aspects of'adap-

tive behavior which relate to academic success, while the Verbal Expressivity

Scale predicts those behavioral aspects which relate to skill in communica-

6 2
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tiori. The hypothesis that verbal expressivity and intelligence are rela-

tively independent of each other and that they do predict different aspects

of behavior is supported. Friedlander et al. (1967) developed an automated

operant conditioning device called PLAYTEST, which could be Attached to an

ordinary playpen. The device measures the sensorimotor manifestations of

attention, purposefulness, response selectivity, and adaptive behaviors.

Friedlander used PLAYTEST with two severely retarded boys aged 2.5 and 3.5,

with mental ages below 10 months. He reports that, in evaluating sensori-

motor Abilities with severely handicapped infantt, the device offers ad-

vantages over more traditional methods sudh as normative developmental

scales, numerical developmental quotients, and other techniques typically

used with "normal" children. The author emphasizes that PLAYTEST allows

the examiner to observe the skills and Abilities in addition to the dis-

abilities in the sensorithotor domain.

Husted et al. (1971). used two forms of the Cattell Infant Intel-

ligence Scale with 40 severely retarded children to determine whether lack

of predictive validity in infant intelligence tests is due to lack of interest

on the part of the child. Half of the dhildren were given candy reinforcers
0

and scored significantly higher in both mental age and IQ than did the

group which received only the regular test materials. The investigators

suggest, that the candy produced indreased motivation and consistency of

response, thus Affording a clearer picture of the cognitive Abilities of the

dhild being evaluated.

1.5 Standards for Residential Care

Goals of institutional care for the retarded have dhanged over the,

years as theiohilosophy of the mental retardation movement has evolved.

Younie and Goldberg (1970) have traced the changes in resiaentidi care,

noting the following progression in goals:

make the deviant undeviant;

Shelter the deviant from society;

Protect society from the deviant; and finally,

Help each mentally retarded individual learn as much
as he is capable of learning so as to'realize his full
potential. 6 3
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Another historical review of the development of institutions for the

mentally retarded is provided by Wallin (1966). The focus fs on trends in

diagnosia, classification, and treatment in both the United States and

Europe since 1900. Of particular interest to educators is a section on the

creation of the special education category within the pUblic school system,

together with the legal and parental efforts which'were expended in putting
4

this program across.,

After a brief historical review of residential care of the mentally

retarded, Roos (1969) discusses three basic principles underlying the

various approadhes to designing living spaces in institutions. These prin-

ciples, which unfortunately are not necessarily compatible with each other

are:

residents should be cared for with maximum

safety and efficiency.;

residents shp4ild be treated in as "normal" a
manner as p$ssible, so that the institution

should approximate a home-like environment; and

institutional environments should be designed
to facilitate programming for all residents.

Roos also discusses the following critical questions related to insti-

tutional goals: Do institutions primarily serve society, the economy, the

family of the retarded, or the retarded themselves? -Is it appropriate to

program all institutionalized retarded dhildren for community adjustment?

Should residents be grouped heterogeneously or homogeneously? What role

can parents play? How can institutions be structured, from an administra-

tive standpoint,.so aS to avoid confusion resulting from "unitized" multi-

disciplinary staffing? What are appropriate sources of financial support?

.WiI1 large institutions survive and in what form?

A special treatment by Rawland and Patterson (1972) looks at the re-

conceptualizing of the traditional institutional model to encompass the

developmental institution. In this model the institution.is seen as a

source of educational opportunity rather than a place where therapeutic activ-

ities for the severely retarded are provided. Every gunciion is oriented

to the needs of the.individual. The adoption of this model, it is noted,
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would require a major value transformation on the part of the institutional

personnel.

Douglass (1971) predicts an upgrading of the caliber of facilities and

services within institutions for seyerely and profoundly retarded persons.

He,also forecasts that there will be continued efforts to promote alternative

living'arrangements, small group homes, cottage plans, and improved staff-

to-resident ratios.

In a collection of papers edited by Kugel and Wolfensberget (1969),

authorities in the,field of mental retardation discuss dhanging patterns

in residential services for the mentally retarded. The first section of the

text focuses upon the dhallenge of innovative action, basic facts regardin4

the_current status of residential facilities, personal reactions to current

models, and the history and development of institutional models in the

United States. The second section of the volume presents conceptuali-

zations of models of adequate service delivery, and in-depth descrip-

tions of already,established model programs for the mentally retarded.

Various proposals are concerned with new and radical innovations and recom-

mendations for dhange in service delivery patterns. A theme consistently

stressed in the text is the need to include residential services as one

component of a continuum of services for the mentally retarded. The col-

lected materials edited by Baumeister and Butterfield (1970) also include

many relevant discussions of features of residential facilities whicll must
A

be examined. ,

A

In respcase to these changes in institutional goals, new standards

for residential care have been developed. Both nationally and internationally,

consumer groups apd,professional associations have attempted to improve-
°

services foAhe retarded. The President's Committee on Mental Retardation

(1971) reports the forMatiOnof a federally funded Council for Accreditation

of Mental Retardation'Facilities to work with the Joint Commission on the

Accreditation of Hospitals and the International League of Societies for

the Mentally Handicapped. The Joint Commission has published Standards for

Residential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (1971) which delineates

standards for resident Wing, including relationships with staff, activities,

food services, clothingl4health,,hygiene, grooming, grouping'and equipment,
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and design of living.units. Program areas covered by. the Standards ere

listed in alphabetical order and include: dentistry, education, food and

nutrition, library, medicine, nursing, pharmacy, physics, physical and

occupational therapy, psychology, recreation, religion, social work, speech

pathology and audiology, vocational rehabilitation, and volunteer services. *

Also included are standards for record-keeping,research, safety and

sanitation, and administrative support services.

Similarly; the International League ofSocieties for the Mentally

Handicapped (Residential Care for the Mentally Retarded, 1969) developed

basic principles regarding residential care for the retarded.. A syMposium

of representatives from 12 National Member Societies of the'League was

convened to diecuss current trends and achievements in the provision of

residential care to the'mentally retarded. Endorsing the principle of

normalization, the group proposed a developmental approach to care of the

retarded.and agreed that residential services must be4wiewed as one point

along the continuum of aVailable serVices. The group related the issues of

administration, size, and physical environment to residential service-

delivery, and made recommendations for'individual evaluation and programming.

They also discussed'two models wh mbody theseqprinciples: the decen-

tralized'institution and the simp community-like institution.

Th

t
e Council for Accreditation of Facilities for. the entally Retarded

Aas, developed standards for residential facilities (Cros, , 1972). Educa-

tion standard& are offered for the gdidance and instruction of educational

providers and for use in a national voluntary accreditation program aimed

at improving all services for the retarded. Perhaps the most significant

,provisions of these standards are:

.educational services should be offered all residents,
regardless of age, level of retardation, or other-dis-
abilities;

educational programming begins at birth;

institutions should provide educational(programs
at least equal in quality to those provided by the

public schoolS;

residents should attend public school programs whenever

possible; and' 6 6.
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educational programs operated by a residential
facility should not be isolated from the community
or from the-mainsiream of educational endeavor.

In Residential Services for the Mentally Retarded (1970) there are

papers dealing not only with standards of residential care but.also with

the conditions under which such care is appropriate,f,the'legal rights,of

the individual, needed services, regional and community resources,

features of residential care for:the mentally retarded in England, and the

need to evaluate different forms of care.

To analyze institutional differences in the United States, Silverstein

(1967) collected data on 13 variables from 130 public institutiOns listed

in Facilities

(Milligan and Nisonger, 1965; Nisonger, 1968).

produced four, factors: adequacy of cottage and
. .

of teachers, psychologists, and social workers;

crowding; and resident competence. While these

the Directory of Residential for the Mentally Retarded

Ana4sis pf,the 13

Medical personnel;
_ .

institutional age,

variables

adequacy

over-

findings are neither new :!fj

nor unexpected, they are worth noting here because of the clarity with

which these four factor4emerge as critical across a wide variety of insti-

tutional settings.

Schol1411968), Principal Consultant for a grant to the National

Accreditation Council by the Social and*Rehabilitation Service, has pre-

pared a detaileci volume designed to enable individual paroviders to,evaluate

themselves. The contents include a manual of procedures and the underlying

philosophy andobjectives. The individual evaluation sections cover the

entire gamut of subjects of concern in the operation of a residential

facility, from general curriculum planning, which is broken down into

specific subject areas, to health and safety and administrative/staffing

issues.

Goal setting and establishment of standards have had a perceptible

effect on institutional change. Plans for reorganizing the Fernald School

(Dybwad, 14*), initiated in the middle 50's, are currently being implemented.

For example, there are several behavior modification programs, and children

who have attained a requisite level of self-care skills are being bussed to

the regular schools in their community of residence whenever possible.

6 7
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Similarly, Changes in goals have been translated into action at the

Miami Sunland Training Center, a large residential institution for the

mentally retarded. Cortazzo et al. (1972) describe the Center's trans-
,- ,

formation frome traditional department and profession centered.institution

to a divisional, resident and program-centered model. The Center has developed

a specialized unit,for each of four major program functioner)

vocational rehabilitation,

education and training,

independent living, and

development and training.

4

As part of the new approach, every resident is: provided with a mean- .

ingful,,comprehensive program individually designed and based op team

prescriptions. These are carried out by assigned team meabers, with frequent

evaluation of performance objectives. Parents of residents are often id-

volved in group and individUal meetings.

1.6 Guides to Providers

At the outset it should be noted that no listings focus specificaliy

on providers of services to the profoundlyand severely, mentalli retarded.

There are, however, many references which are concerned with the tOtal

mentally retarded population. Usually such directories will specify the

level of retardation and other accompanying handicaps whion,can be accom-

modated at a specific site.

cOggitally, provider information is available through three major

sources. First, agencies in several states provide information on serVices

available to their mentally handicapped population. For examplei listings

and/or directories are available for Washington, D.C. (Comprehensive Mental

Retardation Plan, 1969); Georgia (Directory,of Services for the Mentally

Retarded, 1966); New Jersey (Nevi Jersey Comprehensive Plan to CoMbat Mental

Retardation) 1966); and West Virginia (A Plan Called.Promise, 1966). All

but the Georgia-plan present the total-statewide program for dealing with

mental retardation, of which information on available services is 011y part.
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Secondly, the results of several nationwide surveys provide another

information resource. Thus, the findings of a survey of state vocational

rehabilitation agencies dnclude, for each state, a detailed descriptior of
P

'an "exemplary" program as well as a list of programs with which the vocational

rehabilitation agencies are concerned (Services to the Mentally Retardedt'.

Vocational Rehabilitation Involvement, 1973): Segal (1971) -reports on a

turvey of state agencies and provides an interesting analysis of trends.

and patterns in services delivered to mentally retarded people. Scheerenberger's.

(1965) report on an AAMD survey of 138 state insti"utions includes valuable

information on a number ofpics, such as distributions of the client
r

populations by age and level of.severity of handicap. State and naeional

trend data on public institutions is provided by Starr and Wareack (1968).

Directories constitute the,third major source of provider information.

One of these is published by AAMD and"lista all residential public and

private facilities for the retarded (Nisonger, 1968) . Another valuable

resource is the Directory of State and LoCal Resources for the Mentally

Retarded (1969)4, published by the U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare. In addition to listing residential and special facilities and

clinical programs for the mentally retarded, this reference provides useful

information on the coordinating agencies in each of-the 50 states end the

U.S. territories, state-administered programs, and rion-governient state

resources': The Mental Retardation Source Book (1972), also published by

the U.S. Department of Health,'Education, and Welfare, provides statistical

data from all of the mental retardation programs administered by various
a

agencies of the federal government. The.first section is' devoted to a

statistical demographic description of the, Mentally r es.cled population in
,c? 4t

public and private residential facilities including" :,,.tmental hospitals;

the second seCtion reports data on daY care facilitiy, biinics, and psychiat-

ric and educational services; the third section iS devoted to data on clients

served by the Social Security Administration rehabilitation program, and.

Ehe public assistance Rrogram.4.
A third HEW pub etion (Mental Retardation Programs of the Department

of Health,-Education, and Welfare, 1972) presents the Department's programs

for the mentally retarded, organized according to the following categories:
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preventive services, basic and supportive services, researdh, income-

maintenance, personnel training, and construction. Reports of eight

agencies (the Office.of Child Development, Office of Education, Health

Services and Mental Health Administration, National Institutes of Health,

Social and Rehabilitation Service, Social Security
A.
Drug Adthinistration, and Surplus Property Program)

rions and disc-Us-a objettives, activitiesihistorY,

Administration, Food and

provide prograth descrip-

-pUblications,_and_economic

impact. The financial policies are alsO covered, and information is prOvied

on the amount of tynds for mental retardation programs

Department.

/.
1:7

A number of bibliographies and collections of relevant materials have

been re tended in the preceding text. There.are also'some very useful

sources of information 'on, mental retardation in general, but which focus on

the severely and profoundly retarded. Bialac (1970), for example, has com-

available from the

piled a w/ae selection of Materials covering community programs, condition-,

ing., education, institutional services, res*gential programs, and tech-,

niques for devloping the language, speech, hearing, and mental processes

of profoundly qnd severely retarded populLons. Evaluation and programs

for parents aiidmilies are included, but literature which focuses on

medical issUes has been specifically eXCluded.

The 1973 PUblications List_of the National Association for Retarded

Children references and deScribes approximately 90 publications of that

organization. However, the level of retardation is not indicated. Most

likely the materials are not limited to treatments of the.severely.and

-profoundly retarded. Another general Collection, A Selected Bibliography

.on the Mentally Handicapped (1970), piepared by the Michigan State.Depart-

ment of Education, also,includes, materials on the edUcable and trainable

mentally retarded. An earlier review-of world liteia on mentalretarda-
- ,

tion (Heber, 1963) isS obtainable from th QOve e;,_;44.! PrintitgJOffice.

,

'There are several 'bibliographies which provida:thaterialS on Down's

syndrome or mongolism. Theqe include Geihirt (1966)4tStedman.and 011ey.

(1969), and an annotated bibliography on Mongolism (1911) whiCh is part of

-the Exceptional Child Bibliogra Series.
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A different/type of special bibliography is the one by Gardner and

Selinger (1971). Over 850.references to research ihthe field of mental

retardation are listed. Of thse, at least 50% appeared,in journals deal-'

ing withmental retardation. Although there was a dramatic increase in

the number of articles published'in the 50's, a leveling off occurred in

the micf-sixtiee7with a steadily growing emphasie on studies apPlying,

rhavior modificittion procedures.

,1.8 Future Directions

In many of the articles discussed earlier in this Paper there have

been references"tosinnovations and trends for Change in the care and habili-

tation of the retarded, with special emphasis on those in the most severely

and profoundly retarded Categories. Although great strides have been taken
1

in the development of teChniques for habilitating the severely mentally

retarded; recent accounts of living conditions in residential institutions

in the United States (Blatt, 1972) bring a shockAng awareness of the dis-

tance still to go before the goal of humane and appropriate trealents for

all disturbed children and 'youth has been attained.

./".-

With some Chagrin it musype acknowledged that the.Scandinavian coun-

trkes continue to-be the leaders in advocating'humane provisione for the

severely mentally retarded (Humphrey, 1968; Clark and Clik, 1970). Denmark

is well ahead in developing programs'for care and training, having passed

legislation in 1959 which made the edudation of all retarded Children

between the ages of 7 and 2.1 mandatory: In Sweden, where a registry of the

numher and needs of disabled persons has been maintained for almost 100

_years, programs stress the importance of separating retarded Children by

level of functioning, type of illness, and-age, even to the inclusion of

separate wards for infants. ..In'both Denmark and Sweden comprehensive, tui-

tion-free high school training programs have been designed to train special-

ized child care workers.
\

With reference to future directions in this country, Wolfensberger .(1969)

makes 20 predictions concerning areas of change in residential services for

the mentally handicapped. He-anticipates that many of the functions of the

traditional institution :Will be assumed by other agencies such as work-
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training denters, and that most residents will'JI:he integrated to some extent

into community life. The ew facilitiesjWill be oriented toward child
.;

development, will emphasize pre-vocational education, and will provide

sheltered living arrangements within a community milieu.

In another article by Wolfensberger (1972) , the principle of normaliza-

tion is applied to the isSue of residential service delivery. Basically,

normalization has as its goal the establishment and/or maintenance of

behaviors and characteristics which are as culturally norniti# as possible.

Wolfensberger discusses the implications of this principle$0 smaller, lbss

institution-like residential facilities. ,

Orzack et al. (1970), Gardner (1970), Swartz et al. (1971), and

Jordan (1972) are but a few of the many authors involved in shaking the

directions which the provision for resources and services to the severely

mentally retarded will be taking in the tuture. Current technological

capabilities sucn as in videotaping and other media resources offer untapped

potential for increasing the effectiveness of educational andlraining

provams. Clearly, more 41teneive efforts:are necessary to facilitate the

optimum development of handicapped children and youth. New ideas in archi-

tecture and milieu structures also offer many opportunities which have not

been fully utilized% And finally, the effectiveness of behavior modification

in eliminating undesirable 'behaviors and establishing desirable ones seems

to support the position taken by Throne (1970) in his prediction of a pre-

dominantly beahvioral approach to 'mental retardation. ,

2.0 SEVERE EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE

2.1 Problems of Definition and Classification

Of all the areas of handicap, that of emotional disturbance is perhaps'

the most difficult and elusive to describe objectively, and thd determination

of cut-off points for levels 'of disturbance is, to some degree, dependent

upon subjective tolerance for unconventional or peculiar behavior7 What one

individual or culture may consider deviant, another may accept as perhaps

idiosyncratic but not psychotic. The child with whom one teacher may be

able to establish a viable rapport in the classroom; another teacher may

consider so disruptive or unreachable as to demand special handling.
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Furthermore, it iS extremely difficult to establish meaningful criteria

on which to differentiate lhree levels, the mild, moderate and severe, of

emotional disturbances. The recent literature reviewedfot this'paper.offers'

little assistance on this prOblem. There are a number of legal or functional

definitions which have been offered; for instance Guidelines for Implementa-.

tion of the Pilot Program fox Emotionally Disturbed Children (19/1) state.

that the term "emotionally disturbed children will be construed to include

any child whose emotional condition is medically and psydhologically de-

termined to be such that he cannot be adequately educated in the regular
.-

public school classes without the,provision of Special services." Func-

tionally defined, they are those children "17 years or younger who evidence

inability to relate realistically with the public school.program and who

are unable to function near capacity mentally, socially, and emotionally."

In the compendium of state laws relating to handicapped populations, the

range of definitions of the emotionally'disturbed is confined to these few

simple constructs. Additionally, the stipulation is usually made that the

diagnosis must be made by a qualified professional. Since a major source of

confusion is the variety of professionaJ orientations which have constructed

theories of mental illness, there is a high degree of possibility that

disagreement will,occur. The "mental health specialist" might not be-

willing to 'accept the educator's description of the disturbed child as:

". . . one who violates classroom norms where noother Means of explaining-

this violation is available."

While the specification of criteria for minimal and moderate emotional

disturbance is subject to a great deal of ambiguity and baseline instability,

these issues are not too relevant for the present review- Judgments of

severe emotional disturbance have a high'level of interrater reliability,

which increases commensurately with the level of.severity. This is par-_

ticularly true of one subset of,pgYchotic behaviors which make up the syn-

drome now popularly known as autism. The distinction between autism and

severe emOtional disturbance is one which is, indeed, rather arbitrary,

being based primarily on the presence of certain "psychic withdrawal"

symptoms (Lacey, 1969). HOwever, because of the wealth of literature which

has been generated in this area, autism will betreated in a separate section,

directly following this one. 7 3 43
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,
ftitcs cited'im7..tbe, USOE Praqticum Handbook (]970),

,t.!t

in nited States in need of psychiatric

ceive gudh serlft.Ce.,
,

ta4ly:fdistur -.and.a0lescentards:are/expected to increase in population

TY;e Nt al Instute OfIleiltal:Health (Rosen et al., 1968) has
, s.

-,dollected dat4 which indi te bhat:ap roximately 473,000 children under

18 *ars of-age k6ceivdcitc type of service in 1966. Of these, 400,000_

:ibTfe: treated in outp4*t 4inlca., 27,000 in public mental hospitals, 8,400
.

Proivate mental hospitalsl, 28,000 ifi general hospitals,

.ashortage of teadhers of the emotion-
/

2,500 in psydhiatric

day-night unitsdand 8,000 in residential treatment centers. Another source

(Emotionally Disturbed Children, 1967) cites government figures indicating

that 100,000 children in the United States require hospitalization or an

environment completely separate from other children. It is also reported

that the number of emotionally disturbed children is increasing at a rate

4.5% greater than the normal population growth.

Questionnaires to obtain information on thglurrent status of public

school services for emotionally disturbed children were sent to state

directors of special education in each of the 50 states and the District

of Columbia (Hirshoren et al., 1970; SchuJitz, 1971). They obtained data

on definition, terminology, prevalence, services available, class size and

case load, and administrative organization. Estimates were obtained which

indicate.that .05% to 15% of all children between 5 and 19 years, or

1,200,000 children, are emotionally disturbed. Hirshoren et al. report that

Mackay (1969) and Pagd-.(1965) cite incidence figures of. A!,and 1%-respectively._

Individual states and localities have also carried oUt'Audies to .

determine the incidence of emotionally disturbed children and youth, and

the"facilities available to serve them. One of the most complete of these

is reported by Marrone and Anderson (1970). .During 1968-69, 11 elementary

classes in Montgomery County served 94 disturbed children. Among these

were psychotic, severe neurotic, schizophrenic, and autistic children with

behavioral and personality disorders. Prior to 1955, Ohio carried out eight

major studies cOncerned with the prevalence of emotional disturbance (Gloss,

1968). The incidence of severely disturbed children was said to range from
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4% to 12%. Gloss also includes a description of 20 experimental researdh

and development programs which'were in progress in 1968.

2.3 Research and Demonstration

Before looking at the type of research which has been receiving the

lreatest amount of attention during the last 10 years, it ihould be reiterated

that there are two basic conceptual frameworks in which the study of severe

emotional disturbance has been cast: behavior mbdification and psychotherapy.

There are other treatment approadhes and:other'iSsues,

and demonstration studies have been concerned, but these receive relatively

less attention.

2.3.1 Demonstration Programs. As the review of the recent

literature seems to indicate, the appropriateness or effectiveness of

behavior therapy is no longer being extensively tested in experimental

studies. Instead, there are many reports of institutional settings which

have adopted these procedures as part of a regular, on-going treatment

program. O'Leary and Becker (1967) report the use of behavior modification

in.an adjustment classroom. The Engineered Classroom,.first 'conceptualized

by Hewitt over 10 years ago; has been a regular part of the Santa. Zoqica

School System's approach to emotionally disturbed children, and the

University of Kansas.Behavior Analysis Follow Through Program has bee

using token reinforcement with disadvantaged children for the past 4ve

years. A four-year rehabilitation progkam based on behavior theory was

carried out with 12-17 year old chronic psychotics in a highly structured

residential school setting. The rate of dischage was 88%, with only 13%

recidivism.

Camari4gAState Hospital (Montgomery and McBurney, 1970), Devereux Schools

(Saunders and Balano, 1972), and'the Children's Treatment Center in Madison,

Wisconsin (Browning and Stover, 1971) have incorporated behavior modifica-
,

tion as a total treatment approadh in their work with emotionally disturbed
S.

children and their families.

Evidently the fact that a large proportion of the emotionally disturbed

population have at least normal cognitive ability has influenced most of the

6 5
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workers in this field to direct their effortt at re atinq deficiencies

in language functioning, as well as the improvement of other types of

academic skills. Thus the vast majority of interventions measure success

in terms of how quickly children can return to classes with their normal

peers. Knoblock and Johnson (1969) present a series of articles each of

which is concerned with some aspect of teaching or curriculum as it may

affect the academic learning of the emotionally disturbed child. A similar

academic orientation is displayed by Meyers et al. (1968), who have pre-

pared an inStructional guide for teachers to use-with this populatio

IP
Also concerned with academic functioning, Kenney et al. (1966)

,explored the.use of an "educational cadre" to function as a diagnostic,

teaching, and.research resource for emotionally disturbed adolescents in

a residential treatment program. The classroom teadher worked with a

qurriculum tpecialist, a cognitive psychologist, and a psychiatric clinician.

The experimental curriculum employed units in English and history as the

media for the development of cognitive processes and language skills.'

Kenney reported that observations by teachers,.comments of other students,

and the work products of the disturbed childrenjthemselves indicated that

the materials and methodt facilitated learning,'btit this was not tupported

by performance on the language tests.

Whatever the lffect of the "educational cadre," it may just as easily

have been,the product of the reduced dhild-adult ratio which resulted from

the presence of the extra adults in the program. As Weissman (1970) points
. .

out, a teadher-child ratio of from 1:6 to 1:10.is recommended alongpth a

program of highly individualized instruction. Weissman also suggests that

the physical environment can have an important impact on the adjustment of

the disturbed dhild; it should be flexible, and there should,be "silent

corners where dhildren can be separate from each other if they so choose.

It is interesting, however, that when auditory input was reduced, in an

experiment by Fassler and Sweeney (1971), there was no measurable improve-

ment in performance. All of the 30 seriously distuxbed childrezin the study

had been judged educable by school psydhologists but eXKibited considerable,

confusion about reality and had severe difficulty in their Ability to relate

to others.
7 (3
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Another type of classroom manipulation (Bloch, 1971) was explored

in a special program designed to foster language comprehension and to stim-

ulate language production in non-verbal children who suffered severe impair-

ment of intellectual and social functioning: In addition to the use of

visual aids, songs, and toys as stimuli to encourage verbalization, chil-

dren were placed in the group situation as sdon aS possible and saturated

with group and individual experiences designed to engage eaCh child at his

own developmental level.

Many academically oriented prograns use behavior modification pro-

cedures. Thus, Pimm and McClure (1967) described an adjustment class in
Ottawa, Canada. The class'operates within the context of.the regular

school system, but consists of a maximum of eight neurologially normal,

emotionally disturbed Children of normal intelligence4 Attendance in the
d

class varies from four months to two years, depending on individual needs.

The focus of the program is academic and the goal is to bring each Child up

to his intellectual potential through individual tutoring and reinforcement

procedures. As Children progress, they are gradually reintegrated into

their regular classes.

An educational approach whiCh stresses language development.underlines

the program at the Forum School in Waldwick, New Jersey (Dubner, 1971).

Baed on the expectancy of noimal behavior and deVelopment, Children are

provided with intensive stimulation, they are taught'to listen and respond,

to become aware of their awn bodies, and to develop perceptual-motor skills.

Other types of therapies have been explored in demonstration programs.

ve al investigators report the value of art and music therapy with emo-

urbed patients. Scott (1970), Price et al. (1972), and Wasserman

19 utilize music in different ways, but all report significant or en-

couragin effects. Kramer (1972) provides an extensive description of the if

use Of art erapy. The role of the art therapist is considered central to

the success of e-program, which operated for tWo years in a psychiatric

ward for children.

Although the recent literature is far more heavily weighted with behavior

I/modification studies, the psychodynamic approach cannot be neglected, -and

J/
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Reisman (1973) provides a recent overview of this theory as it.applies to

work with dhildren. The most relevant principle of this technique is that

the therapist listens and allows the child'Ito express his feelings and

beliefs without judgment or censure. In actual practice, many therapists

may utilize positive reinforcement, one of the major tools.of behavior

modification, to bring About the Changes they wish to effect.

Szurek et al. (1971) describe the comprehensive inpatient treatment

provided by the Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in San Francisco.

Their psyChotherapeutically oriented approach is based, on the position that

severe emotional disturbance in children is the result of trauma incurred

through early parent-child interaCtions, and they therefore emphasize parent

involvement in the treatment program. An interdisciplinary team of special-

ists works with,the family in the creation of a therapeutic milieu.

The milieu)therapy technique has been adopted in several.countries

outside of the United States. Osorio (1970) reports such a programin

Brazil, and Ziegler (1972) contrasts Norway's emphasis on this type of
'AP

treatment with the individual psychotherapeutic emphasis he sees as being

dominant in the United States. Kahan (1971) describes a residential

facility in England for psychotic and severely disturbed Children which

continues to rely primarily on individual psychotherapy.

The Elmont Pro.ject (Donahue, 1968) also utilizes,A psyChothprapeutic

orientation in a community-initiated program which receives support from

hoth the regular school system and the local community. The goal iS to

allow the dhild to return to the regular classroom without isolating him

from family, peers,-and community during the treatment process. Another

such program is that of the Child PsyChiatric Day Care Unit of the University

Hospital of the University of Washington, Seattle (Grittka et al., 1970).

Similarly, the Hillcrest Children's Center in Washington, D.C. (Long, 1969)

is a therapeutic elementary school.

Early intervention is an essential feature in the remediation of most

handicaps, but it is_particularly_important in the case of eMotional dis-

turbance, Bluth et al. (1971) have listed almost 100 items which include a

vetiety of treatment models in early intervention.
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An excellent illustration of the therapeutic nursery is provided

by Furman and Katan (1969). They describe the Hanna Perkins School for

emotionally disturbed preschool children, which adopts a psychoanalytir;

approa&. Similarly, Kliman and Stein (1971) report on the Cornerstone

Project, in which a psychotherapist works with an emotionally disturbed
*

child in the context of a regular nursery school classrooM. The Regional

Intervention Project (Ora, 1970; Ora and Reisinger, 1971) exemplifies the use

of behavior modification procedures in a preschool program. This demonstrar

tion project was carried out with 40 preschool emotionally disturbed dhildren__
_

and their paxents. In addition to providing a preschool program tor those

who could not be handled in the nurserY for normal children, other features

included: placement, support, follow-up and supplementary services, parent

participation, and in-service training for staff. 1, The principal method used

in evaluating the effectiveness of the intervention was that of behavioral

observations within the therapeutic-setting. Awareness of dhange in the

children was pointed up dramaticAly-as parents were trained to use the

Vineland Scale to assess social and emotional development. One of the basic

objectives of this program; which had a strong preacademic component, was

to demonstrate that a coordinated, regional early intervention system woUld

be more economical than institutional care.

If at ail possible, help to the emotionally disturbed child and

his family is best provided in the home, supplemented with attendance

.at a clinic after school hours or in a class designed for disturbed children

within the school system. However, this solution may not always be desirable.

In some cases the precipitating conditions to the distu2bed behavior lie

within the home environment and it may be necessary for the child and the

family to receive separate intervention treatment before they can make

progress together. There are several alternatives to either special-claqs

day care on the one hand or institutionalization on the other.

In some programs which offer special day classes for emotionally dis-

turbed children'the facility is not within easy access to the family being

served and the dhild may need to be boarded out during the week. Project 750

(Hoffman, 1969 a and b), so called because of the legislative ruling under

which it-was funded, involved removing children from regular classes and
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, placing them special classes designed to maximize their.educational

potential and relieve emotional difficulties. Hoffman's report was Prepared

after the eighth year of the program, which by .that time had 'served approxi-

mately 2,4140 children, of whom 57% were under 16 years of.age. Parents of

44% of the Children rated'them as.improved in social adjustment; 39% said

their children had improved academically; and 59% indicated improvement in

overall adjustment. One of the major problems encountered in the adminis-

tration of the program was the lack of clIrity of Project 750 regulations

in identifying the children eligible for placement under this funding.

(Other facilities receiving funds through this legislation are listed in

'Hoffman, 1969 b).

Often there is a situation in which a severely disturbed child needs,

placement in a residential setting but such treatment is not avilable.

Willner et al. (1972) described'an interim service program consisting of

an interdisciplinary approach: a welfare agency, an urban board of educe-

tion, and a mental health facility which provided short-term, in-patient

treatment.

Another instance of an interim approach, described by Atkins et al.

(1962), is the Eastern Diagnostic and Evaluation Center in Philadelphia.

This Center serves as a screening and referral agency for emergency cases,

defined as those in which unusual circumstances require some form of

immediate actiCh. .The outpatient psychiatric services include evaluation

by team membera of the adaptive interaction and support systems of-both.

the child and his caretaker. During a 13-month period, 42 Children identi-

fied as emergency problems were seen and 31% of them were judg in need of

hospitalization.

Where immediate institutional placement is not possible,' another t pe

of service is. necessary. Dorenberg (1969) deacribes a program which pro ided

counseling services to families and chil4ren on waiting lists for traditional

'therapy. The focus of treatment was on strengthening the self-concept of

the parent so as to facilitate coping with the disturbed child in the home.

Short-term placements under residential care followed by continuing

non-residential treatment have been.explored in a number of settings. 'The

8 0
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Wisconsin Children,'s Treatment Center (Kemp, 1971) provides a.residential

program which involVeS the family in the treatment process. Of theNN34

Children, 4 to 13 years old, treated at the timethe report Was written,

none Were returned to institutions and all but one, who was pladed in a

foster home, were still living at home with their families. Similarly,

the Children's Rer-education Center in Nashville, Tennessee provides six-

mohth placements tor Children 5 to 13 years old. Children remain at the

Center :during the week and are sent home on weekends. PrOblems'are

proached from educational, behavioral, and economical viewpoints; behavior

modification principles are applied within the total environment, both

inside and out of the CenterolipThe individual child's curriculum is adapted

to his specific needs, although there is also emphasis on group counseling;

More and more residentialitreatment cenEers are moV1ng toward a

community health model. Mbra et al. (1969) report a,ten-year program at

the Astor Home for Children. It was marked by an increase in the ratio

of professional to child care staff, provision of intensive psychotherapy

for each child by meMbers of three orthopsychiatric discip

creased focus on neUrological and psychopharmacological trea

C,

an in-

, and the

development'of more concrete.techniques in working with families. In-par-

ticular,' attention is given to discharge procedures, group home programs,

and.foster home programs. A reformulation of the residential center concept

to include day education and a day hospital center is also described by

D'Amato (1969) who reports the work at the Eastern State School and Hospital

in Illinois.

The feasibility of a combined treatment approach, in which 14-17 ear

old emotionally disturbed boys were given non-residential vocational t aining

while living in residential centers, foster homes, or in group care, was

demonstrated by Gellman (1969).

While the most recent change in services to emotionally disturbed

Children and youth has been in the direction'of non-institutional care,

this has not always proved to be a happy soNition. Chase (1973), for:Vgiample,

notes that in4California the consequence of the 1961 lOntal Health`Services

Act has been.the cloSing of many mental hosptials And tkie return of mentally

ill patients into the community, with unfavorable effebts on both. In spite
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of this opinion, it is dubious that residential care will completely dis-

appear as the major type of provisi9n for the emotionally disturbed for

Some time to come. Easson (1969), for example, takes the position that

there are certain types of adolescent lphaviors which indicate the need

for hospital treatment. These children require various facets of residen-'

tial living,.such as psychotherapy; medication, and continued diagnosis.

A number.of investigators have been studying new ways of working

/within the institutional context. Mayer and Blum (1971) present a col-

lection of ten papers dealing with various aspects of residential treatment,

for emotionally disturbed children. Milieu therapy, special education,

psychotherapy, and group living ve discussed, as well as the role of thei

child care worker and the volunteer.

2.3.2 Research Studies. The effect of intensive therapy and

casework Services given to 27 children in foAer homes was compared with

a similar group of emotionally disturbed children also placed in foster homes

but without any special intervention (DeFries et al.4 1965). Based on the

psychiatric interviews at both the beginning-and the termination of the

three-year therapy program, 13 experimental and eight dontrol children showed

improvement, five experimental and nine control children shlpwed,no.Change,

while the condition of eight experimental and nit* control,children was

aggravated. The authors conclude that since their intensive therapeutic

effort did not produce signifiLant results, institutional'care Should take

precedence over foster homes.

It is difficult to see how this conclusion was reached, since both

the experimental and cow:rol groups were in foster homes and no comparisons

were made with an institutionalize4 population. Perhaps they felt that if

all their best effort's had failed., there was just no hope for these children.

There is no doubt that this is very difficult and often unrewarding work, but

a more optimistic note is struck by AMbinder and Falik (1966) who report a

foster home program which.successfully retained an emotionally disturbed

boy in school through several semesters.'

The usevc)f small group situations waS the basic ingredient,in a study

with emotionally handicapped elementary school students with normal intel-
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ligence and no neurological defects (Miller, 1967). The experimental

groups demonstrated significantincrement in acadeMic adhievement.

A special type of group method called "sociotherapy" was developed by .

Kok (1972).- This integrated multi-disciplinary tedhnique consists of a

high degree of structure in group play tfferapy for the treatment of thee-
"structopathic," emotionally disturbed, 1ype5kinetic child. StruCtured,

formal lessons'in an experimeAal spepdh and language program were reported,

to be less effective than sessions.-"Which included at least some play activi7

ties (RUbin-et4e., 1967);.but these judgments weft not substantiated by-'

statistical tests. -0T-

The relationship between specific reading dpablilities and\alootional

disorders was'studied by Wilderson (196i). F OranalySis indicated that

, there were'four psychiatric and seven readi deficiency.components- These

Were shown by .correlation techniques to be related in the following manner:

schizoid-withdrawal and memory; character dlsorder and intellectual maturity;

dharacter disorder and hyperactive style; borderiine psychosis and.vfaual,
A

efficiencyl and somatic complaints' and visual inefficiency.,

0
Another type .e(question which has been_explored.in a.semi-researdW

,

. ., ra.
context 0.s concerned with the most advantageous environMent fok the.diS-
2
turbed child.; Carleton (1967) compared three'delivery systems: ,the day

school program, a homebound program for children with problems-too,seveke'

for the day-care prOgram and an itinerant teadherprograM for student's
/.

enrolled in regular classes but who require spacial wor*. in small groups.

If the project is evaluated in terms of theincreased,demands'foridmisSion

into-the program, then this was indeed a SuCcess since the enrollment went

from:Seven in 1965.to ninety in4t968. All children returned tOYtheir re la -qu r /

claisrooms; but their subsequent Ability to'function in that%setting was not:.

always adequate. 'No Comparative assessment Of the three methods, used was"

eVailable. (.
-

the COVERT School project (Klein et. al., 1967) Was also designed to

evaluate alternative educational approaches for emotionally distutbed.chil

dren. Six procedures- for meqing the needs of an estimated 3%;to losclm the

school population exhibiting emotional distprbance were used: .a residential
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V

-

. soâa day:St °a, 1": lass programs, a group-tutorial approach

:supp
,

teachq fOr childien4in regular claSses, and recreational therapy.
1

Evaluative records (e.q4 endance, number of sessions, number of parent

contacts, total group-Changes, etc.) were kept, but-no quantified statis-

\,tical analyses were reported.

Finally, Greenberg ancyptve,c (19 ) explored the use of the group

"home, a single family dwel th four to fikre children living with-a .

couple, as a transitional r emotionally disturbed children who had

.keen'discharged,from residential care/Creatment but were not yet ready to

tO their own families. The experience was reported to have proved

al.for 41 of.the 59 children. -

Children and Youth. In dealing with the. problem of mentally retarled and

'yemotionally disturbed Children and youth,, it is appropriate-to begin with a

2.3.3 Research with Emotionally Disturbed-Mentally Retarded

discussion of the difficulty of sepgrating the descriptiops of these two

hAndicapping conditions. There is a strong case,for developing a common

.sdi 6f concepts wdth which.to organize and classify the phenomena.whioh

characterize both of these handicaps..
-

Many specialists working in the-field of mental retardation are extremely

unhappy with the classification of levels of retardation on the basis of a

psychometric measure of performance on intelligence tests.. 'However, the

periodic efforts to introduce multifaceted criteria which would give some

weight to persbrvality variables have been consistently rejected. The systems

turrently in use are described primarily in terms of cognition whereas

V.

etpotional disturbance is defined in terms of personality variables. This4

tends to foSter false.dichotomies,, and there is a need to recognize that

...Aretarded children are also influenced by social-emotional apd attitudinal-.

motivational variables (Milgram, 1972).
a

A further complicatiOn ithanyof the:beha4oralsymptoms of

mental retardation are similar to those whit* are charadteristic of autism,

and many autistic thildren are also often said tobe'retarded. In many.

-areas of the country the primary diagnosis-4.-dependent upon what type of

sSrvices are most readily 4tailable; since there are usually More,,facilities
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V
for the retarded', autistic.children-are often classified as mental retarded

ig
with emotional:disturbance- as a secon4ary handicap,,and little atte tion is

paid to whether the autistic child, if reached, would have the capcity for
O.

normal mental funCtionin,

The literature review yielded only a-few studies with mentally retarded

children who were also oharacterized as emotionally disturbed. Of these,

four are concerned with"the application of behavior modificatioh techniques

to'eliminate stereotypic and hyperactive behaviors( In a study by Edwards
4

and Lilly (1966),, operant conditioning was Used td improve the mealtime
a

behavior of 26,assaultive female patients with IQ's of 5 to 25, maintained
,

in a closed wardlat rairview State Hospital in California. Ail sUbiects

were ambulatory and hyperactive with little verbal language; all but three
0-

r

were self-feeders. Conditioningcincluded changing mealtime propeduresby

invitin4'groups of patients into the dining room insteid of admitting only

a few at'a time% Satisfaction of hunger Was used as the initial motivation

and food as the reinforcer. MeAtime behavior improved significanily, with

fewer supervisory employees.-needed. -However, the improved mannert at meal-

time did not transfer to more acceptable behavior in other daily activities.

Twardosz and Sajwaj (1972) used a prompting and reinforcement procedure

to'train a severely retarded hyperactive preschool boy to sit still. Siing

was significantly increased over the course of.the Aperimenti however, an
ri 4t4 .

unexpected side-effect was an indreased abillitof this child to use toys

nd:to remain close to other children. In addition, the child decreased
* r$4 :

manneridns while retaining normal walking behaviors. The results
/

.of this' studS', denonstrate-that,operant procedures can be designed to address

severl behaviors simultaneously, and thus to maximize the teacher's effective-
;

ness. .., _.

Two experiments were conducted by Mulhern and Baumergter (196 Jto

determ1ne the effectivekess of reinforcement procedures in modifY*.ng stereo-

typic rocking-betiors in two untestable, non-verbal retarded males.....:pPerant

conditioning techniques were used to eliminate,rocking and to produce sitting-

still behaviors. fiVesive noise was associated with movement and rein-

.4forcing lkghts and candy were contingent upon sitting still. The overall

4
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Affect of the treatment was a reliable reduction in the rate of stereotypic

4Activity for each subect.

In a controlled experiment using 94 pairs of retarded children, where

one of each pair had severe hyperactivity problems and the other did not,

the hyperactive group was found to have a notably higher incidence of cen-

t4a1 nervous system damage or dysfunction, residual speech'defects,

convulsive seizures (Jenkins and Stein, 1971).0 Hyperactive childrenin the

study.had lower social votients "and fewer we,re completely toilettrained
L

than in the non-hyperactive group. Additionally, the hyperactive gioUp

were more destructive, withdrawn, assaultive, overanxious, and fearful.

Evidently severe hyperactivity unfavorably affects the prognosis for'
- 7

behavioral adjustment of retarded children. This poor progndsi is exec-

erbated by the fact that disturbed retarded childr4h are greguen lyerejected

from the community and placed in institutional settingSwAere'theirempP

tional disorders go untreated, although therea effectiv

treating many emotional problems (Menolascino,-1.

Overactive, profoundly retarded children w

group of

(Tizard,

that the

normally act' e children with

1968). Observations maHe during

overactive children moVbd about si
*-k)

rebuked more Often nor did they reoeive more

0.

O. a

same "41.0egreeof' etard

. * .

free playperiod
. .

ficant
j

ky7Moxej4gt,wer..

J

They were not more aggressive than the contra I.dren, but

friendly contacts. The classical hyperkinetic drome was 419

but there was a very wide,range of variatiOn'in

evidence that these children had suffered a diff4tAt type dr*:

than found in the contr61 group.

2.4 Measurement

:

r".

a4Z

Bec4se there has been no analdg'to,the eSt, '06

fbr clatsifying'emotional disturla4nce,..a.lrea

,1
effort has gone into the development of scre9ning isntrument

01 objective .,4rLs

feWof the relevant studies, those Whih haVe appeared 1n.th

literature are included here:

134 76
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Saunders (1972) reports the developmentof a teach dministered
. .0

_procedure for screening, identifying, add diagnosing..., (StE4C eMotiOnally

di#turbed children in rural eiementary.schools. it can.beadministered by

e classioOm teaCher under:the...supervision of a trained:SIP Coordinator.
40,o

.The procedure uses two inOtrumentsthe-Lambert andBower Behavior Rating

of.Pup) #.and the Burke Beha'1,ior Ratincales These'Provide diagnOstic
.

evaluation and prescriptiOn# for specific eq0catieinal;programmirii.for each
,

Pt.

child. ;

In order to ascertain the efficacy of #.creelillt procedures for emo-
,

tionally disturbed chidren in a tvio-county rUral area in East Central
AieIllinois (Schultz et al., 1972), the Lambert and Bower screekling instrument

was Used, tOgether with a behavior problem checklist developed by Quay and

Peterson. All the third and fourth grade. Obildren were observed and used

in investigating the validttyof the proeedure. No effect of bias res4ting

trom interpersonal compatibility Was demonstrated, but,there was- a low order

relationship between children identified as potentially disturbed and the

frequency of problem behaviors.

A rigorous instrument development study was carried, out by Fink (1971)

at Indiana University. In response to the need for more precise analyses

of the complex educational and psychologidal.processes in special classes

for the emoaally di#turbed, Fink ribes an,interaction analysis
. .

system for rating teachers.and stude withlt seyeral categories'of
P .4,

behaviors. Reliability ratingibf .8 were reported-aftem#0 system was.
1

tested in 15 classes for emotionally 'disturbed children.

. .

Perhaps the most comprehensive and well documented effort-at.4calidg

emotionally disturbed behavior, particularly of Nounger chilAren, that

,of Kohn and Rosman (1973)*. Their approach hypothesizes a twO-factor bimoda44,

l'-.."'model of emotional disturilince. Factor1 consists of interest-participation

.veisus apathy-withdralal and Factor 2 cooperatAn-coMpliance versus anger-
_

. fs
- :1-defiance. There are two separate scales: a problem checklist and a

66tietence scale, ,The problem Checklist consists primarily of items which

reflect deviancy,,such as temper tantrums and other types of aggression,
.

acting-out, or withdrawal, passivity, or timidity. The ob'server.enters a

,r9Oing in terms of whether the behavior is very typical, somewhat typical or

77
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not at.all typical of tne.particul4rC9hild. The items are coded so that

.4two separate scoreS are obtaineli. *A.11-h score on the clinging, fearful,

repressed items indicate the extreme.pole of Factor 1, which is apathy-

withdrawal; a high scor4on the destr6ctive, fighting,'and'hostile iteMs

indicates.the anger-defiance extreme of Factor 2. It is the checklist

which relates most.particularly to the emotionally disturbed child. The

Competence Scale'is.-used primarily to determine the level of iunctioning in

child-teacher, child-child, self-care, child activities, and transitional

areas. A low scorE, or the relatively infrequent occurrence of the negative

behaviors, would infer behavior at the Positive pole for each of the two

factors.

Over sereral. years ofinvestigation, 1,425 children between the ages

of three and seven years were observed in a varietyof treatment settings,

and a great deal of refinement of the scales was carried out. The final

factor dimensions 46e been effective in diffe'Fentiating disturbed from

normal dltdren. Specific findings made it possible to Characterize the

distuxbed grOup as including significantly more males than femaleS and

significantly fewer children from intact homes. It is interesting to note

that. girls show predominantly Factor 1 pathology (apathy-withdrawal), but

only those who ,showed Factor 2 pathology (anger-defiance) were likely tO

be xeferred for treatment. With bbys the frequency of both types of
y'

pathology was more nearly equal.

There is a noticeable 1 ck of evaluative assessments in aiy:b

reviewed here, ancreven thOse fch claim to be experimental s4its

extremely weak or non-existent analytical designs. An "experimen

environmenal adaptation was:reported by Flint (1966). Staff meOke
* )

rated the-83 cliildren at the tlartp6Infants Home on "security scales .

appropraittb the child's age" and found that childrn gradually "became

q4='.
compttent skills." After 15 minths, 44 childFen had been

/-
retarned to their homes orplgced in foster homes. Five caSe histories

6
wote-also reported. BilSky('l970) reports thit attempt.to evaluate a teacher

.

ratihg Observation, technique 'used in a preschool program. Nine boys

and two girls were the'baSis of the statement that the observation prelet-

dure'was usefulfor evaluating similar-programs.

8 8



Closed circuit TV technology was used to evaluate a program for

emotionally disturbed children in the 6 to 13-year age,range (Higginbotham,

1971). Video tape films of many of the school's.200 children were' taken\90

that teachers could observe their own behaviors, and also for puUlic rela-

tions and dissemination purposes. However, no analytiC plan for using any

of the findings were reporfrted.

With the exception of programs which utilize behavior molification
Fr

techniques-and which tend to support the effectiveness of their procedures

by experimental analyses, only one objective evaluation of a therapeutic-

program for emotionally di1turbed children was encountered in the literature

.surveyed forIthis report. This was an evalUation of An Exemplary Prbgram

of.Special Education for Handicapped Chilaren (1969) funded under Title III

of ESEA. Evaluative criteiia were used by both, internal arid external

evaluators. Data include standardized test Scores, detailed case studies,

and obseirational techniques and information on comparison groups.

2.5 Guides to Providers

A limited number Of listings which 'cite only providers for emoti

sturbed children andy04th were revieWed. Arong these are:

Garfunke1:11970T,. Handbook of faciIltieS for emotionally
distUrbed and socially.maladjusted children ahd
adolescents;

-

Hirshoren et al. (1910. A survey of public school
,

tpecial
7,,education programs fore*liationally disturbed children;
a (.

Hoffman .(1969)., Resources and referral handbook:. Project 750;
and, ,

Pappenfort and Kilpatrick (1970). A census of children's
residential.:institutions in the United Wtes, Puereb
Rico, and the Virgin Islands, 1966. VoIkiine 4::Y'Jnsti-

tutions for emotionally disturbed children.
. ,

2.6 Bibliographies
_

Thereare seVerel recent refererices which consist of compendia or Col-
.

lections of articles which deal with various facets of treatment, rehabili-
.

'0
.

,

tatio , and education of emotionally disturbed children. Since 195E the

.

-:0

Children's Bureau Clearinghouse has listed 842 research projects in the area
as,

89
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of emotional disturbance (Research Relating to Emotionally Disturbed

Children,' 1968), and a Bibliography on Emotionally Disturbed (1970) was

published by the Michkgan State Department of Education.

A great many studies gave demonstrated the eefectivehess of behavior

: modification procedures with emotionally disturbed patients. The Excep-.

tional Child.Bibliography.Series has collected 81 referenCes to such

studies (Behavior Modification, 1971), and Graziano (1971) has edited a

collectionwof 39 papers which demonstrate that behavior therapy is 'Success-

ful in producing desirable behaviors in sChizophrenic, autistic, and psy-

`)

-chotic children. , 44

,Faas (1970) britios together:34 articles cOncerned with 'idehtifying,

understanding, and educating emotionally disturbed children within the

public 80hOol. It is dUbious whether severely disturbed Children will be

encountered in this context.. The book by Harshmam (1969) deals with the

ways school systems serve*the,eMotionally disturbed, including special

.CIasSes, residentral4enters, and special CUrriculacand techniques:

SheaM.(1971) has edited a collection cf 29 papers which-deal with 4tddiesL

tilr'on chlassificatibh as well,aS a varie y of specific character disorde

Although these are not ok particular interest here, the presentation of con-
. ---

flicting theories ofneurotic patterns in terms of psychodynamic processes
, .

versuS operant Conditialiptprovides a Useful framework for understanding

much of the literature in-this area,of handicap-

Among the many,selec4v6)#bliographiescompilefunder the aegis o

:the CounCii for EiCipt.ional. Chilqren are three which are specifically

Concerned with the emotiorially disturbed. One entitled Mentaldealth was
4

published in 197t Emgtionally bidturbedPrograms aridaMotionall Disturbed--
-

Research were publi%hed in 1972The latterLtWiCrepOseall th items on

%these topics listed.,:in the Ctialcil's Exceptio0A1 :Chi,ldron InforMation Center.

'',/16:of"..Tuly 1972.

c ..
BrysOn,and Hingtgen (1972Yhave prepared an annotated bibliography on

arly childhci:4 psyshosis whe includes writings on infantile aUtism? C'bild

1

-_

hood sChizophrAie 11111tiaied disorders. There.are_424 entries, among whichJ'tif
." -,. ..

are boOksi journal-Arti.,clps, arid c D n__.and"reserch reports dating from

80
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1964 through the middl of 1970. For earlier work, these.authors recommend

the bibliographies Goldfarb and Dorsen (1956) and Tilton, DeMyer, and Loew

(A66).

'Finally, Tompkins and Allen (1968) have Condensed a series of addresses

related to treatment, rehabilitation, and education of severely disturbed

Children.-

2:7. Autism

2.7.1 Problems of.Definition'and Classiiication. Childhood'

schizophrenia and autism are terns applied to patterns of observed .behavior
) .

which vary. so extreme/y from the normal that they are classified as psydhotic.

Because the etiolOgialf this psydhosis'is uncertain' the literature on

childhood psychoSis, which includes both autism and,sChizophrenia, is replete

with confusion as well as withContradictions. Thus4the precision of both

terms is extremelflimited4 frequently the Same set of'qoehaviors is given

different names and.different syndromes bear the same name.

The term "autism" first Intered the Arature of psychopathology

in 1942, when Kanner published his now'claiSical artisple. His criteria for

diagnosing tpe'syndrote which ht called "early inftntileautism" were:
A ,

extreme self,-isolaticip, impaired coillmunicoln as ilemonstr.eted either by

'echolalia or muteness, obsessive insistence on the maintenance of sameness,

and_fascfnationoli objects accompanied by a disinterest in people. For

the nextl20 years, Until the wort of Ferster and LoVaas, the study and

treetmen05f autistic Children'was under the'aegis of psychiatrists and

-Psychoanalysts, the etiologyAthe Patholocy/being tied to psychogentc

theory. ,

A brief history of the.clinical recognition of autism IS included in

dieter's 1971 introduction to.the proCeedings ota'Symposium on.this topic.
k

Rutter attributes .the difficulties ih classificatiönto the variety of dis-.

ciplines concerhed, including pathology, pediatrics, psythotherapy,'and

psychology' However, after.revieWing over .315mEeferences to eakly childhood

psychoses, Hingtgen and ,Bryson (1972) note that ple description of the

symptomatology is remarkably similar, in spite of the variety of diaqnostit°
. -:--

systems used. In. a more cynical vei0Despert (1971. retharks that the..current
.

,

...
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worldwide,recOgnition of the syndrome, which was unnamed and virtually

unknown just 30 years ago, reflects not so much increased knowledge as

greater confusion.

Tustin°(1972) pregents A classification system which depends to a

great extent on the psychoanalytic formulation. Thus, "abnormal primary
%

autism" is the abnormal prolongation of the normal autism of infancy and

occurs as a result of inadequate early nurturance;.l'encapsulated secondary

autism" is said to occur as a "defense against the panic associated with

unbearable body separateness;" and "regressive secondary autism" it charac-

- terized by a return to,infantile behav,iors after normal development haS'j

ocCurred. Lauretta Bender (see Goldfarb, 1910) does not accept autism as

a separate category of mental illness; but her scheme for classifying

childhood schizophrenia included a destription of children with "autistic

or regrq e withdrawal," as characterized by deVelopmental arrest,

homeostát response, and inadequate biologicalregulatiori. Similarly,

WGorman (1970) outlines nineadiagnoSts4t:ctiterfh'for'the aUtigtic syndrome,

which he views as synonymous with schizbphrenia. SomewhaVvaguely, he
.

describes schizophrenic withdrawal as one of a series of alternatie, tibri-

secutive, or coexistent,mechanisms through which the child seeks to adjust

himself to his environMea.
1

Wing (106) carefully'differentiates autism, schizophrenia, and child-

hood psychOsis. He describes autism as-a set-Of-functional abnormAlitieS

and communication disorders: which'result trom.the child'SU,nability to make

meaningful:patterns out of sensory'stimuli. Although Rutter (1970 a anol

conceives:416 the condition as a disorder-of cognition and perception, wi

impaired sociAl development as.a secondari:conseguence,'his cAxteria_for-

identification ares very similar to thoSO*kKanner.. They nClUde diffi-

culty in forming human relationships, severely'xetarded -language development,

-
thepkesence Of various ritualiSsticAhd Compulsive phenomena.including

;

, phobic reaction to change, and self-mutilation and hyperactivity. In addi-
,

tion, Wing (1966) notes a high frequency Of difficult,,premature, and CAOSarian

births among the population of autistic children..

These f' ings

ingdeveloped

seem to be related to the etiological.thebries that,have_

autism. Wing, for example, Uses the sex'distributi*::.
-

9 2
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and predominance of difficult births to support his hypothesit that the

autistic's "inability to make sense out of sensory stimuli" is in fact the

result of a disorder of the omntral nervous system. Implication bf the central

nervous system is also explored by Kugelmass (1970) , who discusses various

neurophysiologic,psychogenic, and biochemical etiological,theories under-

lying autism. Goldfarb (1970) cites a number of earlier studies which

attempted to link the presence of autism, or any other childhood psychosis -.

to abnormal parenting. This approadh,reflects the early linkage to psycho-

analytic theory. More recent research has demonstrated that parental '

psychopatholdgy is not as important a causative factbras had been originally

thought, Most of the current work with autistic dhildren adOPta-an- eclectic

view, but one in which the behavioral component is predominant.

-2.7.2 Prevalencettudies. The demographic and ificidence

statistics available on children diagnosed as autistic reveal several

interesting patterns. Hamblin et al. (1967) report that autism is more

common than either blindness or deafness, and that v 500,00a severely

emotionallY disturbed dhildren in.the United States,'approxiamtely 10,000

are autistic. Rutter (1970) cites the following:

-About 3 or 4 of every 10,000 children are atitistic;

.the condition is approxiMately 3 or'4-timeS 40
frequent in boys as it is:in-girls;-

dhildren froipiddle Zclass families are more likely
tO be autistic than tbose froM less affluent families;.

the intelligehde levels, of autistic children vary from
unteatably low to normal or 4ven Abbve normal; and

, '.410 there is a great variabilitY in iAltellectuarfunctioning,
as it.relateS to'languageb

,
-41

2.7.3 Researdh ahd Demonstration.. A substantial amount of research

has been carried dut"under the rubrics of both dutism and childhood schizo-

plirenia. The Council for'Exceptional Children, in the Exceptional Child

Bibliography Series, devotes one of its reviews to the subject of Autism

(1971). This reference includes 473items from research reports, journals,

contrence papers., program guides,oand text books concerned with various

9$
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aspects of autism. Although,Goldfarb (1970) does not elect to treat autism

aS a separate diagnostic category, he reports a number of experiments and

tests, conducted by himself and other scientists, on dimension's related to

sensory-perceptual abilities ordeficits, and cognitiVe functioning. The

overall findings suggest that while.the Peripheral sensory intake struc-
,

tures. are 4rdinarily intact impsycllotid-childten, their perceptual response.

'iities i'lersOnificantly lower than those of normal dhildren.

0

These results are si.itcilar to thosesreported by Metz (1967), suggesting

that autistic children prefer, and will act to maintain% I4gher than normal

levels of stiMulation. On th41 'other hand, Fassler and Bijyant (1971)

c
report signfient improVement in the Attention and performance of autist,ic

children when ear protectors are used to reduce auditory input. Goldfarb

(1979) relates this high sensitivity to noise levels to an aberration of

sensory dominance and normal hierarchical structuring of sensory percep-
.

tions. 'In the research efforts summarized by Goldfarb, schizophrenic

thildren were foloind to respond most to light, next to touch,,and leastto

sound. Accordingly, Hermelin and O'Connor (1971) hypothesized that-this

phenomenon might be a-factor in the impaired, speedh of psychotic children:
(\

Hetmelin and Frith (1971) report frher research on perception, memory,

and language which shows that Autistic children hfave difficulty in per-

ceiving tte content) and 'structure-of meaningful, ordered sequences. Typically,:
'

the reSponse pattern is one normally.found only in random,or unstructured

situations.

Much of the

identifying their

!,children.;_In one

retarded dhildren

voCalixation, and

with adults-and

0

arch on sychosia indhildren has been directed at

dharacteristic traitS through comparisons witti-

such'study, Wolf et °al, (1972)'reportthat the mentally

were superior to de'attistic children in communication., H

expressive speecht theyrr,00,showed_better relationship's

onger drive for mastery. 110 results turther suggkot

that fragmentation, compartMentalization, and lack of'generalization among.

Areas of functioning arel...factors specific to the autistia process. ..4

Other research studies involving- comparisons of psychcitiC'-and-TMehtally
.

'retarded glildren mere .conducted by Goodwin'and Goodwin 119.10i...

inte\ pret their results as evidence that autistidchildremiaretregii4tXy
KiAfAtt.
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misdiagnosed as retarded, but in reality th:Ware neither incurable nor

ineducable. While the. difficulty.of administering tests to:eplai:StiC;chil

dren rehders,suspect many assessments of intellectual functiOning with this

group, Alpern .(1967) has demonftrated the viability of psychometric measure-
,

'ment with the Cattell Infant Scale. DesLauriers'and Carlson 41969). in

a comprehensive discussion written primarily for parents of autistid_chil-

dreni' also mention the problems inherent in testing and advise a cautious -

interpretationdof test results. Hutt and Hutt (1969) report a series of
A

studies in.which'reactions of autistic children are examined in a variety

of situations. The firSt study showed that their.behavior. became increas-

ingly pathological with increased situational complexity.. A second study,

coml1/2ing social behavior among autistic, brain-damaged, and normal children;
,

demonstrated that autistic dhildren became increasingly withdrawn,whereas

X- the brain damaged &Wien in the largest )group exhibited aggressive behaviors.

'The third study involved the elcposure of 'each. of these children to knovel

'toy. The normai'and brain-damaged children showed great interest in the

new- Object during the first two or three exposures, while it was not until

the third or fOurth time that the a istic children saw the toy that they,

stopped actively avoiding it.

t.T1
Research on autistic and schizophrenic chilaren is heavily weighted

with studies involving,the 'use ofebehalzior mOdi?fication techniques. Lovaas

ete.al. (1972) reporVn one experiment in which the Stanford-BinetIntel-

ligence Test and the Vineland SocialAaturity,Test were used to measure the

effects:qf a behavior therapy prograM emp4asiting language training with

20 autistic dhildren. The-treatment,was deeghed to extinguish pathological

behaviors throu4h withholding qf positive-rOnforcers oi presentatibn of

aversive stimuli, or reinforcement of_intbmpatible_behavioriAnother.

technique was the designing of situations in,whidh-the emitting of the 'desired
-

language behavior would-be optimizea,,thus affording more,OppOrtunities for

administering rewardS. Although some childken-pidgreSsed,more than others .

all improved to some degree.. The children were tested following two years .

without treatment, and the results showed large differences in retention of
*

,the learned-hehaviors, depending bn the post-treatment environMent. Finally,

reinstatement of therapy was found to re-est'ablish the experimeAtal- gains

only in institutionalized children. ,



.Using.W.behavior modification treatment also produced favorable results

with a group of 149 schizophrenic children, aged two tofiye years (DeMyer,.

1967),. In an experimental program reported by Ward (1970) -both autistic

and schizophrenic children were successfully trained using ax adaptation

of DesLaurier's "structural therapy" approach.

Smolev (1971) revieliis the researth that ha; been conducted in the
.4

application of operant techniques especially in the reduction Of self-,

injUrimis behavior. He cites a number of case studies in which these tech-

niques have been,particularly successful.

Broin et a.L(19.0) describe a siX-:.ffionth prograM of reinforcement.
.

.

.,.'thezslpy which dramatiCallY .reduced'the occurrence of negativistic behavior4V*-;I---,°-'' ,'
,

, .'.:!.- ..,

such as tantrums,,and increased thefrequency of'relevant, functional :
.,'..4,7.'-'''-

tViorS-in a siX-Year-old autistic boy. Hill (1967) describes'a prograth

whiCh the self-stimulatory behaviors of ten schizophrenic and iutistic
. .

chi1Ocen were reduced, and appropriate behaviors increased, through rein-

:

r

,focerent therapy: The parents were also_trained to apply the reinforce-

ment procedures in the chilcrs day-to7day life.- A prograM described by '

Goldstein and Lanyon (1971) used parent-clinicians in .the language training.
!4

of an autistic child. The parents: were first taught the modeling-reinforce,-

ment procedures, and then cOndudted 115 therapy SesstOns of 45 minutes

duration.with their tenyear-old autistic son. Following this:treatment,
.

. .
_.

.

definite improvements were noted in the 'child's language skills.and in his

ability to comminicate both within and outside the home.

0

The application..lbf behavioral,techniques fOr,lanOyge training is

.-described-,in'a case study prepared by SUlzbacher and Costello (19707) TheC,

Isub)ect, asix7year-old child with grossly,deviant behavior!, received.five

20-minute sessions each wee0 Following,three-and7one-half years of treat-
#.

ment, the Child scored at.the fourth grade level and'demonstrated essentially

.normal language.performince. Marshall and Hengrenes (1970) desCribe a

communication therlpy program for autistic retarded children. The indi-

-vidualized reinforcement techniques used in this approach are illustrated-

along with res4ts achieved in a series of fOur case studies.° Wolf and

'Guttenberg (1967). describe a day ,care center program aimed.at developing,

language and ,communication in two-and-one-haif to fivet-year-oldautistic





children. The underlying theory governing the program was that the children

would respond to,intensive communication stimulatiOn... The program resulted

in the meaningful use of words by most'of the children. 'Similarly, Stark

et al. (1968) documented the step-by-step progress in verbal behavior

achieved by a five-year-old boy who was apparently unresponsive to,all

types of environmental stimuli. The child was trained in a five-month

therapy program.

. .

Hartung (1970) places major emphasis on the importance-of establishihg-
.

verbal behavior in non-speaking autistic children, To,this e d,'he presents

an excellent review of the theoreLical bases and procedures verbal con-

ditioning, and a detailed description of the stages' and trends in condition-

ing verbal repertoires. 'Finally, he stresses the importance of the role

played by imitation in the learning of functional. spee.ch. 4oGraziano (1970)

describes a rather unique program based on the application of behavior modifi-

cation in a group setting. The participants were several severely autistic

children Who had resisted-all previous treatment approaches. :After four

'years of therapy, the children were Ibund to interact purposefullY with one

another in a class.and in social situXions for four-hour periodp each day,

The successful training and use of nonprofessionals as therapists represents

another unique feature of this project.

A group approach to therapy was also the basis for a nursery school

prOgram described by -Auerbadh (1965). Autistic dhildren were.-first'

treated individually, then gradually integrated into regular nursery school

classes. The program includes counseling and other seAlces for the parents

as well as follow-up services. Frequently it takes up to two years before

the children can participate successfully in regular classes, and those who

are unable to do so are referred to other treatment centers. A behavior

modification program aimed at integration of.children in the regular class-

room is reported by Hamblin et al. (1067) to have adhieted its goals in a

much shorter time frame. 'They 'hypothesize that the syndrome is a "set of,

habitual response patterns maintained and intensified by exchanges Which
. -

are inadvertently structured by others ih the child's environment." A

seven-stage program, baged on the applicatiop gif "exchange therapy," is

recommended in order to reverse or replace these patholocal habit patterns.

The process relies heavily on standard reinforcement procedures, with the

9 7
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)arents .rained to serve as asaistant therapists at home and-in the,classroom..

Exchange therapy" is purported to be so successful that children can be

)1aced- n a 'classroom situation within six to ei4lit months..

r

The final report of a three-year project (Ferster,
4

betailed account Of a treatment,and education progr'am

)oth experimental psychology and operant conditioning

Ferster's report descAbes the project and

1968) includes a

in which-techniqves of f

were used'with autistic

the children and p;ovides

flforMation on the materials and prOcedures used and the staff training

3rogram. ,The application of structural therapy and the role of reinforce-

nent within this approadh Are-described by Handford and Ward (1969)..

In addition to these applications cf behaviv modification techniques,

the Jliterature also contains descriptions of programs based on othiarthera-
...

3eutic approaches. The model described,by.Schopler and Reichier (1968)

mploysamore psychocjrnamic orie ation. In a clinical setting, parents

3bserVe therapists and serve as co therapists. Later, the-home component

3f the program gives parents the.responsibility for conducting and recording

laily sessions with their autistic child.,

Sevgral,inves gators have studied the effect( of;.modifying the environ-

nent in which the aut tic child is tieated.'. '.'ir.,O,Idfarb et al..(1969), also

aithin a psychodyna1nicçintext, discuss a cOrrective socialization approach

which the child's ,environment is modified so.a* to provide an bppor- .

tunity to close "matUrational gaps." Another type of environmental" manipu-

Lation is describea by Richer and Niäoll (1971). Here playroom was

iesigned to reduce fruistration, arousal, and flight behaviors, and to reward

The environmental controllemployed by

.3o(51.0.4in and.GoodWin f1970).Was even more rigorous. They.used the EdisOn-
approach and,social interaCtions.

ReSponsive Environment, which consists of a cubicle containing an electric
,

typewriter, a proAector, antor-.a programming device that directs or responds'

to the child's inputs, for both therapeutic and' diagnostic purposes. Evidently'

the removal of the social element of the teacher makes this

ia,

ore viable
..

ience difficulty n terpersonal.

learning situation for children who expe

relationships.-

Elgar and Wing (1969) describe in detail the.approaches used -at.the-

Society. School for Autistic Children at Ealing, England. Distinctions axe



made In their treatment among methods to treduce,behavior problems', provide

formal a9ademic instruction, inculcate practical skill's, and foster appro-

priate emotional responses and social integration.
6

e":"

Ithe'objectives, procedures, and problems underlying an educational0.

prOgram for autistic.children are Presented in detail in two articles by

Rutter (1970 a and b). ting the evidence of many studies, Rutter believes

,..that there can be no dcbt but that many autistic children are educable,

and that research efforts need to be designed to identify which of the many

edukational programS-described.ip-the research are the most effective.

He cites. three-bAsic,principles: -1) -The teacher must gain the child's

attentiOn and trust and then provide activities in which.he is'interested.

At first this May mean acCepting the child's obsessive rituals and pre-
,

.

occupations, bqisoon the range of activities can be extended and replaced

with morp varied interests. 2),To begin with there must be a ond=to,-one

relatipnship, gradually leading to,smail groups whtre the Ichild,can stilt

recOive ample inVvidual attention arid supervision. ) The classroom

environment must be as,simple as possible, and ;the program extremely struc-

tured, with a very precise timetable:,

A major point of disagreeMent between the psycliodynamio.and behavidral
6

approaches'is epitomized in the second sentence under point above.

That is, the behavioral tiberapist will not tolerate the deviant behaviors

and uses shock and any other means at his command-to'eliminate them. It

is interesting that Rutter, in a later article (Rutter and SusSenwein,

includes behavior mqdification..technigues in his comprehensive plan for

the treatment.of preschool\disturbed children. f

3.0 SEVERELY HANBICAPPED DEAF-BLIND

3.1 problems of Definition and Classification

A1thoug4 deafness

'abilities,

cap, is not

included,in

fupction in

PS

and blindness are in point of fact two separate dis-

the presence of one or the other.alone, without any- other handi-

considered a sufficiently severe condition of handicap to'be

this review. A legally deaf-blind person who has learned to

,our'sdiety might not be .bonsidered "severely handicapped" fdr -
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the purposes of this Study. But what are the levels of impairment of eacie

individual sensdry handicap.that, combined, would identify a.person as

"severelyrhandicapped"? If someone is totally blind or totally deaf, what

degree of impairment of the other sensory modali;ty is.required'before'that

pscirPs handicap is considered-"severe"?_

As with the other handicapping con'ditions, lack of definitional agree-

ment is a major factor contributing to the absence of.reliable demographic

data. However, attemptgat defining deaf-blind persons have apparently

been much.more successful and produced a good deal lesa controversythan

attempts at defining mental retardation.Or emotional disturbance. Salmon

(1970) cites the definition adopted by the Anne Sullivan Macy Service for

.establishing eli4ibility aS follows:

The,term deaf has been defined to mean inability to
understand'connected discourse through the ear, even

with amplification. The definition of brindness iS

thelgenerally accepted "legal" definition: central

visual acuity of 20/200 iE there is a field defect

in which the Eieripheral field has been contracte6

to such an extent that the widest diameter of

field subtends an angular distance, no ,greater than

20 degrees.

.This definition is considerably lesS flexible'than that which was

adopted in 1969 by the United Seates DHEW pepartment-of Education,-Centers

and Services for Deaf-Blind Children:

The terM "deaf-blind child" means a child who has both

auditory and visual impairments, the coMbination of

which causes such severe commUnication and other develop-
ment41 and educational problems that he cannot properly

be accommodated in Special Vucation programs either for

the hearing handicapped child or the Visually handicapped

child.

presumably it would be possible.to obtain an objective, physical

measure of visual and auditory functioning. These two indices could;then

be used to set.up, a. matrix such that'various levels of disability in each

modality, are summed to determine the degree of geverity of the combined

handicaps. Such a precise method for establishing severity does not exist,

but this need not interEere with the provision of services..

1 0 0
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Since rriental retardation'is often an artifact 6f the deficienCy in

sensory input, the real problem is that unless the deaf-blind child's

hearing loss is diagnosed and measured,'he may be inaccurately 4assifie1

as either mentally retarded and/or,emotionally disturbea. -The misdiagnosis

of retardation in'dedT dhildren is especial* serious becauae hearing loss

is more prevalent,in mentally ill and'mentally retarded populations. Vernon

and Kilcullen (1972) found one-fourth of the deaf in-patients a%tthe New.,

York Psychiatric Institute incorrectly diagnosed as retarded. Three, major

causes of misdiagnosis include: the use of inappropriate testi Of mental

ability, the presence of othe± handicaps in the deaf which Mimic retaida-
.

tion.or confuse diagnosis,.and the failure to iderrtify as deaf those patients

with only minimal residual hearing.

N There is also a semantic basis for the difficulty encountered Air:,,Olas-

sifying the multiply handicapped deaf population. Curtis and Donlon (1969)
4

reported that the terminology used by professional diagnosticians to describe

the child and his. life situation consisted of 1646 different terms, with no'

term ever occurring more than four times. This kind of descriptive con-

fusion is reflected-in the literature. There are many accounts of deaf-blind

persons housed in back wards of mental hospitals and institutions for the

mentally retarded or agingy not identified as deaf-blind or ated as 0

such. .Non-retarded deaf children have frequently been p1aed iVpublic

school classes for the mentally retarded.
0

Not all diagnoses Of concomitant handicaps are- rious. ttt is true

that many of the deaf-blind are also mentally retarded and/or emotionally

disturbed and it is difficult to establish which is the prithery problem.

The guidelines of the AAND specifically state that where retardation is

present it should be the primary diagnosisy although it may be accompanied

by a more severe level of disability in another area, for examplemoderate

retaAation with'total blindness or deafness. The classification of retarda-

tion would take precedence.

A prOfile of the multiply handicapped deaf person was constructed by

Bolton (1972), based pn observations in a reCagi)itation center. The

detailed profile characteriied the syndrome as a composite of severely

limited communication skills, emotional immaturity, low academic achievement,



secondary disabilities, and poor voc tional preparation. Robbinsand

Stenquist (196.:7);' in'a study of children with a prenatal histo6 of maternal

4."446rubella, include retarded mental development, inappropriate clagsroom

behavior, protosymbolic behavior;and light gazing and other obsessive

traitsas idXifying characteristics.

At Parsons State Hospital and TraininTCenter in Kansas, data were

colleCted on 638 mentally retarded children between 6 an4 22 years of age

(Lloyd and Reid; 1967). Pure tone audiograTs could not be obtained from

156 children wi.p were classified as'"difficult to test.",. Of the 482 tested,
A'

,136 or over 285Kcould be considered-hearing impaired. The additional fin4-
6

ing that the more profoundly 'retarded seem to have grtatek hearing loss

throws some doubt as to the validity.of the study since Rosenstein et al.

(1972) have demonstrated that pure tone au ipmetry is inappropriate, with

4 deaf mentally retarded children.

Vernon (1969) also,.studied multiply haft4icappedfdeaf children and

cautioned that the behaviors previously attributed to the condittion of

peing deaf may be an interaction of .deafnesswithother central\ nervous

system pathology. Prematurity, brain dama9e, Rh factor, and rdbella were

identified as causally implicated in many Of the major-types of physical

and psychological anomalies in deaf, children. All of these are asdociated

with disturbances in the normal development of brain functioning.

3.2 Prevalence Studies- ,

21census survey conducted by the American Foundation.fOr the Blind in

.1966-67 resulted in a register of,777 childr,eith:vision and hearing im-

pairments (Wagner, 1970). ,These children Were receiviog services in deaf-
;

blind programs, other educational programs, at home, or in institutions for

the mentally handicapped. Another census-type study carrieddut in 1969

(Hammer, 1970) in'Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma; and Texas'canvassed 279

teachers, 85 United.Fund agencies, 12 caseworrkers;'20 edUcatiOn service
11

centers, And 10,parents. From their responses Hammer identified 454 deaf-

blind children and adults, of whom 22 were in residential dchoOls forthe

blind, 142 in residential schools for' the mentally retarcitad.(aihough these

may or may not have had the additional handicap dteretardation)'; 12 in day
6 _

school, and 312 at home. No services for persons,kept at hoMe ere reported.

,-,""!
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As a result of a stato4de Survey to determine theparameters of
A

the problem of,deaf-blindnesa\in MI,chigan.(Harris, 1972), 52 deaf-blind
,

_

persons, 0-25 years o ge, we e identified as being in need of special 1

education servicea.. Th's numb r represents an incidence rate of 12 per

Million for-this age gro p.. Inaddition,, there were five deaf-blind persons'

with other ierious handicaps. 44i

,One of the first aurveys condUcted by the Deaf-Blind Regional Centers

Fantona, 1970). identified an és4filated 2,400 deaf-blind children in need
\

services. HoWever, the Bureau 'df EduCation for the.HandiCapped reportedA
-19/3 that over 5,000 deaf-blind ''hildren had been located.'

The blind and/or deaf 4.1d oft n suffers from concomitant disabilities.

In a Survey carried out by Gr, am (19' 7), it was found that over half of
!

the handicapped population saned had; two or more disabilities, including

visual impairments, hearing imp tubnts4 'speech TNkoblems, brain damage,

Ce4pbral palsy, and emotional problems. About the same time, Wolf (1967).

"polled the chief administrators bf-48 rAidential schools for the blind.
...

_

According to their.estimatés, 25% of the otal population of almost ,6;700

r ;\

children were mentally retarded. with an aVerage of 3.18 disabilities per

child.

'The San Francisco Hearing ancl Speech Center (Lance, 67) indicated

that 984 deaf cl:Ilaren under the age of 15 had at least one other majOr

handicapping,condition. . When this,estimate is corrected toinclude the many

unreported cases, and also to take into cohsideratión the faCt that over,

1,000 Children affected b?Iiithe rubella epidemic of 1964-65 were at that

time'under six years ofjge, it can be seen that the figure cited was a

gross underestimate.
,

.

Californ State Department of Education, Division of Special Schools and.

240 deafHl nd children under 21.years of age receiving"services from the

Lowenfel(1968Y,found that of 940 multiply handicapRed hlind and
.)

(

/I

,

Services, 32% were described as severely merkally.retarded, 10% as mdderate
\,

-and 4% mild. No data were reported on the remainaer of the sample.

',. Based on information in the cumulative record folders of 1,632 pupils
-

in s schools for the deaf, Anderson and Stevens (1969a) estimated' that

9 3
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a:

40% of the multiply handicapPed'deaf were. mentally:retarded. Power anal'

Qui 13

ley (1971) oite figures which'indicate that 30% of deaf children have
,

pne or, moreadditi olel diaabilities. This is considerably more conserve-

, tive than Leach (1971) , who suiveyed 258 organizations for the multiply

handicapped visually impaired childand etermined that, out of.a combined
0 G-r

optaation of 3,443 multiply handiOappe. children, over a third were'

totally hlind. He found that the average child had 3.28 handieeps. The

most common Conditions were' visual impairment, mental retardation, speech

disability, and emotional disturbance..

;Iith regard tot.he latter 'disability, a survey of behaVioral problems

in deaf sthool-age children at a state residential school for the deaf

(Meadow and S'alesinger, 1971) revealed that 12% of the residents were

conSidered by:teachers. and counselors to be seriolly ymotionally disturbed,

and 3% were 'thought .:t00 be mildly disturbed. These resultS were confirmied

-4'by an'informal census of day programs for the af which indicated that

the proportions of severely and mildly disturbed students were about the
,

saMe. From these data it would seem that the need for mental health

.) services for the deafufar'-exceeds those which are available:

In the most recent study of deaf mentally retarded children reviewed

for this-paper, Steward (1972) cites prevalence figures which indcate that

20% to 35% of the 500,000 persons classified as deaf or hearing- paired
,

may be multiply haildicapped. Thus, over this limited time period there

has been little change in prevalenCe estimates, which cOntinue tO range

.from 13% to 49%. Clearlyithe incidence of sensory deficits and other handi-
,.

.ciuos in the retarded, and conVersely that Of mental deficits in the visually

,r
and aurally handicapped, are considerably higher than in the normal popula-

tiOn.
,

However, before turning from this section on prevalence statistics, it
. ,

should be noted that, in their review of recent literature on children with

fth. o handicapping conditions, Anderson and Stevens (1969b) make the point

c

.

that prevalence data are inconsistent due to the lack of agreement as to

,
terminology, problems in assignin4 priority to one of the two concrrent

disabilities, and lack of appropriete facilities for the deaf mentally )

,

retarded.
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3.3 -Research and beMonstration

66.

The literature on the deaf-blind

almost complete absence

'treatment issues: Ashcroft and
'1

the vivally handicapped child conducted bewteen 1963 and 1965, arid Greene

et al. (1969) assembled a (list of both medical and educationa., reource

materials which are expected to be of help to teachers working wifrh mUitiply

handicapped blind children. The items cover topics such as identification,

d
revieW ed for this 7port,reveals.an

of rigorous experimental;research 'On educational or':
4-

Harley (1966) Itave reported on wotk'vith

medical aspects, and the development of instructional technology ar;C1 cur-
-.

ricula. There.are a number of surveys which point up 'tile scarcity of exist-
.,

ing programs and the inadequacy Of those Which do exist (e.g. Kndersori and

Stevens, 1970; Rodden, 1970; Hall. and Talkington, 1972), but the majority

of the articles comprise a collecti of reports of demonstration or ex-

perimental programs, utilizing a wid ariety of approaches. This maY

reflect the idiosynbratic nature of he prb11ems, d.creative flexibility

that no one really effectivein treating them, or an implicit indication

procedure has-as yet bee,1 developed.

I4 is extremely difficult to catelprize these writings, even under

tWo loose rubrics seleoted, i.e., Curriculum Gdides and Instructional

Technology and Research and Demonstration Programs. There is a great deal

of overlap: Reports of curricula and instructional materials often include
' %

descriptions of programs in which they were applied; and program innovators

the

often describe the curricular components of the demonstration program.

3.3.1 Curriculum Guides and Instructional Technology. A number of

accounts of techniques used with the deaf-blind are availablein the litera-

ture. Robbins (1960) provides a detailed manual on the basio systems, such

as Tadoma, Braille, and finget spelling. This 80-page booklet is basecion

the approach developed at the Perkins School for the Blind, and distills

otl

the essence of the schoolis long experience as the pioneer institution for

the blind in the United States. It is a curriculum guide prep4red especially'

for teachers of the deaf-blind and.covers the full ran4e of.ediwational

procesies, including self-care skills, totor'development, guiding prineiples,

adapGe and intellectual growth, and language development.
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In his report of an international conference on modern appToaches to

the diagnosis and inruction of multiply handicapped childreh, Prick (1971)

4

'includes a numbei of papers which are relevant here. Five of these deal

with planning and tievelopment of progilms for the deaf-blind, while specific

teaching techniques are the subject of several others.
.'*

.
.

1 Q

.
A radical application of instructional technolOgy in the teaching of

the deae=blind is advocated by Guldaget (1972). Strange as it may seem,

Guldager recomm.nds the use of videotape for child instruction as weil as

teachex traininj. This is based on the fact that most of those categorized

as legally deafland blind do have some residual hearing-and vision. Video-

tape is alsb an invaluable tool for in-service training ofthe'personnel
sv.

working with the deaf-blind.

With deaf-blind children of normal Mental abilibg_ghe mijor problem is

that of reaching the child so as.to open up channels of communication. .,Once

these sensory barriers have been surmounted, a great de of progress

A

toward normalization can be made. It is quite a different stor7 when- ,

.,sensOry impairment is accompanied by impaired mental functio ing. From the

educational and reliabilitation point of vieW, mental retardati n is y far

the greater handicap. _Addressing the needs and limitations of thirentally

retarded deaf child,.Guppy (1972) presents a structured curriculum for

teaching language and communication skills as well as for Ae.delAelopment

of personal akd social adequacy.

Experimental Classes for Multiply Handicapped Deaf Children (1970)

describes a gix-week residential. summer program for educable retarded deaf

children between the ages of 8 and 12 years. These children had previously

been rejected both from schools for the deaf-blind and those for the retarded,

and many had had no formal schooling at all. The object of the study was

to develop a program for multiplyaiOzipped deaf-blind children for yearz

round use_in the Inkliana School f the'Deaf. An indidental finding was

tpt Manual communication (signing ) WaSSUperior to aural communication or

lip reading.

fsimilar workshiop is'repobrted in Professional,Preparation of Teachers
-7

of the Multiply Handicappe&(1971).. our weeks of a six-week summer institute

s
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at the Univ Aity of Pittsburgh were,devo to the develOpment of indi-
-

vidUalize curricula, specificaIlY relevant to e needs of each of 12

deaf-bl entallj retarded children. Mot a d communication skills

and a ptive behav the principal content areas.

e me,

3.3.2 Research and Demonstration Programs. A trend toward early

intervention with deaf-blind childrg seems to have gathered momentum with

the 1964-65 rubella epidemiC. There have been concerted efforts to loca e

the' phildren of mothers who had had'German measles during pregnancy an

idejntify those children who had suffered prenatal damage'. Along 40.th

organized search has gone an attempt to carry.out more precise di

and evaluations.

noses

Ifi developing programs for the rUhella victims, three areas musebe

considered. The first is that of medical treatment, since m011t of thes,F
,

children suffpr from other handicaps in addition to deafness and/or blind-

nesS. Second is the education 1 program. There is substantial research

1)

A:4evidence that supports the nee to establish communiCation-olnnelt,aS soon

4
,

as passible, even in earlieSt infancy (e.g. Meadow, 1968) .
1

ally'there
-,f,f53t

is the development of a long-term.edUcational, vocational, or residential
-

)
plan, depending on the progress made during the rst educational exper-_

-
iences;n1hus a multi-disciplinary approach which coordinates Medical,

psychoeducational, and long-term.management is elential. -(Cf. .Stein and

Green, 1972). -

Several trends can be identified in the recent literature Onethe

multiply handicapped-sensoriaIly impaired. Related to the'emphasis on

early intervention already cited is the effort_toinvolve parents in
;

eduCational.and therapeutic program&with their Children, and to develop

increased responsibility for the 4pcirt of specialized programs. .There.is

also a tendency to adopt educational rathei than medical mcidels for this

population (Power and Quigley, 1971; MoOr, 1968). In terms of treatment

.approaches, behavior modification,and psychotherapy have been used with
4

emotionally disturbed a9i . mentally retarded deaf/blind Children, and "total

communication" in work with the deaf-blind. The latter techniqueseems to

be favored by schools for the deaf-blind'on the Wett Coast. This procedure

utilizes every possible senSory modality to reach the handicapped child.
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Slice most

'7

deaf-blind children are unlikely tO'be totally lacking in both

*vision and hearing, efforti are made to use auditory training, speech, lip

4eading, finger spey.ing,.andisigning. As part of the "total communic tion",

effort, particular import4nce is placed on teachinglparents these kechniques

and involving them in the educational program. These.and other educational

methodologies indicate an increasing emphasis on individualized programming.

/
A brief sampling of items representing these trends., sever of which com-

-\
will illgminate the wide range i *this litera-bine mdre than one emphasis,

ture. -

The Rubella oject operated at New York Univerity' Med'

(MR 72: Islands of Excellence) is a totally eclectic, xemplary p ogram

employing the best diagnoptic practices currently knoWn It is .conc d

cal Center
44

with multi-sensory deprivation, and its Clientele, define'as preschoo

children whphave at least two major handicapping/conditions

number who are deaf-blind.

'ncludes-a

In-a study of multiply handicapped deaf, Stewart (1971) provides addi-
..

tiPhal support for an increased emphasi-s preschool education,.parent

instruction in special communication techn ques, stronger guidance and.

.counseling,prOgrams for both parents and patients, more meaningful recrea--

tional progr in dormitories of residential sChools, dgreater-involve-,

ment of'teachers,in a total educational program. (1so s e Hairston, 1971).

Andrew and Feuerfile (l965) studied a rehabilitation program for the

deaf-retarded. Eight.,:,ptients servee: controls whi'le 24 with similar

handicaps received 18 to 24, months of slpecial training in communication

skills, shop experience, physical education, and homemaking. Twelve of the

24 also received-psychotherapy. Compared to the controls, the experimental

group showed.s'igni cantly greater iMPro ement in social/personal adjustment

but not ji academ& achievement, he psy otherapy program had no positive .

effect; in fact, the:subjects wit t.peychotheraRy improved more in intel-

letual functioning'and performance than those who received it., SoMp:of the

patients were able to be discharged pi aced in the community Op a day

basis and others were able to parti4ate in the institutional work'program
,

following treatMent,

1' S
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'A study of a coordinated,-pre-vocational, recreational, and residential

.'llving intervention program was conducted by Hall and Talkingtan (1973)

witN18 aurally handicapped male residents of a public ficility for the

mentally retarded. The subjects were Moved to a xesidential cottage where

there were visual aids, amplification, and staff trained in manual communtca-

tiop and behavior modification techniques. An increase in sign vocabulary

and significant improvement in grooming, corimunication, academics, recrea-

tion, responsibility, and social skills wereobserved.-

Low staff-pupil ratio, application of behavior modificationengineered

instruction using individualized, self-administered materials, coordinated

classroom and dormitory activities, manual communication, and parent educe-

tion were major features in a program for emotionally disturbed.deaf bays

at a residential school (Brill et al., 1969). It was designed to modify

behavior and teach basic skills and subject content. Results show signifi-

cant gains in class conduct and self control, and in reading and arithmetic.

A two-year behavior modification program at the same residential school for

the deai` was carried out by Lennan (1970). Seven of the 18 emotionally dis-

turbed deaf boys In the Multi-Handicapped Unit progressed sufficiently to

be transferred to regular classrOoms in the residential school. The behavior

modification techniques included positiNi4 reinforcement with gradual reward

deferment (fading), check cards for all act4yiies even during, bus trips

and home visits, ahd a staff-child ratio gf one adult to four Children.

Both of,theee demonstration-research programs were judged successful and

-,behavior modification is now a regular feature at this school.

Language and speech instruction as well as the acquisition-of socially

acceptable behavior was usA with institutionalized blind retarded children

by McClennen (1969) at the Plymouth State Home and Training Hospital in

Michigan. An application of the token system of, motivation was the goal

of this program.

As reported by Wiehn (1970) , the Michigan School for the Blind has for

several years operated a very successful preschool program. A regular

aspect of the,program is a summer institute in Which both children and their

.parents participate. After watching demonstrations by professiOnals, parents

are given the opportunity to work with their own children so as to develop
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ekills'in behavior modification and educational techniques in their own

homes. Mbre recently, an, intensiveworkshop at the Michigan School focused

on behavior modification techniques used with preschool deaf-blind children

7iEnvironmental Programming for Xhe Deaf-Blind, 1972). -Calvert et al. 2)

also report on the use of behavior modification techniques in the descrip-

tion Of a four-year pilot program begun in 1966 at.the San Francisco Hearing

and Speech Center'for preschool deaf-blind childrgn. According to Calvert,

who summarized the accomplishments of the program after four yeare of

operation, operant conditioning had only limited value, and that was with

children who had relatively unimpaired central nervous systeT organization.

One of the major findings was that emphasis should be placed on total child

development; another was that parents should be given support and counseling,

not just training in communication skills.-

Grinker et al....(1969) report
o '

project which applied therapeutic procedures to out-patients of a state

institution for deaf mentally.ill children and ad ts. In 58% of the cases

the onset of emotional problems was found:to be elated to physical injury

the results of a research and dAnstration

leading to deviant behavior, lack of motivatio , severe ego defects, or

separation or lqss (or fear of loss) of persons or institutions with whom

a dependency relationship had been establlshed.
d

After two to.four yeds.in a special theiapeutic program designed to

match experiences to developmental levels (Ross,-Braen, and; ChaPut, 1969),

severely disturbed blind children'demonstrated improved language facility,

reduced anxiety, and increased mobility. 'Those who had been withdrawn and

passive became more social and outgoing, whereas disruptive, acting-out

children'learned to redirect their energies and accept rules and limits.

,Most of.the children progressed to the point where they could enter an

appropriate academic program.

In order to understand range of problems facing the multiply
.

handicapped deaf child, a diagnostic teaching program was designed to relate

Rlysiological problems to educational needs, and thereby reduce the poor

placement of multiply handicapped deaf children (Osborne et al., 1971). The

unique characteristics of,the program include 11 teachers and three teacher

aides to 11 children, immediate attention to each child's ampliSication
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needs, a daily One-half hour seminar for teachers, audiologists, psychol-

ogists, and a diagnostic teaching consultant.
4

O'Meara.(1966) describes an.experimental program for the develOpmen-

tally delayed, Visually impaired child at the(IllinoiS Braille and Sight
A

Saving School. A pupil-teadher atio of 21 made possible individually

prescribed instruction in living skillsj Sensory stimulation, and academ40

work, within the context of the residential cottage.

_

Findings by Rigby and'Woodcock (1969).suggest that a group of five

multiply handicapped blind children,would be the ideal class size if the

children were grouped according to,,functional Ability. The recommendation

is based on a study of a 12-month residential School, in which a Montessori

curriculum provided .oppOrtunities for individual participation. Parent

Visits were.seen to be beneadial in improving the child's/self-care and
-.)

social skills.

The need for early diagnosis and treatment of multiply handicapped deaf

Students waS-highlighted by Easson (1971) who studied symptomatic autism.

The disorder is likely to occur when child has been forced from infancy,

or an early age,
4
to live and grow in his private world due to a severe

perceptual orintellectual handicap. The syndrome is most readily recog-
.

nized in children Who from birth or infancy are deaf, bli:nd, or-moderately

to severely mentally retarded. Without treatment the child is likely to

become increasingly handicapped and demonstrate bizarre behavior; eventually.

such a child is indistinguishable from dhildren Whose autism is due to

other causes.'

A nine-year-old congenitally blind girl ha&been placed by her own

parents in special clasps for the severely retarded, where her-abilities

were underestimated and she received little educational stimulLtion. She

was removed from this depriving environment, placed in a foster home, and

enrolled in the Simon Fraser Education Center. Her rapid progress in the

acquisition of speech and language comprehension under these Circumstances

is cited by Rogow (1969) to emphasize the need for providing appropriate

educational programs.
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Generalizing from a study with 33 institutionalized blind-mentally
,

retarded children, Mcliade (1969). believes that between 20% and 40% Of

persons With such 'handicaps can profit from a systematic orientation anii

mobility'program. He suggests that while most aspects of training are
,

similar for all blind children,, both retarded,and nonretarded,,training the

blind retarded child requires differences in time and level of presentation.

It was also concluded that orientation and mobility training Should be part-

of the-curriculum in.every institution housing blind mentally handicapped

persons.

.The need to provide' multiply handicapped children with stimulating and

participatory learning experiences has h'een emphasized in a variety of en-'.
-.

.

vironments. Thomas (1972) illuStrated how multiply handicapped blind

\).'nchildren learned to functio independently in a variety of travel situa-_

tions by:providing

sensory awareness, indoor orient

instruction in coordination and postural exercises,

ion, travel skill building, and-OutdoOr

orhoods, business areas, and on publicmobility in school and houe'nei

transportation.

Terry and Schaffner (1972) report the suc f a program of indi-

vidualized curriculum, extensive motor development activities, development.°

of interpersonal competence, and a home management Program for visually

handicapped retarded children aged three to eight years. 'The major objec-

tive of the program was to help children accept themselves, care for them-

selves, and handle problems independently. Similarly, Talkington (1971)

reports an.exploratory program which increaSed sensory behavior and motiva-

tion for 12 blind retarded adolescents residing in a pUblic institution

for the retarded. The program stressed sensory stimulation, communication,

socialization, and mobility.

No studies contrast residential with home care in any controlled

fashion. However, Smith._(1972) states that the private facility is often

better able to meet the special instructional needs of the multiply handi-

capped blind child, while public school special classes for the multiply

handicapped blind child offer the advantage of livihg at home in a family

setting.
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3.4 Measurement St-Os

The use of mental ability tests With all children has received more

and more criticism over the pasedecade. This hat been particularly true .

with, the deaf-blimd whose sensory channels for receiving the test stimuli

are so drasticaly aired. In the past, researchers and psychometricians'.

have designed various modi4cations to the traditional tests, such 'Ns the_

Binet and,the Wechsler, and often perfopence measures such as the Leiter

International Scale have been used-. ,TWo bibliographies of tests for the.-
blind are described in,the blbliographi section, but these would not be

relevant,for those whb are also deaf.

4.4

One of the most serious problems noted by Mitre (1970) in a survey of

state residential facilities for the retarded is the absence of.adequate

diagnostic procedures. Most commonly, deaf retarded children are identi-

fied by consensus of the facility staff. When objective measures 'are

used they usually include only traditional IQ and audiological tests.

Where there-are handicaps in addition to impairment.of vision and

hearing, the task of evaluating competencies is even more complex. In

caSes of severe mental retardation, even.the estimate of of sensory

deficit is difficult, and special techniques must be developed. Bricker

.et al.,. -(1968) developed-a manual ,to facilitate the use,of operant audiometry

with "difficult to test" children: i.e., those who are low functioning

psychotic, severely retarded, or multiply handicapped. The manual contains

instructions for determining reinforcers, physical facilities and equipment

needs, tecHhical descriptions, as well as instructions for the trainer-tester.

(Also see Gruber and.Moor, 1963; Moore et al., 1972; and'Rosenstein et al.,

19674

It may seem paradoxical that while evaluation in,the affective domain

with normal children has long been the bane of test constructors and psychom-

etricians, social-emotional behaviors in emotionally disturbed deaf children

can be more readily assessed. However, this is undoubted/y due to the visi-
u,

bility of extreme aberrance. Two institutional techniques which have demon-
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strated their usgfulnéss are the Rutter Child Behavior Scales-and the Bristol

Social Adjustment Guide :(BSAG) developed by Stott. (See Green [1972) for

a detailed description of these meaeures.) -The-BSAG provides a method by

'which teachets Or observers can describe; in non-techniCal languaiye,'the

type'of,informatiOn needed by psychologists or psYchiatrists., Stott's. Guide
,

was the fixet commercially available instrument to be used`with'deaf emo-
,

tional
.

'Aturbed children,andelas proven successful in a'numb79 of

reSeardnefudies.

Criterion,tests have beenconstructed to assess the level of achieve-
,

ment ofipeiformante objectives of sPecific programs.. This 1.15 particularly

true when, as at the Michigan School for the Blind,loehavior modifiCation

procedures have been adopted. The Calvert et al. 1972 report on the San
I -

Francisco.Hearing and Speech Center also includes a discussion,of evklua-
.

tion and diagnOstic techniques suCh as audiometric,testing and a behavioral

13410file (cf. Nicholas, 1972). -
To assess the effectiveness of remedial

'curriOula it is often necessary to design, measdres which permit thediag-

inosis of existing areas of deficit n,terms of_entry, behaviors, and then-to:
. :.

chart the success of the instruction as increments in proficiency over time.

,The CREED test battery (Restaino and SocheP, 1969) wae designed for
%,,..

Uch a purpose: It is ueed to:measure gross motor coordination,,senSory

motor'behavior, visual analysis, attention and memory, and.conceptualiza-

tio,'with three to eight-year-old deaf MUltiply handicapped children.

I

,AfterHtesting over 1,000 children in sChools for the deaf in New York State,
.

4

signifidantydifferences were found in the performance of three age groups
i ! .

on 1411 fiVe subtests.
!

.
- .

.

these examples indicate, tFie task is simplified in programs using
i

-
,

---

behavi r modification and performance objectives. If a specific.goal is
-

set, '. and the specific'components of that behavioral, goal are described.inl

small Steps and prescribed on.an indiVidual basis, the evaluation'of pro#

:.,;.7... towardthe goal is clear and straightfOrward: This 4eerns to be the mo's6;,,,,

proMising solution for the assessment of children:with'multiple handicaps.
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3..5 Guides to Providera

In a recent review of p 4ess in the education of the deaf-blind,

Guldagez- (1971) points Out th4t rnnly a'few programs for deaf-blind children

.were in operation in the Units tates even as late as the middle of the
-d2

4960s and it was not until 19.60that a large-scale federal intervention

"prograM was'initiated. This r141aited bn the establishment of.the Regional

Centers for the deaf-blind. TtiejMpetos for this federal support_ as

directly related to the increaan. exceptional Children, includin the
( !

deaf-blind, attributed to the 196-1965..rubella epidemic.

The Deaf-Blind Regiohal Centers represent not hly the first examble of

legislated federal support for the deaf-blind, but also the first autonomous

facilities for this_poillation. ,There.are, of course, provisions for these

childrem within larger institutions serving children with otherl.lan icaps,

but the Regional Centers provide highly specialized techniques and well

coordinatedikystem of services for habilitating deaf-blind children In

addition to developingl)rogrems and.providing services, the Centers have
°

conducted- incidencestUdies.and sponsored both regional and nationa work-
,

shops and seminars on various aspects of prOblems:associated.with t eating

the del-blind. .

,

.-- A brief dismission of the,federal.program, its criteria for e igibility,

regulationa, grant procedures,'\etc.,' are'included in Policies'and rocedures,

published by the Office of EduCation,'Bureau ot Educatio0 for the/Hadicapped

in 1969. Dantona (1970) summarizes-the achievements of'these'Centers during

their first yearof operation, and Dantona and Salmon (1972). provide a more

up-to-date overview oi the Centers in a voltime which includes appended list-

ings, of regional and national projects fot deaf-blind Children; youth

Adults. Guldager (1971) lists the coordinating agency and names the statea

.for which each region is responsible. I.

Several regions have published ists of providers in their own aras,

and these maybe obtained by requeSt from the appropeLte regional office.
a

(See Guldager, 1971, or Dantona and.Salmon,,1972, for address.), Hammer (1970)
d

.

has written a revi of services i 'the:region which includes. Arkansas,

Louisiana, Oklahom , and Texas. S'milarly the SouthWestern Region Deaf-

1
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Blind Center prepared a Directory of Programs6(1971) which lists and

describes ,pUblic and .private faciiities enrolling deaf-blind Children in'

Arizona, California, Hawaii, and NevadaV The-informati. reported vas

'obtained through a survey of school districts and privle gencies.

?Hayes and Griffing (1967) prepared a guide,to pub iC schools and insti-
.

tutionsserving multiply handicapped deaf Children in California; another

Directo.,,ofServicesfortt'llidicaedDeafan (1970) , as well as' -Th
1

bibliographies on projects relating'to the multip1y,handi6apped, is available

'from Gallaudet College. Schools and Classes for Deaf Children Under Six.
,

is a.geographical listing of 343 teaching facilities compiled from.1967

survey data (Volta Review,. 1967). Finally, Behrman and Moll (1965).4. in

their Directory of Catholic Special Facilities, indica,te which providers

will accept deaf-blind persons'with multiple han
o

.3-.62Bib1iographies

Thete have been a nuMber of bib1icy#41124)6nyzoriwith the blind and,

separately, work with the deaf. Morris an14'2.14ah (1971) prepaed a bibliog.,-

. A .

raphy:of tests and testing Of!the.blind, indlUding over 400 ite4kwhich
*

Appeared between 1920 aad 1971...They coye01141e7hidEory, theory, and adminis-

4?Y-
tration of tests either adapted or specia4y construdted for this population.

A separate bibliography (Nolan,pt al:, 1971) provides a complete picture_
,

Of the,histoly of research on traille-since 1907. The Council for Excep-

tional Children, in its Exceptional Child'Bibliography Series;'has issued

two bibliographies on the "Aurally Handicapped," one coveri4 PrograMs and'
*.'

the=other Research (1972).

These do notexhaust the bibiographical resourdes in either of the

two disability areas, but they have been included here sinc,bibliographies

on the deaf-blind are very diffiCUlt to find. Farrell (1956), in his general

i

review of the field, includes a list of refer4nces which date back tO the

16th and 17th centuries, but this cin hardly be considered a bibliography.

OcIntyre (1968) lists 400 items on the deaf and hard of hearing pub-
_

lished between 1950 and 1968. They.include reports,. manuals, journal

articles, curriculum guides, and instructional and audiovisual-materials.
-s-

The entries are arranged by iubjectarea-and include a sectionon the.
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multiply handicapped deaf and one on the deaf-blind. TherOnly bibliography

specifically addressed to.the deaf-blind is the:one prepared by Hammer

(1969). For the multiplyiLandiCapped blind,.the Rocky Mountain SPecial

Education Instructional Materials Center has prepared a list of references-

designed to be of practicalhelp to professionals working with this popUla-

tion (Greene etJal., 1969).

t
The scarcity/of. bibliographies on the deafADlind and the multiply

handicapped deaf-blind indicates either a lack of work in this area or

pinpoints a specific research need.

4.0 SEVERE MULTIPLE HANDICAPS

4.1 Problems-of Definition and Classification

.It is often noted, in the discussion of gne type of disability, that

there is a high probability that other types of handicaps will also be.-

inyolved. Whether several problems re(S11t from the'same cause or event,
c),

or whether one handicap produces anotier in a chain reactio, certain types

of disabilities'frequently are obsei d in le*same'perpns.

Furthermore, the question Ol'establishing cut-off criteria for deter-.

mining what consitutes severity in a specific disability is difficult enough

when there is only, one handicap. 'How much more difficult itfis when,several

4 handicaps are invOlv401

ing deaf-blind, emotionally disturbed, and
J,

In ad ition to those multiple handicaps which consiet of a-combination

of two or more handicaps, involv

, 4

mentally retarded, there'is a fourth category, known generally as the',

"multi-handicapped," which comprises A combination of sensory, mental, and

physical problems; TheSe may inclide brain-damaged, cerebral palsied, and/or

orthopedically handicapped Children, 4A Well as one or more of the three
; -

handicaps listed above. The proiblem of establishing severity imithis category
.

is, of course, multiply compOunded.

A bibliography prepared by Lazar et al. (1967) lists 118 research

--VC-Aatia03-'4,-instru.c-tional guides, and curricula for the'multiply handicapped.

Lance (1967) reports the proceedings of a special DHEW study institute for

this population. While the institute was primarily directed to rekiewing,
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the Work gone in the state of California, the papers include a'discus-

sion ofitrends concerning serVices to the multi-handicapped generally and

-the multiply handicapped deaf in particular. A 1variety of topics of

general interest.deal with legislatIon, teacher reparation, parent

problems, and curriculum development for-both plblic schools and speCial

classes.

Probably the most comprehensive treatment pf the multi,ply hndicapped

ch. d is-included in the collection of'papers d d by W d Anderson

(1 69). An-overview treats the medical and educational problems which must

be met in these Children, especially with-the increasing number of congenital

malformations resulting from the rubella epidemic, and also from:the mubh ,

largermumber of premature or congenitally damaged Children who formerly

would have been Aborted or lost_soon after birth, but who are now kept
. .

alive by advances in medical science. The multiple disabilitieS-discussed

include coMbinations of deafhess, retardation, cerebral palsy, blindness,

and learning.disorders. The incidence figures from a'survey in Georgia

are cited, indicating 2.2 handicapping conditions per child'identified as
-._

multiply handicapped. Of particular,interest is a suggested taxonomy,

.based on areas of functioning. The.major-categories are: somatic, intel-

lectual, behavioral, and communicative. A,rating system is devised in which

one point for each,of these categories or a total of four points can be

counted for the following nine areas: phySique., upper limbs, locomotion,

hearing, eyes Speech, toilet, intelligenCe, and behavior. This procedure

provides a n erical basis for eStimating severity, with a score of 36 indi-
(

cating the highest degree of impairment. Graham (1967) has.also devised a

severity rating scale based on the assighment of numerical values to various

handicapping characteristi.

4.2w Research and Demonstration'

4.2.1 Curricula and IhStructional Guides. Matteson (1972) sets

forth practical guidelines for the use of motor development activities in

conjunction with music in teaching.multiply handic iped'children. A more

comprehensive approach is presented in An Early Ch ldhood Curriculum for

Multiply Handicapped Children (Schattner, 1971). The guide is addressed to
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. teachers and aimed specifically at-preparing children aged four to nine

years for,academic learning in a school.setting. Discussions of early'

identification Of multiply handicapped children; the ideal physical plant,

'the special education classroom, and the role Of parent-teacher cooperation

are also"included. A similar guide was prepared by Ball (1971) and contains

suggestions for'methodolegies, media, and sample.curricula fOr severely

multiply handicapped children,and profoundly retarded,children. Instruc-
_,

tional plans are presented for each of the following areas: 'ambulation,

stimulation, communication:self-Melf skills; imitation, and behavior-prob.-

lems. Each plan ilcludes a description of objeCtives, prerequisites,.in7

structional.methods, learning activities,,and comments relatingto perceived

strengths and weaknesses. The guide concludes with a discussion-of theoreti-
.

cal considerations involved in curicdrdm planning.

4:2.2 Demonstration Prograx In addition to-guides desCribing

treatment techniques, several descriptions of programs for multiplY handi-

capped Children were reviewed. One of these, a rural home-based inter-
,.

vention program serving 75 multiply handicapped children between the ages of

zero and six years, was deScribed by Shearer,and Shearer (1972). Each

parent and child are visited once a week at home bia teacher who prescri6es

and demonstrates an individualized curriculum, which is ihplemented by

the parents. The parents are also required to kip a daily log of the

child's behavior. Shearer and Shearer maintain that in addition to providing

strong empirical evidence that handicapped Children can progress beyond whet

usually exp ted of theM, program results also show that parents can

initi te, serve, and accurately record behavioral changes in their chil-

dren.

A very different model is presented in An Educational Program for.
,

Multihandicapped Children (1972). This is a program operated by a school

N
district for children.aged.three to eight years. In.addition to describing

the total educational programming, personnel requirements, and operational

I(

contexts inherent in this model, the paper presents the basic philosophy,

including operational and educational goals, profile scales ;,. use of med a
.v

-iirlia-thiiri-duIiiin Mateiia"M and facilities-. .
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Newcomb (1971) describes a program'Of services for very young multiply-

handicapped children and infants\at the Seal Bluff Development Center. .

r-
Mostof the Children have mental rtardatioitag one of their handicapPing

.,

conditions, and the 'underlying philosophy is that early prevention.and
,

instructional programming.can preclude/the devel4pmentof the secondary

characteristics assOciated-with retardation and brain damage. Like the ..
.

1 .
rural program described by-Shearer'and Shearer (1972), the Cenier's

approadh relies heavily on home
,

visitation. VolUnteers make-these visits, .
,

,

et up desielopmental milestones for the'children, and train parents to

implementthe instruction'to adhieve the milestones.:-The basic curriculum,

which is,tailored for each child, includes development of motor abilities;

stimulatiOn of senses, teaching.of body parts and self-concept, recogni-

tion of size'and shape of doncrete.objects, and auditory and visual.dis-

crimination.and'perception.

Individual programs for' day and residential cerebral palsied children

(Framptonet al., 1969) were successful in helping children who had been

considered untrainable.to develop self-care skills. Using physical therapy,

personality and language development, and parent involvement programs, the

experimental school recommends a total ciinic, multi-foCal, school approadh.

Other suggestions are offered by Ashcroft (1966), who describes an experi-

mental half-day program for. the multiply handicapped child. Specific pro-
.

cedures whiCh have been used in developing social competence are described.

In general, there are few rigorous experimental studies wi,th the

multiply handicapped. Research and demonstration programs tend to stress

coordination of parental and professional efforts, and home care is favored

over institutional placement. As with the deaf-blind, there is only a_

limited use of behavior modification procedures.
is

5.0 RESEARCH ON ALL SEVERE HANDICAPS

5.1 Problems of Definition and-Classification

.Because.of the extreme importance of'these problems, they are dis-

cussed as they apply to the individual handicaps in each section (1.0-4.0)

.of Part II. They are also treated extensiVely in Part I of this report.

Thus, this important problem is only briefly discussed here.
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Several investigators haVe cOncernel theie Ives with establiibing

guidelines Apr categories and levels of sevlfrit for the exceptional child,

including all types of jndicapping conditions. Engel (1969), supported

by the work of Iscoe.and Payne (1972) , takes the position that there is'

histori al basis for the currentdilemma. Research in each area of

handica Ias proceeded under the.aegis of a. different coMbination of dis-

ciplines, and it.is the semantic confusion engendered by*the various 1

jargons of genetics, medicine, psychology, psychiatry, pathology, bio-
.

chemistry, and other interested specializations, which is the major ith-
*

pediment to clarity of definition and classification.

*
Exceptional Pupils (1968), published by the Indiana 8tate. Division

of Special Education, includes a Chapter on issnesvof classification and

measurement, and a workshop on the education Of the exceptional child

(Hall and Sieswerda, 1972) emphasizes the need for'criteria for identifying-

'the characteristics of Various handicapping Conditions% Van Osdol;.(1971

and Boston and Hanna (1971) have published gloSsaries of terms used by

4Pecialists working with exceptional childrenjAhey also include defini-.

tiOns anddescriptions which relate to various classification system*.

5.2 Prevalence Studies

Because of the public pressure for the development of appropriate

/7

4

legislatiomto protebt the rights of`exceptional children and youth( and

. ,because sufficient funds must be allocated to ensuxe adequate service, a

number of surveys have been Carried out to.estimate the size and.character-

istics of the population fOr whom special services will be-needed. Some

of taese surveys have been-under the aegis of the federal government while

others have been commissioned by statese local communities, or special'

organizations.
1

Trapp and Himelstein (1972) sumMarize the data from a survey Conducted

in 1968 by the U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handi-

capped. These data indicate that 801 of the approximately 5,224,705 handi-

capped children between 5 and 17 years of age suffer impairments'of speech,

mental retardation, or emotional disturbance. A further analysis indicates
,

thatN442k7,380 of these handicapped children were in local pUblic schools,
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133,932 in residential or state,schoolS, and 3323,593. or.more than.63%,

wIre not be)ing served. It_should be pointed out that these data are/pet

census figures but estilptes based on inferences from popul4ion Statistics.

Furthermore, the first figure refers to 1968 data, and th* second-is derived

.from applying the same Probability ratios to 1966 data.

In 1973, the.Bureau.of Education for the Handicappedestimated that

there were-approkiMately 7;000,000 handicaPped children, of whom only 40%

were participating in some sort of special program. While the bases: of'

these two .esfimates may not be comR#rable, therg.is certainly some reason
(

to- balevethat, 'although the nuMber of identified.handiCapped children' .

.and-youth is increasing, this rate is less than the rate at which facili7

ties for providing needed service are being developede Preffiumably. at some

point in the future the demand wilrbe'met, but there is still a long way'

4

to go before all handicapped persons enjoy the rights guaranteed them under

the Constitution.

There are continuing efforts to achieve this gOal. Several national'

studies are now under way to obtain a clearer definition of th% population

needing services and to assess those'serkrices which are available.. Cfne of

these iS the Evaluation of Educational Programs i tate-Operated and State-
,

Supported SchoOls for Handicapped Children (P.L. 89-3 3) now'being corn-

pleted by Exoiech Systems,*der contract to BEH. This repOrt will include

the most recent estimates of the target population of handicapped children

as well aS the P.L. 89-313 grant formula and grant program data-.(Phase I

RePort, 1973).

Another is a comprehensive compilation of services for handicapped

,youth (Kakalik, 1973). This Is a 20-month cros-agenty evaluation of

federal and state programs for both mentally and physically handicapped

youth In the united States. It will.provide estimates of prevalence

together-with a description of the resources presently available to meet

the.needs of this population. It will alio attempt to develop some defi-

nitional guidelines for classification of handicaps.

Other federal contracts for surveys of various segments of this handi-

capped population were let in July, 1973. A clearer picture of prevalence,
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neede.and services available should provide a sound basiS for future

action.

5.3 Measurement

-,t
It' as been noted in many:contexts that a major obstacle to experi-

mental reSearch, classification, treatment, cost analyses, and prevalence'

stimates is the absence of valid measures to use with handicapped Chil-

dren.

Even with normal populations, where the standardized intelligence ,

tests have some modicum of acceptance, there is a great deal.of.criticism

when they are used to assess the mental Abilities of minority Children or

those from different cultural and,ethnic backgrounds. Although the intel-

ligence,test is the major single criterion foi classification II, alental

retardation, the need to include measures of social and emotional adjustment

hat been repeatedly stressed.

In an article which explores the relationship between classification '

Jr and measUrement (Pedrini and Pedrini, 1972), the point is made that tests
,

jshitAid.help,-not harm, the person tested. Often test results are'used to

stigmatize-handicapped children as incapable of learning, thus releasing

'teachers from their responsibilities. This constitutes a perversion of

the diagnostic-prescriptive purpose of testing, which is to identify areas

&f competence which can be ,enlisted in the.remediation of identified areas

of deficit.

There is clearly a need for the deVelopment of diagnostic assessment.

:techniques which can be used in planning appropriate programs for eXcep-

tional children, and a great many researchers have addressed themselves to

this problem. Where the measures reported were created for a specific

handicap they have been discussed in the 0§propriate section. In addition,

a number of investigators have compiled collection; of tests for handicapped

children in general.

Swassing (1969) has published a list of instruments which were used in

end-of-year evaluationi of projects funded under Title VIa and P.L. 89-313.

These reports were'submitted by 50 states and six territories at the end
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of the 1968 schOol year. None of the tests listed were considered adequate,

and Swassing recommended that new measures should adeveloped for future

evaluation of the handicapped. An anthology Okfugitive and standardized

tests (Cook,'1971) is available_from the Department of Public Instruction

Library in Madison, WisConsin. The anthology, which consists of over 300

items, was designed for special eduCation administrators, teachers, and

program planners. In addition to standardiied, commercially available

tests, it includes evaluation measures especially designed by researchers

to meet the needs of various studies with handicapped Populations.

Tarczan (1972) has compiled a set of psychometri: proceduAs-which can

be used with handicapped perspns, The text includet a discussion of

psychodiagnosis, the intelligence quotient and, concepts of mental age, a

glossary of psychometric terminology and testing terms; as well at a

directory of standardized tests. Unfortunately, none of the Measures listed

are appropriate for severely handicapped pertons. e

Kafafian suggests that this technology Can also be adapted for use in

evaluation. Since most of our traditional approaches to measurement have

proven inadequate, this new direction certainly merits further exploration.

5.4 Guides to Providers

There are teveral directories which contain listings of services

available to a number of categories of handicapPed.children. None of these
,

is devoted to services offered specifically to severely handicapped indi-

viduals, although there is sone attempt to indicate three levels of severity

for certain disabilities such as mental retardation and emotional disturbance.

Several of the directories reviewed are nationwide in scope. Probably

the most comprehensive of these, the Directory of Facilitiet Providing

Special Education in the United States (1973), is based on a survey con-.!

ducted by the National Sgrecial Education Information Center during 1970.

.It contains descriptors for over 3,000 programs, excluding those under'the

jurisdiction of State Departments of Education. The facilities are listed

alphabetically by dtate, within each of sehral handicapping conditions.

These include autism, deaf-blindness, emotional disturbance, mental retarda-

tion, and multiple handicaps, as' well as other types of handicaps not
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relevant to this review: For each-program or facility, the following'informa-

tion is given: name, location, control, licensure, ages accepted, separa-

tion age, day or'reSidemtia1 service, primary.and.,aSsociated.handicaps

served, handicaps excluded, programs provided, and teat services: All the

relevant data have been coded into a computer system.. 'It can be accessed

and printouts requested for a number of dimensions or-combinations of

dimensions.. For example: . "state and private residential programs serving .

A
deaf-blind preschool. Children in California." An updating of this excel-

..

lent resource system is no in pro9ress.

-r

.
Another comprehensive national index,is the Directory for Exceptional

'Children, issued by the Porter Sargent Company. It is revised periodically

and a seventh edition was published in 1972. Nearly.4,000 facilities for

the handicapped are'listed, with the following information for each entry:.

name, address, name of director, enrollment data,khandicaps served, staff,.

educational programs rates, ownership, and Sponsorship. It also contains

area maps, announcements from about 70 institutions, a list of associations,

societies, *d founlations, and federal, state, and territorial agencies

serving the handicapped.

A-listing of the number and kinds of Children's residential ihstitu-

tions in t.he United States (Star and KUby, 1967) was prhared for the

Project on Physical Facilities for.Group Care of Children. The types and

auspices of voluntary and proprietary, public and private institutiOns

were culled from a master list published by the Center fot Urban Studies.

Catholic-affiliated facilities and prograts are referenced in a

directory prepared by'Behimann.and Moll '(1965). The directory lists clinics,

centers, and hospitals offering specialized services to children with emo-

tional-social disturbances, mental retardation, and multiple handicaps.

State training schools, hospitals, and institutions are also indexed.

Diagnostic facilities and programs offering remiial, therapeutic, and'

developmental servicis for learning disabled and othe handicapPed persons

are listed in the Directory of Facilities fothe J.arning Disabled and

Handicapped (Eillingsbn, ,1972). Because of the nature of its focus, probably

few of the providers would accept the most severely handicapped.
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In addition to directories which are nationwide in scope, individual

states issue directories of services forliandicapped'persons offered through

various statedepartments, such as Education, Mental Health, or Social

Welfare. Addresses of the appropriate offices are listed in the Porter

Sargent guide. They may also be obtained from the Council for Exceptional

Children in Arlington,. Virginia.

The Council has pUblished guides to selected government (federally

funded) and public agencies (Glassman and EricksOn, 1972). The latter

includes.90 organizations involved with exceptional children and'provides

information on membership requirements, sponsorship, and local chapters.

An early guide to Services for Handicapped Children (1955) presents

a comprehensive listing 'of the various types of special services, facilities,

and.centers AiOilable. Although this is IlOW probably out of date, it is

interesting in that it also contains a discussion of problems common to

various handicapping conditions and emphasizes the need for organtling

communities to provide an integrated program of services.

5.5 Cost of Services

5.5.1' Cost Surveys and Studies. Extensive data on costs of

programsofor the handicapped have been collected by the Na.tional Institutes

of Mental Health, DHEW Division on Deve opmental Disabilities,'the American

Association on Mental Deficiencies, and b state, private, and citizen

groups.

Among these various reports there :azT, dramatic diffefences in the

estimates of number and types of handicapped persons, the number and quality

of institutions, and in the amount spent to'maintain an institutionalized

person. The average daily per resident costs in 1970 ranged froM a low of

$4.61 to a high of $16.38. There are alSo considerable variations in the -

way the funds are allocated and in expenditures for new construction or

facility renovation (e.g., see Mayeda, 1971). These figures, however,

are virtually worthless for coMparison purposes since the accounting and

accruai bases on which they are computed-are far from consistent. They do,

nevertheless, provide some indication of the range of costs associated with

the care and treatment of handicapped children and youth.
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Just as mental retardation has received.the greatest amount'of research

attention, zo too has the question of costs of care in facilities for this

population. There are several excellent references devoted entirely to

this issue for thiS handicap category. The summary presented here relies

heavily on the work;_of Kugel and Wolfensberger (1969), the Mental Retarda-
,

tion Source Book '(1972), and Conley(1973).

The cost of.residential care is complgtely disproportionate to that

of non-res4ential care. Although-only 5%'of.the retarded population is
/

institutionalized, more.:)funds are allocated to.maintain theM than are
;

spent for the public prograns which serve the remaining 95%. And these

costs are rising precipitously. Coite of operating and maintaining-pilbliC

residential institutions increased almost 300% since 1960, exceeding $870

million dollars in 1970. .The average cost per patient was approximately

$4 in 1960, $6 in 1969, and $12in 1970.

The coit:`et.non-residential care hat also risen alarmingly. The per

pupil cost in special education classes increased more than 25% between

1968 and 1970, so that the cost per child was over $1600 per year, compared

with that of approximately $150 per year in a regular cfass. Unfortunately,

these increases are due primarily to inflation and do not represent any

increase in the, quality or comprehensiveness of the services provided.

Costs of services vary with the age and level of severity of the popu-

lation being served. Opprating costs per student in non-residential classes

for the severely retarded are approximately three times the cost per student

in classes for the.educable retarded and'almost six times the cost of students

in regular classes. The higher costs for. the severely retarded reflect

high staff-to-pupil ratios, excess transportation, and special therapeutic

services. Even in residential settings, costs vary-with age and level of

severity of handicap. Thus the number of residents per staff meMber de-

creases.as the percentage of severely and profoundly retarded increases;

correspondingly, costs increase with an increase in the number of residents

under 20 years of age. ResUlts of a log linear regression analysis indicate

a cost difference of $2,100 per year between adult and child residents, and

a cost diffeence of $400 to $900 per year between the profoundly and severely

retarded and those with mild_or moderate retardation.
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Th re are also considerable differences in the cost of services in

public and private facilities. During the period when the average reported
..

per.capita cost in public institutions was about $6 per day, the cost cf

comprehensive care in a private or special residential center was estimated

at over-$60 per daY.f This wide discrepancy may be due to the fact that these

providers typically serve younger children and provide developmental care,

which means special teachers, therapists, medical doctors, and other Profes-
,

.sional personnel.

Much of the cost data tor the care of the mentally retarded also apply

to the care of emotionally disturbed childian.- Conversely, the report of

the costs in the Residential Treatment Centers (RTC's) prepared by Witkin

.and Cannon (1971) can ailso be generalized to offer insights into the costs

of residential care for 0 variety of handicapped populations. A number of

excellent reports with additional cost data are referenced in the RTC

article, e.g. Taube's "Expenditures in Private Mexii31x1Hospitals and Resi-

dential Treatment Centers-for Emotionally Disturhed Children" (1970),

but the Witkin and Cannon study is the most complete and the most recent.

The data reported were collected by the Biometry Branch of the NIMH,

with the cooperation and assistance of various state mental authorities.

In addition tb the 261 RTC's, the survey instrument, Inventory Of Mental

Health Facilities, was mailed to public and private mental hospitals, general

hospitals with psychiatric wards, out-patient psychiatric clinics, mental

health day dare facilities, community mental health centers, and multi-

service psychiatric facilities. Of the 686,000 emotionally disturbed

children identified in the survey, 77% were releiving psychiatric care

in an outpatient clinic, while 91,000 or a little over 13% were in some tYpe

of residential facility. Forty percent of the latter group were placed ift

general hospitals, 28% in state and county mental hospitals, 8% in community

health centers, 8% in private mental hospitals, and 16% in the RTC's. Al-

though some comparisons among these different types of providers are made,

the study focuses on the analysis of costs and services in RTC's.

It should be noted that RTC's are far from being a ilomogeneous group;

.rather each has its.own unique identity and may differ widely in terms of

treatment approach, staffing functions and-ratios, administrative organiza-
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tion, etc. A iertain amount of extrapolation nd adjustment was necessary

before any meaningful tablilar data could be se up.

Expenditures are grbuped under three headings: salaries, other operat-

ing expenses, and capital expenditures. It was estimated that the RTC's

14.spent,over $121 million during 1969; of this, 56% went into employee.salaries.

In comparison, psydhiatric hospitals for children and state and county mental

hospitals allocated approximately 75% of their total budget to salaries,

and the'private mental hospitals 61%.

The average per capita cOst per day in an-RTC was $27, whereas tile.

average cost in a public mental hospital was $14!.in a private mental hos-

pital $49, and in a psydhiatric hospital for children $66 per day. 'The *

salary Components of the per capita figure were $15, $20, $30, and $50,_

respectively. On the average, RTC's expended 12% of their budgets on

capital investment; however, this figure is weighted by the fact that 32%

of the RTC's reported no capital expenditures at all.

Among RTC"s, average per dhild costs varied with the number of children .

and the geographical location of the facility. RTC's with less than a 25%

bed capacity averaged $36 per resident; from 25-74 beds, $30; ahd with 75

to 99 beds, $19 per person per day. It is intereSting that when bed capacity

rose over 100; the'per-Persch costs increased to $23 pen day. With respect .

to geographical location, the highesi costs were recorded in New England

($37) and the lowest in the West South Central area ($11).

5.5.2 Variables Affecting Cost Estimates. While the teporting of

census and cast information has improved considerably, as demonstrated in

.the Witkin and Cannon study, no real progress'can be made in estimating costs

of services as long as. these Continue to be tied to categorical descriptions

of handicaps rather than the nature and' extent of'deficit ahd the nature and

amount of service required.

.Unfortunately, uffiether public or private, every type of facility must

develop some method of computing costs so as to provide guidance in bildget

and program planning. Given the absence of.reliable data on operating

costs by function, administrators may attempt to Compute costs
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by dividing total expenditeres_by the number of,persohs served. For many

reasons this procedure has serious drawbacks:

It assumes that budgeted costs are acVial Costs, and

does not take into consideration variations in the

length of program years, scope of servies, amount-

of service actually provided, or the time when service

is available.

It fails to take into consideration the cost of proces-

sing new admissions, which usually Absorbs a large

share of the operating funds.

It includes the costs of capital investmerits such as

,
furniture, equipment, vehicles, and renovations, which

should be amortized over a longer time period.

Many fiscal reports do not distinguish between costs and expenditures.

Valid cost comparisons require that al1 expenses be defined and accounted

for. Thus, all goods and services Provided in a program must.be_included

as a cost, whether they are paid for in cash or contributed. A-frequently

overlooked cost component is the value of unpaid patient services. Many

facilities require that residents spend time in maintaining the grounds

and buildings, in food preparation, laundry, etc. Where the population is

too young or too severely handicapped to participate in.these types of

activities, non-resident help must be employed. This contributes to the

spuriOusly higher costfigures frequently found in facilities serving younger,

more severely handicapped patients.

Another source of inaccuracy in estimating cost is the failure to

include the true market rental value of land, buildings, and equipment.

This element of Cost is almost always omitted from operating expenditures

of public institutions, since these as)sets are usually owned by the state

or sponsoring agency, rather than rented. Also, many facilities are eligible
-

for food subsidies and other types of special allowances which, by lowering

the expenditures, misrepresent the actual cost.

In facilities which are part of a larger institutioni" such a'S psychi-

atric care provided in a general hospital, the computation of costs is

confronted by the need to estimate costs proportionately to the share of

space, timeirand services received. What percentage of the salary of a

Iceptionist, of the switchboard operator and.the telephone Charges, of
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maintaining the building grounds and common areas, should.be Charged to

the'mental health facility in a community health center? Such questions

ate extremely difficult to answer, and yet the cost of4the items cannot be
P

ly written off, otherwiee the cost of providing services within a larger

setting will appear comparatively low.-

.5.3 Cost Data Collection Proce( ures. Although precise informa-4

tion on the cost of services to severely hAndicapped children and yquth are

not yet available, techniques for collecting cost data for both-residential

and non-residential providers have been refined and extensively tested

since the early.1960's. Elkin and Cornick (1969) report a detailed system

for analyzing costs in a residential group care facility. Their work
_

represents the product of a three-year project funded by the Child Welfare

League'ana the Children's Bureau. The study was dned to deVelop and

evaluate A computer based cost analysis system. A modified .version of this

system was applied in a study of 21 children's institutions in the metropoli-

tan Chicago area, and IA eight Pittsburgh institutions. MOre recently

(1971-73) researchers at Abt Associates, Inc. have developed functional
it

cost analysis procedures for non-residential chilskcare programs.and have

gathered extensive data on the Costs of various types. of delivery systems.

The latter studies have resulted in the development of categories of .

mutually exclusive functions that are truly representatiye of program.

activity clusters. Key analytic procedures are then used to attribute

personnel time to specific program functions.

5.6 Status of Current Legislation and Litigation

- .
. .
,

A digest of State and Federal Laws relating to the education of handi-

capped childrovWas prepared by Trudeau (1972), and Weintraub et al.* (1972)

have prepared A Model Law for the Education of Seven Million Handicapped

Children.

The, major piece of legislation dealing specifiCally with the deaf-

blind.is Public Law 90-230. This law, which called for the creation of

regional centera for deaf-blind children, is an amendment to Title VI,

Part C of the Elementary and Secondary_Education Act.' In 1970 it became

part of the Education,of the Handicapped Act.

r-i
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In general, however, writers have focubed to a large e'lent on protect-

ing and strengthening the civil rights of handicapped children and adults

(Weintraub, 1971; Allen, 1971; Interational Leagpe of Societies for the

Mentally Handicapped, 1969). A number of landmark court decisions have

affirmed the public responsibility to provide eddhation and treatment to all

handicapped persons. The court decisions in many cases haVe substantiated

the right of handicapped persons to equal protection under the law, includ-
.

-ing being Ptovided with an education and full rights, of notice and reten-
.

tion in educational programs. Abeson (1973),.inthe mostrecent of ta con-

tinuing series of reviewesponbored by the'Council for ExcePtional Children,

covers litigation concerned with the education of all handicapped children

.Andlesouth. The next section summarizes sOme of, the important litigation,
".0

both pending and completed, having significant. imPlications for the educa-

tion and treatment df all handicapped persons but with major emphasis on

the medtally reatrded. These cases deal with the issues of right to

education, right to treatment, and right to protectioh from natl.

5.6.1 Right to Education.

Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children vs. Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. Civil Action 471-42 (3 Judge Court, E.D., Pennsylvania).

This case represents the first important legal breakthrough in establishing

the right of all retarded children to a free public education. The plaintiffs

in this class action were the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children,

14 named retarded Children who were denied an appropriate education at public

expense in Pennsylvania,'and all other Children similarly situated. .This

group brought suit against Pennsylvania for the State's failure to provide

all retarded children access to a free public education. The opinion and

order in this case stated that no Child could be denied admission to a

public school program or have his educational status changed Without first
4

being accorded notice and the opportunity of a due process hearing. ...Further-

more, it was decreed that no state could apply laws which postpone, terminate,

or deny suCh Children access to a publicly supported education, including a

public school program, tuition or tuition maintenance, and homebound inatruc-
..

tion... This decision strengthened.the position that all- mentally retarded
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persohs are entitled to an education, regardle-ss of theseverity of their

handicap. As stated in the consent agreement:..

Expert testimony in this action indicates that.all'mentally
retarded persons are capable ol benefitting from a program
of education and training; the greatest number of retarded .

personS, given such education and training, are capable of
achieving self-sufficiency, and the remaining few, with such;-
education and training,.are capable of achieving some degree
'of self-care; that the earlier such education and training
begin, the more thoroughly and the more efficiently the
mentally retarded person will benefit from it; and, whether
begun early or not, that a mentally retarded person can
benefit at any point in his life and development from the
program of education and training . . . It is the
Commonwealth's Obligation to place such mentally retarded
children in a free; public program of education and training'
appropriate to the child's capacity within,the context of a
presumption that, among the alternative programs of educe-
tion,and training required by statute to be available, place-
ment in a regular public school class is preferable to place-
ment in any other type of program of education andtr4ning.

- Mills v. Board of Education, Civil, Action #1939-71 (District of

Columb'a), expands the principle of the landmark Pennsylvania "right-to7
N

educatIon" case by including the right to a public education for all chil-

dren suffering from mental, behavioral, emotional, or physical handicaps

or deficiencies, not only for mentallyretarded children.. While the

Pennsylvania case rested.upon a consent agreement between the parties, the

Mills case is a 'pure.constitutional holding, and thus has even stronger

precedential value. The judgment specifies that the District of Columbia

shall provi:de to each child of school age a free and suitable publicly

upported education, regardless of the degree of the child's mental,.

physical, or emotional disability or impairment, and thli,insuffici,ent

resourcet may not be a basis for not fulfilling this obligation:

5.6.2 Bight to Treatment.

Wyatt v. Aderholt, 334 Supp. #1341 (M.D. Alabama, 1971)., 32FF. Supp.

#781 (M.D. Alabama, 1971), and Burnham v. Department of Public Health,

Department of Public Health Civil Action #16385 (u.S. District Court, N.Dt

Georgia). In both the Wyatt and Burnham cases, where appeals are presently

being heard, it is argued that there ere three basic constitutional provi-

1 3 3
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sions which establish the right of an involuntarily confined patient to.

'treatment:

(a) Due Process: The 14th Amendment states that no person
can be-deprived of liberty without due process of law.

The fundamental fairness doctrine under due process,
of law requires that treatment, and not mere custody,

be the necessary quid pro quo for a patient's loss of

liberty.

(b) Equal PrAection of the Laws: The 14th Amendment also

prohibits denial to any citizen or.group of citizens

equal protection of the laws. Under this provision,

classifications of citizens must be reasonable.
Classifying persons as."mentally handicapped" and
subsequently depriving them of their liberty is
reasonable only if treatment is provided.

(c) Cruel.and Unusual Punishment: ,Since civil restraint

of a mentally handicapped person without treatment
amounts to punishing him for his sickness, such cOm-

mitment violates the 8th Amendment 'which prohlats
cruel and unusual punishment.

5.6.3 Right to Protection from Harm,

, New York State Association for Retarded Children,. et al. v, Rockefeller,,

72'Civil Actia7.7d (E.D., N.Y.); and Patricia Paresi, et al., v. Rockefeller,

72 CiAl.Actions #357 (E.D, N.Y.); both filed March 17, 1972. In a recent

memorandum and order on the plaintiffs' motiamoft.the judge,declined-to rule

that mentally retarded residents of Willowbrook State School for the Retarded

have a constitutional right to adecepte habi1itatio4. ,He did, however, find

that they have a,constitutional right to be e from harm, and ordered

appropriate relief. Rights of persons in conf nement were outlined by ,the

court and include the right to-protection from assaults by fellow inmates

or staff, the right to conditions consistent with "basic standards àf human

decency," the right .to medical.care, the right to,exercise and have outdoor

recreation, the right to adequate hea during cold weather; and the right

to the necessary elements of basic hy iene.

The fight forthe recognition that every human being has an equal right

to the fulfillment of his potential, regardless of the severity of handicap,

is perhaps the most important.de elopment 'in the field of special education

in the present century. It has. resulted in incrgasing the available



'monetary resources for research and experimentation as well as for the

improvement of'facilities for all types of handicapped persons. The liti-

gation and the legislation continuev the fight.is by no means won, but

there is a new spir't of hope and a feeling of optimism.that nOt only will

the lot of the hand apped be immeasurably improved, but a ,reciprocal

benefit will be provided to society.

5.7 Bibliographies

The Council for Exceptional Children, in its Exceptio9,1 Child BibliOg

raphy Series, has publishedv,oVer 50 Selected Bibliographies. A list of

the titles can be obtained from the Council offices. These'bibliographies

consist of a computer printout of the items on a particular topic abstracted

by the Information Center odExceptional Children, which is one of the

network of Educational Resources Information Centers funded by-the Office

of Education. Many of the'selected bibliographies are concerned with the

severely handicapped.
\

In addition to the Bibliographies, the Council publishes Exceptional

Child Abstracts, a journal which focuses specifically on work concerned

with the handicapped, as well as collections'of papers presented at the

yearly conference of the Council for Exceptital Children. These papers

cover the entire gamut of topics in,the field of special education, in-

cluding research, exemplary' programs, curriculum developient, etc., all
-

having to do with handicapped children and youth. While the entire range

---otiMpairment is included, a great manS, of.the items are addressed specifically

to the severely-handicapped.

Other compilations of research have been edited by individual researchefs.

Thus Goldberg (1967) has a selected babliography of special education which

references items on a variety of handicaps. Murder- (1970) reviewS research

projects conducted in the .United Stated dnring the 1960's. The primary

focus is on the education of emotionally disturbed, mentally retarded, deaf'-'

blind, and multiply handicapped daildren.

Textbooks on special pducation or the exceptional child inyariably are

excellent bibliographical resources. Trapp and Himelstein (1972),

Cruikshank and Johnson (1967), and Dunn (1963) are examples of this type of
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reference. Additionally, annual-reviews of research, the two editions-of,,.

the Handbook of Research on Teaching, and the Mussen edition of Carmichael's

Manual of Child.Psychology illustrate some of the settings in whiCh bibliog-

raphies, and bibliographies of bibliographies, are to be found.
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